Introduction:

I.
I am going to explain the following because my life and my liberties
are at stake; I ask because the topics I will touch on affect not only every
American, but every soul on the planet that you take the time to watch,
listen to all the supporting evidence and conclusion not only for my sake,
the sake of this nation but the sake of your very life and that or your
loved ones to the following:
i)

I will prove with reason, rational arguments and overwhelming scientific evidence that GOD
exists. The reason I have to prove this is that God has revealed to me many subjects and
topics including very heinous crimes being committed of the most serious and life
threatening nature to us all. I am stating that factually God has revealed to me crimes that
potentially affect all citizens including children and if people don’t even believe God exists
then they aren’t going to believe that God reveals criminal activities to anyone (even though
governments have trained people in “remote viewing” and law enforcement have used
“psychics” to solve crimes). If people don’t even believe God exists any longer, then my
liberty is at stake for stating the fact that He has taught me, by people who are actually just
lacking knowledge and may not be intentionally meaning to harm me at all, but instead
become frightened because they’ve been brainwashed by Hollywood theatrics that anyone
who hears voices or claims God speaks to them is automatically a psychopath of the worst
kind. Thus my life and my freedom is at stake simply because people have been raised for
the past 50 years or so in our public schools and through media to think that there is no God
despite overwhelming evidence to the contrary. For those of you who are so arrogant that
you think it impossible for anyone to prove this, then I ask you what are you so afraid of that
I claim in a very tiny portion of your life experience to be able to do so? Furthermore, if you
think your time so valuable as to not spend a few hours of your life with information that
not only pertains to your current quality of life but your everlasting existence, my question
to you is, if your time was so valuable that you acquired all the money in the whole world,
would it be worth ignoring this message if it saved you from burning in hell fire with that
money that is so precious to you now? I can prove the existence of a Creator to any rational
individual on the planet. Furthermore, I will declare plainly to you how anyone can know
who the Creator is personally here and now and communicate with Him and learn from and
be empowered by here and now in this incarnation and forever. I consider it a SAD thing
that I have to do this in a country founded overwhelmingly by Christian men and women of
God and overt Divine Acts where it used to be so common a thing that no one would be
alarmed by stating you received revelations from God concerning anything; especially
crimes threatening public safety, but so many have been intentionally brainwashed in our
public education system, that it has become unfortunately necessary to prove this malicious
and detrimental brainwashing is intentional and it has been successful in deceiving mass
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vii)

millions of people into believing unsubstantiated lies as facts. Once you know God, these
deceptions will become obvious to you.
I will prove with reason, rational arguments and overwhelming scientific evidence that this
Creator/God is in fact the God of the Holy Bible because I state truthfully that I know Him
and in order to know Him, people must believe that He can also be known by them as well
and as such then they might be able to believe that I am being truthful in my testimony
about matters of the most serious topics, even matters of life and death
I will prove with evidence that there has been a serious effort at destroying our Christian
Heritage in America with the intent to brainwash citizens in the very same way the fascist
Nazis did in Germany to bring about the holocaust of WWII and that American citizens are
being murdered in our nation’s hospitals at the rate of over a million/ per year in keeping
with the eugenic philosophy many in our government adopted shortly after receiving Nazis
into our government following WWII via project paperclip and other undisclosed methods.
I will prove that the theory of evolution is a religion being forced on our children against the
First Amendment of the US Constitution that it is a religion completely devoid of one shred
of scientific evidence supporting it’s ignorant and irrational adherents and that the only so
called theory of origin that actually has scientific support is that of Intelligent Design. That
Intelligent Designer is the God of the Holy Bible is overwhelmingly supported by the sciences
I am alleging that by intent and treasonous acts this country as it was founded is in great
peril, and the citizens in it are in great peril by the reasons of pervasive greed, corruption,
ignorance and apathy and that I have actually survived homicide attempts and illegal
incarceration because of this widespread epidemic of citizens devoid of the knowledge of
God. I have survived hospital attempted homicides. I believe that the evidence I will
provide will convince rational citizens that our lives and freedoms are in such serious peril
that we must all join together now to demand change for the better immediately in our
nation instead of eloquent speeches and politics as usual
Specifically, because of pervasive greed and corruption, I will prove I have survived
attempted homicides by my now ex wife, doctors and nurses in two local hospitals and that
local and other governing authorities participated in even more felony offenses, even felony
sex offenses in covering up the attempted homicides and other crimes of our governing
authorities against United States citizens they have sworn to serve and protect
I will also prove with scientific evidence there is a genetic trait wrongly being called Wilson’s
Disease that affects at least 10% of the global populace and leads to ALL known forms of
serious ailments and terminal conditions; by causing an accumulation of heavy metals in
various parts of the body and blood flow stoppages in various capillaries of various organs.
Hence, affecting those who have the trait in a variety of adverse ways because of the
abundance of our polluted air, food and water now with heavy metals and other toxins. In a
pristine and clean environment the trait was probably beneficial as it helped to store
needed micro‐minerals and nutrients but in today’s polluted world is killing us off sooner
than people who don’t have the trait. In addition, these 600 million + persons need to
refuse all blood products, even O‐ blood during surgeries and only predonate their own
blood in case it’s needed for scheduled surgeries! An incompatible blood transfusion is

almost guaranteed death, but if you’re so unfortunate as to survive it, as I have, can result in
lupus like suffering of graft versus host, bone marrow aplasia and iron poisoning from the
acute hemolytic reaction of the destroyed bone marrow and blood cells in the body. Trust
me, most tortures men have invented only attack regions of the body, but an incompatible
blood transfusion attacks the body on a cellular level pervasively resulting in extreme
chronic fatigue, malaise and intense pain every waking moment. What’s more is medical
practitioners that actually know that only 60ml of incompatible blood can kill you, won’t
believe you when you tell them you’ve survived but are intensely suffering from three whole
units of incompatible blood. In their disbelief, they will instead of looking at the medical
evidence proving you’re telling the truth, conclude you’re paranoid, delusional and threaten
your freedom and your life by giving you medications that can kill you in your condition (as
this is what has been done to me). So now I’m forced to go public not only in an attempt to
get competent medical care that can save my life, but to improve health care in general and
to save other persons, who will meet with these same evil and incompetent professionals to
their deaths if I don’t make the public aware of how truly dire the situation is.
viii) The reasons I am going public with my testimony of events I have survived but am suffering
horribly from are not just altruistic in nature, but a few of the reasons I hope will also be to
my personal benefit:
(1) I am taking your time with telling you of homicides I have survived and other crimes
because these mass murderers are loose in hospitals I have personally witnessed in two
states in the Inland Northwest and by research have discovered is a nationwide and
even global crisis potentially affecting all citizens as most all of us in the civilized world
will end up in a hospital before we die
(2) I am taking the time of telling you that when I went to all branches of government
within the United States by fax, by email, by US mail and even in person, I was
threatened, insulted, slandered, libeled, and an entire gang of sex offenders within the
Sandpoint, Bonner County and as far as Spokane police departments committed rape
and adultery some even in group orgies with my now ex‐wife in exchange for keeping
her out of jail for the attempted homicides on my life. Their sex crimes not only had the
effect of leaving her, a murderer loose in public, but mass murderers loose in the
hospitals, and enabled her to also get away with defrauding me out of the better part of
my estate as she should have already been in prison when Dr. Joy and Dr.Cruz at
Deaconess discovered she had been poisoning me, but for my organs and for $50,000
each they agreed to murder me instead of turning her in. I know Jane Risberg is so
clever and so calculating that she would sucker some other innocent in for their estate
and life insurance and wouldn’t hesitate to poison them as well, thinking no one would
discover before they died. She is highly manipulative and can cry at will. She has
studied people intensely for over 30 years and knows how to con the vast majority. She
like other individuals that commit the most heinous atrocities and are the hardest to
convict hide behind groups of close friends and colleagues that are clueless of their dark
secret side and evil deeds. She would probably go after someone not in the best of
health or older so their sickness would be covered by some other reasonable ailment

and pretend concern as she watched them die. She can shed tears at will and is highly
manipulative by being highly intelligent and by having studied human behavior as a
personal life counselor via astrology for over 30 years. She was so calculating that she
tricked me into an illegal incarceration at NIBH, Kootenai Medical Center where I
discovered that physicians and nurses there are also torturing and euthanizing innocent
citizens at will in addition to illegally confining them without due process of law. Most
citizens that end up in a mental ward that are not maltreated are ones that have outside
relatives and friends that visit them regularly, but a certain percentage of the populace
that have no such friends and family or outside persons that care are being abused, and
even euthanized by toxic medications.
(3) So I am going public, even though I am a very private person, and even though every
attempt thus far at trying to warn others has only resulted in harm to myself by threats
to my freedom and my life (because people would rather believe that someone lost
their senses than that many serious criminals are loose in places of the highest public
trust.
(4) I am testifying of mass murderers loose in Deaconess and Kootenai Medical Centers
despite the fact they have veritable armies of attorneys to protect their public
reputation; so I am risking what little is left of my estate even though I’ve already lost
my marriage, my home, my truck, most of my personal possessions, my health and
ability to earn a living; even my dog was shot primarily because my conscience won’t
allow me to just walk on pretending that everything will be alright if these persons and
practices are not brought to the light so they can be arrested immediately. My
conscience cares what my God will say if I don’t do everything in my power to stop
these people. My conscience cares about other innocent citizens because the suffering
I’m enduring daily is so intense that NO ONE should be subjected to what has happened
to me. My conscience cares about the fact that persons so evil and persuasive have
duped mass millions into believing lies that actually are harmful to them and their
children by overwhelming evidence. My conscience will not allow me to watch this
country and it’s freedoms destroyed without my personal participation in fighting
patriotically that it remain a free nation under God with a free, unoppressed citizenry.
My conscience will not allow me to ignore the pleas of the tortured and dying in
America behind cold walls of steel and concrete. My conscience will not allow me to
ignore the cries of those murdered infants through the mass infantile genocide
occurring because of malicious eugenic fascism and personal greed and vice. My
conscience will not ignore the weeping of the survivors of 911 who know they were
betrayed to their deaths by our own governing authorities. My conscience will NOT be
silent when there are so many unable to speak out and defend themselves, because
they have been so maltreated that they are left drooling on themselves or because they
are behind walls out of sight of the public eye or because they are dying or already
dead! Altruistically, I don’t want what has happened to me to happen to anyone else so
I am openly pleading with all honest men and women of integrity to put pressure on any
honest men and women of integrity and competence at all levels of government to help

me effect the arrests of these persons who are choosing to do so evilly most of us can’t
even conceive of what they have done and are doing let alone bring ourselves to do
those things! (This is how these persons have been getting away with their great evil so
long, the rest of us are too trusting and too naïve and don’t even think on levels of that
depravity)
(5) Besides the altruistic reasons, I have personal reasons for this effort:
(a) I am trying to find any competent, caring and trustworthy medical professionals that
realize I am telling the truth about the incompatible blood transfusion and Wilson’s
and that it has caused me to be in intense pain and extreme fatigue daily for years
now. So much pain that I am having difficulty even presenting well and coherent at
times which is why I am writing this because my speech and manners due to the
symptoms of my ailment can make others think I’m on drugs or mentally ill rather
than the truth that I am suffering horribly from what has been done to me and the
effects it has had on me due to my genetic trait of Wilson’s
(i) I want to be specific about the physical and psychological torture I have been
through; so there is a lasting record that may be used to prosecute in the event I
die before I’m able to actually testify or am too ill to competently do so as I have
days where it is extremely difficult for me to speak or think because of the pain
and suffering I’m in.
1. Jane in 2002 started poisoning me although of course I did not realize it at
the time. I was working full time and going to school full time and with the
commute was only getting about three hours of sleep per day regularly; so I
figured my failing health after two years was only due to over exertion. But
during this time Jane and I had moved into our home on Kelso Dr. in spirit
Lake east, I had noticed field mice chewing through the weather stripping
and into our garage. I went to the local hardware store and purchased large
boxes of Dcon rat poison. When I got it home Jane was surprised that the
poison wasn’t dyed. I asked her what she meant and she said companies
started dying rat poison because too many people were being murdered by
poisoning according to a nurse she had dated. Anyway she knew a lot more
about poison than I did and it kind of surprised me that apparently a lot of
people are poisoned to death but the public isn’t told, because it is
apparently so prevalent and easy authorities don’t want the masses to
know. Anyway, I put the box in the garage where I saw the most droppings
and checked it the next day. The entire box was empty! This was the huge
box about 8 inches tall or so and it was completely empty overnight! I
thought we had a major infestation so I purchased another three boxes and
they were rapidly devoured (or so I thought). I can’t remember if it was a
week later or two, but one night the professor canceled class due to a
personal emergency and so I arrived at home early. I did all the cooking so
when I walked into the house and something was boiling on the stove I was
curious. I looked into the boiling water and saw brownish, blackish pellets

in the bottom of the water. I know now this was the poison that I thought
had been devoured by rodents. At the time, because Jane was into stuff like
bach flowers and alternative therapies, I thought it was some kind of weird
aroma therapy. During this same time I started developing the following
symptoms:
a. Extreme fatigue
b. IBS
c. Spontaneous bruising
d. Nausea
e. Sexual dysfunction
f. Inability to concentrate
g. Extreme bloating after meals (drinking the poison)
h. Migraines for the first time in my life
i. dizziness
It was during this time that Jane started implementing his and her orange
juice containers. I like my orange juice watered down for better hydration;
so I didn’t think anything of it when Jane claimed the reason for the
separate containers of the same orange juice was she liked hers full strength
and undiluted. I didn’t realize during this time she was using the poisoned
water extract to water down my orange juice with. Now I look back and it
all makes sense. She would NEVER drink my orange juice even when she
was out and wanted orange juice to drink. (She would send me downstairs
to get her drinks at night and always ask me if the orange juice I had
brought up for her was from her container. There were times when she was
out and so I was going to share mine; even times when I hadn’t yet watered
it down myself and so I told her so and she still refused to drink it. She was
so evil she would always ask me how I felt with a weird look on her face
after I drank. I actually thought she was concerned about me for working so
hard at the time. About a half million in life insurance hung in the balance
and she was the sole beneficiary of the estate should I die.
Jane intermittently would threaten me during arguments usually over
money and I remember times her threats were even as such as she could
get away with murdering me and that if it ever came down to my word
against hers about anything people would believe her and not me all
because 20 years ago I went to prison convicted of armed robbery. You
know I thought when I met Jane who was over 16,000 in unsecured debt
and owned no real property and was growing in debt constantly because
she lived above her means, that she actually loved me because I was poor;
when all along she was thinking I was a perfect sucker. I didn’t have to have
money when she could con me into a huge life insurance policy. I was
young and she could slave me out to make her money so she could have an
early retirement and if I didn’t measure up, poison me and still achieve her

goal of better quality of life and less work. With my diagnosed sleep apnea,
she had a perfect cover for why I was getting more ill (except for many of
the symptoms were not explained by this); nevertheless she was always
there with the doctors to offer some other explanation as to why I was
getting so ill and to make certain none of them would think of poison.
During the years she poisoned me, she would have me watch shows like
women who poison and other morbid shows about women who had
committed heinous crimes and ask me what I thought. I can remember one
time specifically after I was diagnosed with mononucleosis (false positive
indicates Wilson’s) that she insisted I watch this show. She wanted my
opinion about the women who had done it to their husbands. In the show
because the husbands were dead and couldn’t tell their side of the story;
the convicted poisoners would always tell stories of horrendous abuses and
infidelities. So when she asked me, I responded if the men really did all
those things to those women, I almost can’t blame them for killing them.
Little did I know, in her mind she was seeking some kind of justification for
her horrible actions. More details of what she did to me is in the Dear Jane
letter, but what I want people to know is that even if other people hadn’t
joined in tremendous crimes against me, what she did alone I sometimes
think is worse than had she just shot me. To get people to understand the
level of just physical pain, imagine if you can, that you had seen the risen
Christ multiple times and knew God’s Word in the Holy Bible was absolute
truth and as such you intensely desired to go to Heaven and absolutely
avoid going to hell. Now imagine that any one persons despite all that
caused you to suffer so intensely that you were actually tempted not just kill
them, but mutilate them before praying to God that He makes sure they
burn in the very hottest part of hell! That you would actually risk even your
own damnation because of the incredible torture this person put you
through; not just physical pain that at times you beg the Creator to either
heal you or let you rest the final sleep, but psychological torture so intense
that if you hadn’t seen God and Christ, you would have surely gone
homicidally insane and actually enjoyed making certain this person died so
horribly that the whole world heard about it. Through years of screaming at
God and praying and praying and praying and reading His Word and
Screaming and Praying more than I imagine very few can relate to, I have
finally reached a point, where I once again despite the fact I’m still in
intense pain daily and unable to return to gainful employment that I don’t
want anyone to end up burning in hell and I especially never want to be
associated with the very violence I am desperately trying to arrest and am
most seriously against. But for a man of God, who deeply and most
seriously reverences Almighty God and His Commands to have been
tempted to the point of risking even his own everlasting damnation just to

make certain this person couldn’t do what she did to me to anyone else;
should give you some idea of the level of intense agony I suffer daily as a
result of all these things detailed in this plea and my affidavit and ten trillion
dollar civil suit. Okay staying on track with just the physical suffering this
person put me through:
i. Besides all the symptoms increasing in severity above:
ii. She conspired with Dr. Joy and Dr. Cruz at Deaconess to have me
murdered. She didn’t care how the doctors were going to do it. She
agreed to pay each 50,000 each once the life insurance was
received.
iii. Dr. Joy and Cruz and assistants gave me three units of incompatible
blood which caused pulmonary edema (suffocation on your own
bodily fluids from the acute hemolytic reaction as blood and
mucous floods your lungs) which resulted in two cardiac arrests
iv. Besides the physical trauma these two events which left me without
oxygen to my brain and body for 3 and 5 minutes respectively it
caused the following physical suffering
v. For two years I had temporary amnesia concerning all the events
that happened at the hospital and even events leading up to what
happened at the hospital
vi. Immediately following my intestines felt like stone and I had to each
very soft foods
vii. My memory and my ability to concentrate was severely
detrimentally affected
viii. I grew weaker and weaker and more and more ill as the days
progressed until I could no longer work no matter how bad I wanted
to because I was making a decent living for the first time in my life
ix. Besides all the previous symptoms of poisoning they became even
more extreme and severe in agonizing pain, nausea and fatigue until
I had huge bruises I couldn’t explain and by huge I mean like the
entire upper part of my arm from shoulder to elbow or an entire
thigh
x. Weird moles of reddish hues started rapidly appearing on my skin
and growths I never had before
xi. Symptoms of jaundice and other symptoms that mimicked hepatitis,
lupus and leukemia developed until some days I was too ill to make
it downstairs to eat properly, cook for myself, and even crawl to the
bathroom to use the toilet. Test after test with doctors could not
come up with a reason why and so I was diagnosed with chronic
fatigue fibro myalgia and Epstein Barr virus
xii. While I know I don’t have a monopoly on suffering; keeping in mind
I dislike pharmaceuticals intensely and yet I still contemplate during

moments of my bad days, that I may have to take morphine
regularly in order just to be able to keep from screaming and
weeping constantly while awake
b. Now psychologically the torture Jane has put me through:
i. Suppressed memories – one time early in our marriage, I came
home from grueling manual labor of household goods transit when I
worked almost without days off for years and caught her with
another man’s ejaculate still in her mouth and he quickly buckling
his pants. She was smiling and thought it was funny that I had
caught her sucking another man’s penis in our house that I was
having to work practically seven days a week of extremely
strenuous labor non‐stop just to afford. I had been in prison and
even max facilities for over five years as a young man and I had
been radically converted to Christianity by an appearance of the
risen Lord Jesus Christ and yet in less than a second, I felt rage so
intense that I looked at one of those older desk phones and in less
than a second realized my impulse was to bludgeon them both to
death. In that same instate, I remembered God, Christ and the fact I
didn’t want to go back to prison under any circumstances and so I
sent to myself the strongest thought that I could, that I didn’t see
what I just saw and walked on by while I heard him say, you’re
married and he lets’ you do this? And she say, “SHHH! He doesn’t
know” and he reply, “Whew! That was close!” Incredibly, I never
believed people could actually suppress memories, but I did it
successfully for well over a decade.
ii. She regularly would flirt with other men even in front of me
whenever the opportunity came up
iii. Even though I gave her every check I made and didn’t even know
how much I earned annually until tax season came around, she
would always blame me for not working harder and doing even
more
iv. Sometimes weeks would go by where she would scream at me
instead of talking and I would have to repeatedly ask why did she
scream at me when every one else I observed her with she spoke
very politely even people she claimed to dislike. She wouldn’t even
scream about a coherent subject, I still can’t even recall why she did
so regularly and almost everything we argued about that I tried to
bring to successful closure; she would always leave it unresolved so
that screaming ensued again and again instead of systematic
resolution
v. For years, I held fast to the holy scripture that if a man couldn’t
minister to his own house, how could he minister to the house of

God and since I strongly desired to do so, I considered my marriage
of supreme importance to succeed at in order to spiritually mature;
so despite constant abuse aforementioned and Jane throwing out
my personal possessions, and my mail, and moving projects I was
working on no matter how many times I asked her not to, I deemed
it that God was placing me in this state for my spiritual growth and
read books and watched documentaries to try and become a better
and more understanding husband. The only offenses I am
conscience of that I gave Jane in return is that occasionally I would
raise my voice in return and called her a bitch or asked her to turn
off bitch mode and that I even called her a cunt several times during
the course of our marriage when she made me especially angry like
the time one of our tenants told me she had propositioned him for
sex. I seriously apologize to Jane openly for any names I called her
or any other offenses I gave her of which I am completely unaware
possibly because maybe my memory still suffers in part from what
I’ve been through and truly don’t know, but things I am absolutely
certain of are that I have never been with anyone else sexually since
the day I met her and even now that we’ve been separated and
divorced to this date; I was a faithful husband. I never hit Jane or
physically abused her in any way during our marriage. The worst
offense I offered that I am conscious of is as I stated name calling
and as a man of God, this was so wrong of me, regardless of what I
was enduring and I am truly sorry and apologize to her for that.
vi. So back to the tenant who actually had enough dignity to leave after
she propositioned him and came to me, a man of honor amidst a
world now so full of adulterers and adulteresses. It was after the
hospital incident and before my memory returned of what occurred
there and before I had knowledge of Jane’s involvement partially
because of my impaired memory and partially because I was so sick
I couldn’t concentrate enough to put all the evidence together. So I
actually was coming to a close of my ability to work and was
spending my last employably viable days earning enough to pay for
Jane’s tenth anniversary present of custom designed jewelry and by
far the most expensive jewelry I’ve ever purchased. To let her know
that after ten years I still loved and valued her despite it all and was
still her faithful, loving husband. It was during this exertion despite
extreme illness and chronic fatigue while I was sacrificially putting
aside my own desires for a home theatre system, that our tenant
came to me during our so called tenth anniversary. I don’t like
admitting this, but because I was becoming so ill, this news was
terrifying that after how hard I had worked over the past decade,

Jane might be leaving me when I was becoming too ill to support
myself.
vii. I don’t remember the exact date I remembered what happened to
me at Deaconess clearly but it was about two years after the fact
when I had become so ill I was in bed most of the time and unable
to work. I told Jane immediately, and that I had to go to the police
immediately with what happened. She said I was too sick and
discouraged me from doing so. She said if I valued our marriage, I
must not go to the police with the events at the hospital. I couldn’t
understand what she was saying at the time! Let murderers kill
other innocent people? Even leave loose people so sick they
actually laughed at me as I was suffocating to death? I thought she
was in some state of shock or denial because no one in their right
mind would want these kind of people loose to do harm to others.
But she was right as to how ill I was. I was so ill I thought I could die
any moment and so I set down on paper my sworn affidavit; so that
if I died a record of the events could still be used by authorities to
prosecute. I struggled to make it in to town to have the document
notarized and faxed it to all relative local police departments, fax
logs exist proving satisfactory transmission numerous times. In
addition, I asked Jane to start making calls right away to attorneys
to file suit against the perpetrators and Deaconess. She refused to
do so which left me unbelievably perplexed because she had always
jumped at opportunities for money and this was sure to get at least
justified compensation for lost wages. Things started getting very
strained between us when my own spouse didn’t apparently care
that murderers were loose in public that had tried to kill her own
husband and who knows how many others they had murdered in
similar manner. I was desperate to try and get an investigation
underway but Jane instead opposed all my efforts with what little
strength I had left trying to save other citizens by doing my duty to
report crimes I had personally witnessed.
viii. To make a long story short Jane lied to police to discredit me even
more to others and harm me through false accusations on my
permanent record. Then she and acquaintances lied to me and told
me I would finally get the medical treatment I needed at Kootenai
Medical Center NIBH division; that an expert in Wilson’s Disease
worked there and would know how to perform the diagnostic tests.
She lied to Doctor Wait to further discredit me and accused me of
being assaultive though there has never been any evidence because
she was in fact lying. Not one mark on her entire body. I told the
doctors I didn’t know why, but she was lying and demanded my

release as soon as I realize that Jane, the Westbrooks and even the
doctors and nurses had lied to me saying I would get to see an
Expert in diagnosing and treating Wilson’s Disease if I just signed the
paperwork admitting myself. It was then I demanded my release as
I realized I had been kidnapped and incarcerated by deception that
Dr. Wait called Jane and told her she had to say she was afraid of
me in order for him to confine me. She then lied and said so. All
during this betrayal, I was still at a loss as to why Jane was actually
actively working against me instead of helping me get the
murderers arrested and obtaining justified civil remedies
ix. I still can’t believe that I was willing to forgive her not only of all that
she had done but was desperately trying to get her to offer me a
reasonable explanation why she was alright with leaving her
husbands’ murderers loose in public because it was highly likely that
if I didn’t get competent medical care I would die from what was
done to me. Finally, the straw that broke the camel’s back was
when she allowed officer Knaggs to stroke her thigh in front of me
while Lehman held me and for Knaggs to proposition her in front of
me while supposedly on official police business (this was the time
my brother had shoved me and then called 911 and blamed me
instead while he was sticking his nose into a heated argument
between Jane and myself over these matters). What was I to do? If
I assaulted the cops, they would just lie and either send me to
prison for years or perhaps any of us would end up dead. That was
when Jane and I separated and the next thing I knew the cops I had
gone to; to try and get murderers arrested and an investigation for
what was done to me were having group sex with my separated but
still married wife.
x. When I confronted her about the fact that what she was doing was
so well known, that even the few moments I went into town cops
were talking about what a slut she was when they didn’t know I
could overhear them. (At times I can hear people’s (some people
are easier to read than others and some people are louder in their
thoughts than others and I believe God blinds us from hearing our
spouses thoughts so we don’t get hurt constantly) thoughts so
clearly it’s as if they were audibly talking and at others God reveals
to me conversations and entire events of things taking place miles
away even anywhere on earth past, present or future via what can
best be described as remote viewing) In fact what she was doing
was so horrible that revelations flooded in about six months after
she left that were so horrible I didn’t want to believe even though I
had been doing nothing but praying every day to God to explain to

me what was going on. Divine revelations in the form of detailed
dreams flooded my soul in full color as if I were watching
documentaries of all that had occurred during the following months
and completely after our divorce was finalized and she gave me
gonorrhea as a final parting gift. I want people to know that I’m not
boasting or think of myself as special when I say that what they call
ESP has always been a part of my existence and much more so after
I was anointed by the Holy Ghost. For years I received direct Divine
Instruction on why chemical batteries are no longer even necessary
at least as they are today, but quick charge/ slow discharge
universal power packs that can charge in three seconds and power a
computer for six months can be made with current technologies,
new architectural designs that are far stronger, take less material
and enclose more volume, even construction methods and
materials that can withstand direct hits above ground from the
strongest nukes in the world, new auto engines completely silent
that can run for the lifetime of the owner easily, new high speed
transit methods, new forms of aero and hydro dynamics, particle
disruption without fission, force fields, and even new methods for
traversing through space, methods of saving trailers from
hurricanes and tornadoes, methods of creating rivers in deserts,
methods of getting potable water anywhere on earth, methods of
increasing harvest yields globally, cures of all infections and viruses,
cures even for cellular degradation/aging, years of daily revelations
and nightly dreams about things past, present and future and
thousands of inventions from small to globally significant. I was so
used for nearly two decades to communing with God more
intimately than two friends chatting on earth and receiving direct
revelations from His Holy Spirit; that it was virtually impossible for
me to disregard what answers He finally gave me even though I
wanted to because of the traumatizing nature of knowing the truth;
but is also why I understand others are finding it nearly impossible
to do so. Which is why I ask for your patience because I have
physical circumstantial proof of my allegations; the revelations just
tie the events and evidence altogether and what proof may yet be
required to convict beyond all reasonable doubt may be obtain by a
competent investigation even though years have elapsed. I believe
the actual evidence I possess is enough to warrant that kind of most
serious and thorough investigation and I hope even those who have
never encountered the kind of evidence I’ll be presenting will then
agree once it is explained to them.

xi. Early in our separation Jane would call me while I was lying in
agonizing pain wondering if I would die that day or not, and tell me
of the wonderful social life she was having drinking and dating and
reminding me that for her version of dating meant she was screwing
around, riding horses and having such a great time.
xii. When the evidence of her screwing lots of local police became
overwhelming, I confronted her and she actually boasted of
screwing over two dozen cops in the region and that there was
nothing I could do about her poisoning me, conspiring at Deaconess
to have me murdered, betraying me at NIBH to illegally incarcerate
and discredit me, or the fact she had on top of it all then
successfully defrauded me out of the bulk of our estate.
xiii. She actually showed me hickeys on her thighs
xiv. She even boasted to a former colleague in front of me while all
three of us were at lunch that I had caught her screwing two cops
(only she just called them two men) (which happened on Feb. 11,
2007) The officer with the huge red haired head was sneering at me
driving away as I drove up to her new house that day and the Lord
showed me the tire tracks in the freshly fallen snow showing the
vehicles that had just driven away in an effort to pretend the two
cops and Jane weren’t inside the house. He then revealed to me
the cops inside were contemplating shooting me because at least
one was married and didn’t want his wife to find out. As I drove up
Jane and the cops were rapidly making the bed in the guestroom
and then did their best to pretend they weren’t inside. The Lord
revealed to me these men had been telling their wives that they
were going to church on Sundays and instead were committing
adultery and conspiring to leave murderers loose in society thereby.
In this manner the cops helped her defraud me out of the bulk of
my estate as well as get away with her homicide attempts
xv. That Valentine’s Day I saw officer Knaggs drive his (might’ve been
his sister’s car) car to her house very late at night as I was driving
away
xvi. The reason I was still associating with Jane at this point was for
several reasons: I was in such poor health that I was in fear of dying
alone or even homeless because I couldn’t pay my mortgage any
longer; I was in a state of perpetual shock and trauma due to the
incredible physical and psychological torture; I wanted to disbelieve
my memories, my senses, my revelations, because I was having so
great difficulty believing that anyone could be so cruel, let alone the
one woman out of billions that I, a man who had seen Christ and
trusted implicitly to provide me with a good and faithful wife, could

have married such a person; because part of me at this point was
slowly being convinced that perhaps Jane was a psychopath and I
was trying to get irrefutable evidence of all she had done and was
doing
xvii. I was too strained financially to hire a private detective and when I
would finally get large sums, I would pay my mortgage because I
kept believing that all my efforts during this time to notify higher
authorities would eventually come to my aid and that I couldn’t
believe that after everything God had allowed me to go through
that He would allow me to loose my home when I was so ill that I
could not physically move myself and didn’t have enough money to
hire others to do the task. I was in fear of dying homeless over an
extended period of time despite all my efforts from off my death
bed to try and finally get legal and medical help
xviii. When I finally had notified all branches of government and no
one was helping me, I started going public to alert former
colleagues and acquaintances over what was happening… that mass
murderers were loose in local hospitals and rapists in local law
enforcement that had by conspiracy also left murderers loose and
allowed an innocent man to be defrauded of the bulk of his estate
besides. In addition, an officer actually threatened me for only
trying and obtain needed medical care and thereby condoned
discrimination based on sex and leaving me in horrible pain with any
just cause. This was with Regina Danielsson who with public
practice didn’t return my calls for an appointment that took place
over the course of months; so I thought maybe an assistant wasn’t
passing on her voicemail and went to her office one day to beg an
appointment in person. I had to ask her if she was Regina
Danielsson, when she was opening her office to admit another
female patient, while I had been waiting outside in the waiting room
because I had never seen her before and didn’t know who she was.
I then asked for an appointment in person that I desperately needed
and was in extreme pain patiently enduring. She still didn’t grant
me my request. I could only glean two things either she was
extremely busy because she was the only practitioner in town, or
she was sexually discriminating against men. I first chose to believe
she was busy, so I pled and even offered to pay higher wages for her
services if she could fit me into her busy schedule as I was very ill
and knew I needed this therapy especially since I had recently
completed a gall bladder cleanse for the first time in my life. Even
though to the best of my remembrance I’ve only met her once in my
life and can’t even remember what she looks like, officer Koch felt

obligated to falsely accuse me of stocking her, when I asked God
why this had happened He revealed to me it was because one time
God had revealed to me she was taking a brief vacation from all the
work and I had mentioned it in one of my requests of being willing
to pay her extra if she would only treat me despite needing her
vacation; then I could see why she and officer Koch had thought I
had been stocking her even though I was bed ridden for pain and
suffering because she had only told one person of taking the brief
break. Some people would call me a psychic, but apart from God, I
have no special abilities; but to the world my ability to see things at
a distance through time and space or hear some people’s thoughts
so clearly I have at times made the mistake of thinking they were
audibly talking with me and replied to their thoughts as such only
unfortunately for me, I don’t get paid or praise like Chris Angel,
mind freak; instead it scares most persons that hurriedly walk away
and tell their friend(s) how weird it was that a complete stranger
knew what they were thinking at that moment.
xix. I’ll never forget Jane boasting and reveling in my suffering one day
when I was out of food at my house and money and in very
desperate state I actually swore in public and even though free
speech is constitutionally protected I was leaving the restaurant full
of patrons who had overheard my private phone conversation and
manner of speech; before I had even eaten my meal because I had
upset fellow diners; but nevertheless my apologies and leaving in
peace wasn’t enough for them and so they called the cops on me.
Jane was actually delighted! (now I know why, that every act against
me that discredited me further insulated her from just prosecution).
Cops that were screwing her showed up and even the cop that had
threatened me and encouraged denial of medical care from the only
practitioner in town. These were leaving my murderous wife go
free, actually partnering with her for sex acts for a get out of jail
free card, and leaving mass murderers free, and further causing
harm to me when all I had done was try to save citizens lives and
there they were ready to murder me for daring to use a swear word
in public. Weapons ready in a free country criminals in uniform
persecuting an innocent man; ready to imprison me and kill me but
leave rapists in their own ranks and murderers loose to prey on
innocent citizens. The psychological torture of knowing your tax
dollars feed the worst criminals in history is beyond infuriating
(concerning all government corruption and the fact that a dying
man spends all of his resources and energy to save lives and only
gets apathy, ridicule, slander, libel and further torture from those

he paid to serve and protect him with very hard work)! And to top
it all off the person he worked himself nearly to death for was
joyfully smirking as his freedom and life was hanging in the balance!
Leave traitors and mass murderers go free and felony sex offenders
and robbers and poisoners and other criminals of the most heinous
offenses but if you dare use a swear word in public the entire force
turns out to arrest or kill you! Boy! Were my tax dollars hard at
work! Money well spent! (with ultra sarcasm)
xx. Then there was the time my only companion left me during these
trials and tribulations, which was my puppy, Romeo, was shot once
and then a second time to death and Jane smugly asserted when
would I ever learn my lesson…
xxi. She wanted me to cover up her homicide attempts and those of the
rest of the conspirators that through personal vice and greed joined
in by getting a misdiagnosis and leaving me in a room drugged up
until I died and she was angry that I dared care enough about others
to continue trying desperately to get honorable and competent
authorities to investigate and arrest when I filed a ten trillion dollar
complaint to make certain that all respective governing authorities
were indeed notified of my allegations and shockingly NO ONE even
called me to ask me what evidence I had! Even though my
testimony was sworn under oath and penalties of perjury and even
though I was willing to take a polygraph and even though I had
enough circumstantial evidence to warrant a timely investigation
which would have easily uncovered the truth of all that I state has
occurred. So when I went public Jane was busy with her great
acting, pretending it was so tragic that her poor husband was having
a mid‐life crisis and nervous breakdown etc. etc. covering up all my
efforts to ensure no one else would suffer as I have or be murdered
by these persons still loose to this day
xxii. I can not list every detail of all the things she did, but let me read a
letter to her that has a few more choice details of how incredibly
cruel she treated me. In fact, I have often reflected that if satan had
a sister, I married her; or that truthfully, in all my historical studies
I’ve never read or watched a documentary about any woman who
ever did more personal cruelty to someone she knew. Poisoned
over years and blamed and scolded me for not working harder as I
got sicker and sicker, slept with numerous cops; even though she
knew a cop had shot me in the head when I was a young man,
rejoiced when my only companion in the world, my 2 year old
puppy was shot dead and acted like she knew why it was done,
conspired to murder me by an incompatible blood transfusion

probably one of the most painful ways in the world to kill someone
(I can’t think of a single torture that causes more sustained intense
pain and yet leaves the tormented soul barely alive if they actually
survive the murder attempt), conspired to illegally incarcerate and
betray to people that think treatment by permanent brain
damaging substances is acceptable medical practice, persons who
sadistically took pleasure in violating my constitutional rights and
threatening my life with drugs that had lethal side effects for
anyone in my condition, left me unable to defend myself with
limited finances, unable to work, boasted of sex and social life,
boasted of getting away with all the above, rejoices in the evil she’s
done and congratulates herself on manipulating “men and their
dicks” as she likes to often quote, robbed me of the bulk of my
estate, and to make sure I got the message gave me gonorrhea as a
final parting gift.
c. Now the psychological torture of medical professionals
i. I was an insured paying patient, trusting my life to doctors and
nurses that actually profit by killing people and harvesting their
organs
ii. Can you imagine what it’s like knowing you PAID for your own
murder?!
iii. Can you imagine that the last face you see on earth laughs with glee
as pink foam comes out your mouth suffocating to death on your
own body fluids?
iv. Can you imagine knowing that despite all you efforts, law
enforcement and all governing authorities find it so hard to believe
that instead of looking at the evidence they actually threaten to lock
you up for attempting to report these crimes and save innocent
citizens lives from the most deranged individuals you’ve ever met
v. Can you imagine what it’s like as you’re betrayed and without even
so much protection as criminals are afforded your freedom is taken
from you by doctors and nurses that get paid thousands for all
persons they commit (they have automatic job security by finding
anyone who walks through their door mentally ill whether or not it’s
true)
vi. Can you imagine finding yourself deprived of your freedom and
watching another patient come in crying but able to talk coherently
and then seeing them the next day staring blankly into space and
drooling all over themselves; not because they’re mentally ill but
due to the psychotropics the doctors prescribed for them. And then
while you’re looking at the new chemically lobotomized vegetables
have these same sadistic psychopaths sit down across from you and

tell you that if you refuse the same treatment they gave to that
individual, then they will get you permanently committed and
convince the judge to order the drugs be forced upon you. This is
the most extreme torture I’ve ever personally witnessed. They
wanted me to say sure doc! Load me up with those permanent
brain damaging substances even though I’m telling you I’m innocent
and that I’m actually suffering from heinous crimes that have been
committed against me combined with the fact I have the genetic
trait wrongly being called “Wilson’s Disease”, sure doc! Give me all
those life threatening drugs so you can “treat” me to death like
these other persons who have given up hope. I DON’T CARE IF
SOMEONE IS MENTALLY ILL, NO ONE, I REPEAT, NO ONE SHOULD BE
GIVEN DRUGS THAT KILL OR CAUSE PERMANENT ORGAN OR BRAIN
DAMAGE – THESE DOCTORS AND NURSES ARE TORTURING AND
KILLING PEOPLE IN THE NAME OF SECULAR PSYCHOLOGY! GET
OVER IT! IT’S TRUE! THEY ARE GETTING AWAY WITH EUTHANIZING
PEOPLE THAT DON’T HAVE ANYONE ON THE OUTSIDE TO
REPRESENT THEM! Do you want to know the most horrible thing of
all this, people like Dr. Wait at NIBH are so sadistic they ENJOY
destroying people’s lives! The ones that aren’t that sadistic like Dr.
Stevens, are so incompetent and ignorant they can’t even diagnose
themselves let alone anyone else correctly. Anyone, who can look
himself in the mirror daily for decades and suffer symptoms his
whole life and still not know that he and the majority of the people
he works with have Wilson’s genetic trait shouldn’t be practicing
medicine but more specifically, ANYONE that thinks it’s acceptable
to give permanent brain and organ damaging substances to any
other person; substances they would NEVER take themselves,
should not only not be practicing medicine they should be locked up
for numerous cases of aggravated assault and if they were truly
ignorant of the deaths they caused (which I find IMPOSSIBLE to
believe) because they monitor the patients’ vitals at least daily and
can read the drugs they are prescribing which say explicitly they are
not to be administered to persons with liver complications because
it can KILL them and still daily give them those drugs watching them
decline in health and die. These people must be arrested and
locked up! It MUST become law that no person shall be forced to
ingest any substance against their will. It MUST become law that no
substance will be approved for ingestion by others that the
manufacturers and their children won’t take, that the prescribing
physicians and their children won’t take, that the pharmacists and
their children won’t take and that the FDA agents and their children

won’t take. Any physician prescribing drugs so toxic it does worse
injury to the “patient” than if they had been violently mugged is in
fact by definition guilty of aggravated assault on that person and
they should be LOCKED UP IMMEDIATELY! But these doctors and
nurses are committing crimes far worse than just the worst kinds of
aggravated assault, they are MURDERING people! The events that
occupants testify are occurring in state institutions make “one who
flew over the cuckoo’s nest” look mild by comparison! I’m serious!
Innocent people are being tortured and murdered right now in
hospitals across the country! I can’t be clear enough how terrifying
it is to sit across from someone who rolls their eyes at you,
disbelieves you, gives you a derogatory diagnosis without doing any
fact checking or diagnostic testing, and smirks as they prescribe
medications that cause permanent brain and organ damage and
even DEATH! (psychologically, I’ve never seen a movie that
compares to watching them destroy someone to the point of a
catatonic state and then have those same persons say with a smile
that you’re next!) If I hadn’t received good advice, I might be brain
dead or dead by now. Other victims of secular psychology practice
today, urgently warned me to agree with whatever the doctors said
or I would never again be free and to take whatever they prescribed
or at least pretend to take it and then act like whatever they wanted
or I could end up DEAD! These quacks are so arrogant, they’d
rather torture and kill people than admit they don’t know truly how
to treat people properly which is just to lovingly listen to them and
encourage them to work through their justified emotions rather
than drugging them into a stupor or worse!
vii. Imagine my disgust as I watched documentaries of people who had
lost their children to psychotropics, read suit after suit of people
who had either died or been severely wounded by these practices.
In other words this is widespread and the most dangerous place for
any citizen to be in America is the very places we must trust others
with our lives! The psychological trauma of discovering these
people represent the highest threat of permanent injury and death
for any of us in America is extremely traumatic! In other words the
people we are forced to trust with our health care and lives have
the most common occurrence of injuring and murdering us by far!
viii. Imagine the psychological torture of being a person with decent
intelligence (lowest my IQ was ever tested at was 128 and mostly
falls between the high 140s to low 170s) and doing research and
paying thousands of dollars for tests and seeing all the evidence of
what I’m suffering from but persons possessing far less knowledge

pertaining to your particular problem, misdiagnosis, maltreat, and
otherwise do harm to you in their ignorance. By stating that, it
doesn’t mean they don’t have greater knowledge than I do in other
areas; but I’m sober enough and humble enough to admit it;
whereas doctors and nurses I have met epidemically think their
patients could not possibly know more about themselves than they
do even though we’ve been living in our own bodies for decades
and have spent time and energy taking care of ourselves during that
time. I think most have no idea how traumatizing it is to realize that
most people you went to school with in all ways struggled with
material that was to you virtually common sense to you who never
had to study a day in your life and then to have to go to these same
types of people and trust them with your life! Or going to people so
ignorant they don’t even believe in the existence of God,
demonstrating that the person who wants to treat you is actually
irrational and mostly believes or has extremely fallible knowledge!
It’s terrifying and I’m not being facetious! Nor am I boasting it’s just
that MY LIFE IS IN DANGER DUE TO THEIR IGNORANCE,
INCOMPETENCE, AND UNJUSTIFIED ARROGANT SUPPOSITION THAT
THEY KNOW MORE ABOUT YOU AND YOUR HEALTH SITUATION IN
FIVE MINUTES THAN YOU DO AFTER THOUSANDS OF HOURS OF
RESEARCH AND DECADES IN YOUR OWN BODY; NOT TO MENTION
VIEWING MEDICAL TESTS THEY REFUSE TO EVEN LOOK AT IN THEIR
SUPREME PRIDE! I’m purposely attacking medical professionals not
to make them even more hardened in their unfortunately
brainwashed ways of “a soma a day” but to get them to remember
it’s OUR LIVES that are at stake and THEY NEED TO LISTEN TO THEIR
PATIENTS! I’m traumatized and infuriated because there is now an
epidemic of ignorance and incompetence prevalent in America in all
walks of life including medical care since we departed from the
knowledge of God in our public education system and replaced it
with pure fantasy leaving people no conviction to always do their
very best because after all in their thinking we’re all just animals. I
want to make people angry enough to RADICALLY improve
themselves!
ix. Physically, medical professionals due to ignorance and corruption
and greed have prevented me from obtaining competent medical
care leaving me with agonizing lupus like symptoms, swollen organs,
poor digestion, joint and bone pain, muscle hypertension, tremors
and seizures and migraines. Fatigue so severe that I’ve had to buy a
cane and walker and barely have enough energy to still buy
groceries by myself once a month or so. I am using the last of my

energy at this time in my life in work that should have been done by
authorities because I MUST! I can’t live with myself knowing how
much pain I’m in and that these people are still loose to do it to
innocent others! The pain I’m in is excruciating, ask anyone who
has experienced lupus or graft v. host rejection over even a short
time let alone years! Listen to me you arrogant, presumptuous,
BRAINWASHED IDIOTS (speaking to the quacks that have
misdiagnosed and tortured me and denied me needed competent
medical care)! I know and have known for years now the treatment
I’ve needed is compatible transfusion therapy of O positive blood,
heavy metal chelation and detoxification through blood cleansing
similar to kidney dialysis machines, colon hydrotherapy and
specialized diet and nightly liquid oxygen or some other method of
quiet deliverance of oxygen, but you arrogant, brainwashed morons
think you actually know better and when it’s my life at stake and
begging for the proper care and to find a knowledgeable
professional in even four states and I couldn’t even PAY for
competent treatment let alone find someone with enough
intelligence and knowledge to recognize I’ve been telling the truth
by looking at the lab reports, MRIs and CatScans, WE HAVE A
MAJOR, MAJOR PROBLEM WITH HEALTH CARE IN AMERICA!
x. Now I’m going to get to the psychological torture of what corrupt
police officers and federal agents have put me through and I hope
that if I have emotional outbursts even after dealing with this for
years that you won’t be afraid of me; just understanding that
emotion is justified under circumstances like these.
xi. Imagine watching a video in full color with clear audible sound
(because that’s what remote viewing or visions of Divine Revelation
are like for me) of your spouse in a room full of naked cops with
every orifice filled one right after another in “train” fashion; not
even washing themselves in between schmag deposits! I know
these kinds of crimes happen during wars where husbands are killed
or forced to watch their wives gang raped, BUT MY TAX DOLLARS
PAID THESE UNBELIEVABLE CRIMINALS TO DO THIS! I put food on
their table and when I went to them for help and to save people’s
lives, this is what they did. They had orgies with the person who
tortured and tried to murder me multiple times!!!!! I imagine only
GOD knows how furious and how tempted I was to try and figure
out how to provide them with fitting and just consequences for the
heinous nature of their crimes and extreme betrayal of necessitated
public trust! I screamed in rage almost daily for many months as to
why was God letting these people live?!!!!!! I reasoned that if I

actually tried to kill them and they more than deserved it, that all
that would happen is my death even if I got a few of these
disgusting persons and the public would watch an honorarium of
their beloved officers and a critique against someone they would be
told was mentally ill rather than someone who could not tolerate
that armed rapists; a whole gang of them are what we have up in
the Sandpoint, Bonner County region for cops! And that I couldn’t
live with myself if I allowed these wicked persons to do these types
of crimes to anyone else. The ONLY thing that has kept these sick
individuals alive is my reverence for GOD! The fact that Christ died
not just for small sinners so to speak but for the very vilest persons
to ever incarnate and actually wants to save them and be in their
lives and change them for the better so they NEVER do these things
again! Even though I knew that people would be lied to and hate
me and even though I knew most likely I would just end up dead
myself and even though I knew that Christ died for them also, I can
not tell anyone the effect of the psychological torture of going to
people you’ve paid to serve and protect you to gang rape or have
orgies with your criminally insane spouse!!!!!!!!!!!!! It is horrifying
beyond words to know that these people many are married and
have children and they had orgies with a murderer, left mass
murderers free to prey upon us all, and bartered acts of sex in
exchange for a get out of jail free card for Jane, and helped her get
away with defrauding me out of the bulk of my estate besides! That
they actually threatened to kill me and her if she told anyone and
kill me if she didn’t have sex with an entire group of them. For her
this was music to her ears! She gets away with attempted homicide
and even gets rich in the process rather than going to jail, what’s
more is she has orgies to boot! IF a man of GOD was ever tempted
to violence and vengeance it’s me! BUT, how then would I really be
addressing all the many problems I have encountered; not to
mention even if I wanted to It’s hard for me to even walk now let
alone take on an entire group of armed and armored felony
offenders in uniform. I’ve talked to people that said if doctors had
done to them what they did to me, they would have killed them for
sure. While I understand the sentiment all too well, how would this
solve the national crisis; what’s more is they would end up dead or
in prison or an insane asylum if they didn’t have absolute proof.
Furthermore, they haven’t seen Christ; for us to sit in the final
judgment seat and execute systematically other persons even in the
name of public safety, let alone if it’s only for vengeance is to say
thank you JESUS for dying for me, but I’m going to spit on your

sacrificial Love and Work that you did for them (treasonous mass
murderers in government should be executed as a deterrent to
future officials tempted toward extreme corruption, but only after
the Gospel is declared to them and they have a chance to repent)
Actually, God showed me that all government should be conducted
under His Law and Mercy, anyone convicted of a crime is convicted
under God’s Law, and if they repent and desire Mercy instead of
Justice, then they are to be discipled under the New Covenant
instructions and elders supervise the spiritual growth of the new
convert (a form of probation coupled with instruction to make them
strong in resisting the temptation to return to a life of crime) but if
they reject mercy; God’s justice as declared in His word is to be
immediately carried out even all the forms of capital punishment
therein! We MUST as men and women of GOD acknowledge the
work of Christ not only in our own behalf but even for people who
seem so ungrateful as to commit atrocities like these! THAT’S NOT
TO SAY IT’S EASY FOR ME AND IT’S NOT TO SAY I DON’T STILL DEAL
WITH INCREDIBLE AMOUNTS OF JUSTIFIED ANGER. But I am using
that anger despite my incredible suffering to continue to pursue the
arrests of these people until I succeed or until I’m dead whichever
comes first!
xii. Now imagine KNOWING that what just your wife did to you is
almost impossible for others to believe, let alone what the doctors,
nurses and cops that all then joined in each in their turn and in their
own corruption and depravity, and KNOWING that people would
rather think you’ve lost your mind than believe you enough to even
look at the evidence; and KNOWING they think it impossible for you
to even have evidence; KNOWING that people then ostracize you in
fear of you or of those that have harmed you; KNOWING that
despite actual homicide attempts and all these crimes, you have to
try and convince higher authorities of the need to act; so you go to
the local FBI office only to be threatened by a 7 foot man who called
himself Travis and sounded like a polish last name, that he will
personally lock you up if you attempt to submit the evidence there,
and then being so convicted of the need to continue on despite all
the unjustified adversity that you sacrifice your education and all
the money you spent on books and tuition in an effort to try and
force yourself back into some form of ability and normality again; to
lay it all aside and spend the last of your resources from selling
personal affects to drive many miles though extremely sick to
personally meet with the Governor, US Attorney General and
Prosecutor only to have the US prosecutor insult, mock and laugh at

you before you even get into one tenth of the crimes you’ve
witnessed and personally suffered from; though you have actual
evidence enough to render a serious and immediate investigation.
Imagine the psychological trauma knowing that your tax dollars
have been paying individuals that actually threaten you for coming
forward to report actual crimes to save other citizens’ lives! So
though I’m ill, and though I know even the public is offended in their
disbelief of these allegations that have been successfully covered up
for some time in our country, that I would rather DIE than live in
such a culture with people this wicked and incompetent on the
loose! I will succeed by actual evidence convincing you these crimes
have occurred or die trying! I will NEVER give up until these people
are LOCKED UP or I’m dead!
xiii. So you give all higher authorities the benefit of the doubt that you
notified by mail, fax, email and assume that they have flunkies
intercept all correspondence and that the actual persons never even
heard or read your cry for help. Having notified all local, state and
federal authorities in the executive chain of command; you notify all
senators and representatives, you notify medical review boards, and
you spend more money filing a ten trillion dollar class action
complaint and have all the executive branch parties served with the
complaint to make certain they at least know of your allegations
(expecting SOMEONE to investigate) instead your complaint is
illegally dismissed by corrupt judges or judges that unfortunately
weigh lesser rules of procedure over the US constitution and the
much weightier matters of true justice and fought against by paid
henchmen attorneys in the organized criminal organizations of
medical care today in America. Everything has become profit
driven, and people even in government so lazy they work harder at
not working than doing their jobs or these persons would not be
getting away with these crimes across the nation! I’m not saying
EVERYONE is corrupt or incompetent just FAR TOO MANY! I
suppose my open challenge to our authorities is PROVE ME WRONG
PLEASE!!!!!!!!! I am now going public before the whole world
because I don’t know any other way to at least get the chance to
prove I’ve been telling the truth all along!!!!!!!!
xiv. Can any of you imagine being all alone in the world and being stuck
at having to go to cops in the region that you don’t know if they’re
buddies with the criminals you already encountered in uniform or
not? Can you imagine knowing that you KNOW they will probably
threaten you in their ignorance also but having NO CHOICE but to
go to them because they are the ones that are SUPPOSED to be

fighting crime not perpetrating it!!!!!!! So this is what I MUST do I
have to go public at the same time I go back to local cops in yet
another attempt to find ones competent enough to present the
evidence to and hopefully intelligent enough to understand that it is
evidence! So I apologize for the personal trauma in bringing you to
the knowledge that once again the worst criminals among us are
just as history shows, politicians, law enforcement and doctors and
nurses. It’s with the same in trepidation we show children
documentaries of children that end up dead from taking rides with
strangers; while we don’t want to traumatize them with the fact
such persons exist we are compelled to because we love them and
want them to be safe and is why even though I know this is hard to
hear or take in, I must continue until people stop living in their
fantasy worlds and face reality so that reality actually becomes
better! I will get to the evidence during the bulk of the presentation
but especially cap briefly at the conclusion. Hours of details of all
the crimes I allege are at www.blastthetrumpet.org
d. On top of the physical pain, psychological torture, unfortunately for me,
I’m having to battle extreme prevalent ignorance among professionals
and the general populace. By ignorance, I’m not stating people aren’t
intelligent, just that there is an overwhelming lack of knowledge and
what seeming knowledge some think they have in arrogance they cling
to fanciful notions of delusions and deceptions even when confronted
with overwhelming evidence of reality. I have to conquer ignorance
because it is truly life threatening for me!
i. Many have heard the saying ignorance is bliss, maybe for the soul
who remains ignorant but not for those they cause to suffer. Just
today a personal banker became very upset with me for pointing
out that bank practices in America overwhelming discriminate
against and harm the poor. She was all lofty in her ideals of fantasy
in ignorance and in vain argued the point. Rich and poor alike are
charged the same fees indiscriminately. I argued back the following
points:
ii. That the rich when overdrawn have lines of credit, overdraft
protection and the bank usually is paying them higher interest for
their money and besides even if it were true that they charge all
persons alike the impact is far different! $30‐60 for the rich and
even middle class might mean an inconvenience or a slight
annoyance, but for the poor it can mean eviction for not having
enough for rent, or going hungry, or not being able to pay for phone
or utilities. If a poor person goes overdrawn by even a few dollars it
can amount to $60 dollars or more in bank fees, per incident, even if

they have automatic deposit while the wealthy grab some loose
change in their pocket or at home and bring the account current
easily if for some reason they don’t have credit lines in place (which
they do)
iii. So then she said well people with good credit can get overdraft
protection as if missing my point. I became hot at this because I
have struggled with poverty my whole life and our entire country
practically kisses the asses of all wealthy or well off citizens and
tramples the poor even leaving them to die; let alone the
discrimination of our banking and credit systems! Angrily, I told her
the poor don’t have good credit in fact most don’t have any credit!
They can’t even maintain a bank account due to these practices! Or
get credit offered to them! Obviously her idea of poor and the
overwhelming statistics of reality in America had no common
ground. Because people arrogantly hold to their opinions based on
their personal subjectivity instead of facts. I might of intentionally
angered her just to get her to do some research. And it’s my
comment to the whole world that lies in ignorance,” Before you go
spouting off your opinions and arguing with someone, you might
want to do some research to make sure you know what you’re
talking about! The poor suffer horribly under our system and it is
discrimination! Caste society exists in America more than ever
before and the wealthy or the bankers who took over the nation
when the Federal Reserve was illegally created sit on their
pompous, arrogant asses and tell us in their pride the very things
this poor brainwashed soul had been tricked into believing. I
apologize to her if I hurt her feelings, while only trying to get her to
think and do some research; so the next person who comes her way
will meet a passionate and knowledgeable woman and not just a
passionate one. I love people who at least have enough courage to
speak up out about their opinions, even if it’s in a heated debate
and even if they are showing off their ignorance in the process! At
least they spoke up trying to keep a clear conscience! Anyway,
because I know God I also knew why she was defending the poor
and it was for a good reason and a truthful reason; that just because
someone is poor doesn’t mean they don’t have good values and do
their best to maintain good credit and pay off their obligations, but
she hung up before I got to thank her for the exchange and point
out while I recognized her position was from the heart, the reality of
our banking and credit system discriminates against the poor among
other demographics as shown by the polling and statistical evidence
and what those of us who have struggled against poverty

overwhelmingly experience. Passionate expression is great! And it’s
excellent if it’s advocating Truth and knowledge rather than just a
fanciful opinion, based on subjective and selective notions; however
fallacious. Women like that make me happy to be a man!
iv. She hung up; of course, rather than listen to the rest of my
arguments about these injustices. Like when a rich person suffers a
natural disaster and loses one of their many estates, they file an
insurance claim and it gets rebuilt even better than before while
they lounge in one of their many vacation properties. If for any
reason the insurance company doesn’t honor their agreement, they
sue for performance and damages for fraud. Even the middle class
can go to the bank for a loan and move into something that keeps
them out of the weather. When the poor however suffer the same
calamity they end up homeless dying in the streets or reduced to
begging from charities or welfare. Likewise, if the poor get a flat in
their bike or run down auto, they have to decide between paying
that utility bill on time to preserve credit or perhaps go hungry in
order to fix it themselves because they sure can’t pay for it to be
repaired at today’s astronomical prices! The rich perform
scheduled maintenance and have auto plans and insurance that
even change the flat for them; if they don’t have self inflating tires
equipped on their new ride they get every year if not more often. It
doesn’t matter what life throws at the poor, if it’s even slightly more
expensive than their limited budget their credit suffers! So for this
person, to sit there and tell me that it’s not true that banking
practices and credit practices discriminate against the poor of
society is infuriating. Banks COULD give the poor REGARDLESS of
credit, a small line of credit for overdraft emergencies; like ten
percent of their monthly fixed deposits or income as having some
small amount of fair treatment and perhaps even a little
compassion for the suffering and disrespected poor of society. They
could even wave fees altogether for people on fixed incomes
provided they don’t go over even that amount or only charge
interest if they don’t pay the overdraft in the next thirty days. The
reason the banks don’t do this is because oppressing the poor with
excessive usury is HIGHLY profitable; so once again personal greed
(LOVE OF MONEY ROOT OF ALL EVIL) causes hundreds of millions to
suffer globally. While the rich enjoy credit at the very lowest
interest rates imaginable whether it’s mortgages or credit cards, the
poor pay the highest always. The lender assaults the poor stating
it’s because of poor credit and I challenge anyone of these people of
derision and arrogant disdain of their prejudicial attitudes against

the poor to keep a good credit score on poverty level income for
even one year! Let alone if you had good credit and were in a
decent house and became ill through no fault of your own reduced
to disability. In other words, most of the poor are poor because the
greed and corruption of our society actually creates the hardship in
the first place! The poor can’t afford preventative health care
checkups or even quality foods to maintain good health. So no
matter how hard they want to be honorable and decent; our entire
caste society beats them down, keeps them down, insults and
falsely accuses and oppresses and discriminates against until they
die! Yep the poor, don’t have good credit not because of some
character flaw, but because the wealthy and the greedy, don’t pay
them enough to pay their bills of minimal subsistence living even if
they want to!!!!!!!!(And all the while the wealthy rub their luxurious
living in the faces of these poor and oppressed who actually slaved
for them to have all that money in the first place)! Not to mention,
how the poor are even kicked out of hospitals in agony or to die;
when they can no longer stand the pain of their failing health due to
this much rampant greed and corruption. In the meantime, they
have to listen to some self‐righteous, ignorant, brainwashed banker
tell them the reason they’re being charged excessive usury is that
they are irresponsible with their money or because they haven’t
paid all their medical bills or whatever else destroyed their credit
because of their unjust poverty state. They can’t even get a
hundred dollar overdraft credit line to stretch out what amounts to
a catastrophe for them like a vehicle that needs a part they can’t
afford in order so they can either get groceries or go to work for the
wealthy luxuriating off their blood, sweat and tears! See the
wealthy can sue and add anti‐discrimination laws or rulings or
payoff enough politicians to change the laws as they see fit; but a
poor man can’t even make it to court let alone be heard in one;
because the wealthy made so many rules oppressing the poor no
one can keep up with all of them let alone adhere to them. Even
lawyers that have sold their souls to these same wealthy elitists are
finding it difficult to keep up with the rules they made to ensure the
poor have no justice; let alone their complaints even heard these
days! So the poor stay poor outside of a miracle and the American
Dream is getting harder and harder to be realized due to the
massive greed, corruption and ignorance in this country now. I
know there are truly poor people in the world that have to wade
through garbage dumps or sewage streams looking for food, water,
clothes and the very basic necessities of life, but in a so called

civilized society; especially one that parades around as if they have
excellent and even Christian values, I find many need to be shaken
out of their delusional fantasies of ignorance; in order to face reality
so reality can actually become like their deluded minds think it is;
fair and equal treatment for all; in non‐prejudicial and non‐
discriminatory professional practices throughout all aspects of our
society; especially where banking and credit is concerned because
without money it’s virtually impossible to live in this culture we’ve
created.
v. More to the point; about ignorance, besides the religious adherence
to evolution despite all reason and evidence to the contrary causing
people to aimlessly wander and define their own opinion of what’s
right and wrong; hurting everyone they bump into in the process;
we have medical practitioners that, like the quacks of old, just don’t
know enough to know better. Doctors not so long ago cut the veins
and bled the poor sick soul. The reason some actually got better
was due to the fact Wilson’s and the lesser indicator of hereditary
hemochromatosis IS prevalent globally and affects at least ten
percent of the populace; the bleeding actually lessened the iron and
heavy metal overload in the suffering patient. Although the fact
that Wilson’s hereditary trait affects at least ten percent of the
global populace (in other words at least 600 million persons are
either dominant or recessive carriers of this trait) is in the process of
discovery it is not being announced to the world as the serious
situation that it is and hence we have a higher ADD and autistic new
born rate than ever before in history with the ignorant scratching
their heads as to why. Wilson’s couples are breeding and in a toxic
society more and more babies are demonstrating various
manifestations of the fact not only of the genetic dominance of
Wilson’s associated ADD and autism but numerous other issues in
newborns; mainly because the mother had borderline toxemia
during pregnancy from being at least a recessive carrier if not
dominant herself and no one is telling people how to recognize their
genetic trait and take care of themselves in an increasing toxic and
heavy metal poisoning world! So then in their brainwashed
ignorance doctors and nurses today are treating people to death
with toxic medications in an already overworked liver in these
people; the same way ignorant quacks of yesteryear bled people to
death to fight infections. It’s not that they’re uneducated it’s that
what they’ve been taught as forms of treatment is more harmful
than good and they think because they spent lots of money getting
brainwashed that the patient couldn’t possibly know more about

good medical practice than they do. It’s just like the quacks who
radiate and give chemotherapy to already sick persons. Let’s see…
radiation is universally acknowledged as harmful to human health
but now that you’re deathly ill, somehow it’s beneficial!
Brainwashed morons! Same thing with pumping you full of toxic
chemicals! They’re deceived idiots who just can’t admit they don’t
know really how to help you because their education they paid for
taught them like the quacks of old to bleed people to death in the
name of their professional practice! 21st century and still doctors in
America would rather butcher you, than let you know you can
become well naturally with healthy solutions that make logical
sense! Cancer cells have been scientifically proven to not be able to
survive in an oxygenated environment and alkaline Ph in your body.
So if you have cancer you should be on oxygen and perhaps oxygen
insufflations therapy and a diet that brings your body Ph alkaline
and you should be swimming in water that has increased alkalinity
every morning or when you wake up from the oxygen therapy. You
should be detoxifying and increasing waste elimination in the body
and doing all the things that make for health and life as much as
possible, like drinking vitalized water and eating foods high in
natural bio‐available micronutrients without chemicals, additives or
processed preservatives. In addition, certain elements have now
been discovered to cure cancer like grape seed extracts and
derivatives, (Dr. Richard Good apparently moved to Colorado after
tests were run on over two dozen terminally ill patients that had
over a 90% recovery rate with these substances (according to one of
the patients that was successfully cured that I met and spoke with),
but it’s not made known to the public or general practitioners
because of what I’ve stated herein that there are practices of
euthanization and other means of population management in
America and around the world because the rich, wealthy eugenic
fascists keep the inoculations and the cures for themselves after
experimenting on the rest of us expendable, disposable guinea pigs
in the general population. So doctors and nurses are intentionally
brainwashed during their education to make the pharmaceutical
companies wealthy and are even deceived themselves into practices
that cause more ailment and suffering in many ways. Real practices
for health proven for millenniums are not taught them lest the poor
live long healthy happy lives and so the scourge of humanity not
leave room for the wealthy and their elite progeny. It’s a fact! and
the sooner people come out of their snow globe isolated fantasy
worlds and face it; the sooner we can no longer be threatened by

ignorance or taken advantage of by those who know better but are
not acting like it!
vi. Because of ignorance, my life, my credit and even my credibility has
suffered tremendously; so if my candor is offensive to some; it’s
because I’ve meant it to be! Your ignorance is literally killing me
and causing or allowing great harm to many in the world today! I
realize now that when God stated that for lack of knowledge, his
people are destroyed…”(Hosea 4:6) He wasn’t just referring to our
own personal ignorance but that of all those around us in the whole
world!
(b) I am trying to have my estate that was stolen from me by horrible crimes and
conspiracy, by deceit and fraud, returned to me; so I can travel abroad if necessary
to find that competent medical help or to pay the blackmailed, exorbitant bill here
in the states since I also lost my health insurance and other insurances due to these
crimes and my inability to pay the premiums
(c) I am seeking not just criminal remedies from the persons involved in the crimes
against me and other innocent citizens but civil remedies including justified
compensatory and punitive monetary damages not only for the lost wages of years
of gainful employment but the physical, mental, and emotional trauma, pain and
suffering of meeting persons so deranged that they laughed and were gleeful as I
was suffocating to death at Deaconess and as they deprived me of my Constitutional
rights of freedom and were taking pleasure in prescribing me medications I didn’t
need and could actually kill me at Kootenai Medical Center; medications that had
written warnings of lethal side effects for a person in my condition. These people
are so sadistic they enjoy libeling people with harmful diagnoses, depriving them of
their freedom without any evidence whatsoever that they have harmed anyone not
even themselves and in giving them permanent brain and organ damaging
substances that should have never been manufactured let alone approved by the
FDA. I watched as perfectly well citizens were admitted at NIBH were giving
medications so powerful they literally drooled upon themselves with slurred barely
coherent speech the next day. When I say well, they could talk plainly and clearly
but might have been sorrowful about a divorce or something and instead of
psychologists just compassionately listening to them and giving them a shoulder to
cry on; some love and concern; they dope them with substances that debilitating! I
watched as another man who knew the medication he was being given was killing
him told me of atrocities within the mental health hospitals in various states he had
unfortunately been in and others confirmed the abuses. I looked at him, clearly
jaundiced with skin rashes and sores, being given medication that specifically and
clearly states on it that it must not be administered to people with liver
complications as it can be LETHAL for them! I asked him if he knew the medication
was killing him, why he still took it and he told me a story that I could unfortunately
relate to. His story was that he had inherited some money when his mother died

and his wife had concocted a scheme with an attorney to get him committed so she
could spend it anyway she wanted. He stated she and the attorney had gotten
together in a personal way besides while he fought for his freedom. Because he had
resisted the injustice, he spoke of multiple assaults on his person and that if he
refused the medication, they would just physically hold him down and either pour
the medication into his mouth or inject him. Many of the patients testified that
they were not allowed to refuse medication and that the medication was forced
upon them whether they consented to it or not. Many testified of assaults, sexual
assaults and being confined in a cell/room of concrete without clothes, without use
of a toilet and forced to urinate and defecate in that same room if they resisted or
fought back against being forced to take harmful medications that caused them to
twitch or drool or otherwise did physical harm to them and was why they didn’t
want to take the drugs. I asked the one whose wife had cleverly committed him for
greed why he didn’t fight any more. He stated he was tired of fighting them and
didn’t care any more that they were killing him. He said if you want to make it out
alive and well you have to agree with whatever the doctors and nurses say you
have; to fight or argue with their clinical diagnoses would only result in state
commitment and all the patients agreed with that warning. He stated if you refused
the medications they would seek to commit you and force the substances upon you
regardless. (Doctor Wait and others were in process of doing just as these patients
clearly warned me of and the medical record proves it) All the patients I spoke with
universally agreed. So I am going public to let you know that criminals have more
rights than a citizen being accused of being mentally ill! At least the state has to
prove a person committed a crime in order to deprive them of their constitutionally
protected right of liberty, but someone accused of being mentally ill without proof
can be locked up and tortured and murdered by quacks so arrogant and/or so
incompetent, they’d rather force psychotropics on a defenseless person than admit
they failed to do any fact checking or that they were hasty in diagnosing or that they
participated by deception in illegal kidnapping and incarceration just to make more
dollars and insure job security. The people at NIBH in my case were either so
unprofessional or so incompetent or in some of the cases so sadistic that they were
a serious threat to my freedom and my life and should be locked up as the mass
murderers they are and the ignorant ones either reeducated or permanently
banned from practicing medicine. If they are truly so incompetent that they’re
illiterate and can’t read or comprehend the written warnings concerning certain
medications, so that they all administer drugs that kill people and do permanent
bodily injury, then they must be banned from practicing medicine and we have a
crises of monumental proportions in America. But the truth of the matter is these
people monitor the victims’ health many times daily or at least daily and when vitals
get to a certain point they forward the patient/victim onto state institutions where
the unclaimed bodies are probably incinerated or buried in unmarked graves.
MEDIA ATTENTION MUST BE GIVEN TO ADMITTANCE AND DEATH CERTIFICATEs OF

ALL “PATIENTS” THAT WERE EITHER PERMANENTLY INJURED OR ENDED UP
PREMATURELY DEAD ACROSS AMERICA. I’ve spoken with others and read too many
documents of credible witnesses like coroners and other doctors now that tell me
these sorts of crimes have been going on under our noses for years now! When
doctors smile and threaten to lock you up for the rest of your life and rejoice at the
prospect of giving you permanent brain damaging substances or medications so
toxic they have LETHAL side effects like Dr. Wait did at NIBH; when he practically
skips with glee as he announces he’s violating my constitutional rights and without
any evidence is placing me on administrative hold (locking me up without cause or
justification and proceeds to work at getting life long commitment a punishment
equivalent to homicidal maniacs or worse though I did nothing wrong whatsoever)
just because he’s sadistic and loves destroying peoples’ lives and abusing power and
authority like other arrogant persons in our society; when the public at large is so
brainwashed that despite history and despite testimony of survivors and despite
overwhelming evidence they refuse to believe that which is clearly evident in the
world today and in the past, that the worst criminals and abusers of public trust
have always been governing authorities, law enforcement, military and medical
practitioners. In fact, corruption is so widespread today that many Romanians know
they have to keep bribe money on hand at all times for the most corrupt persons
they universally acknowledge are the politicians, the cops and the doctors; yep, if
they don’t give doctors and nurses bribe money they can be left to die or deliver a
baby with no medical attention. Corruption is so bad in America now that in some
cities the cops don’t even ask you for your driver’s license when they pull you over,
instead they ask how much cash do you have on you. Corruption is so bad in politics
in America that two presidents past national security was threatened over getting
his penis sucked on by someone other than his wife, and last president had one
brother commit fraud in counting votes to swing the election, and a cousin in charge
of security admit explosive ordinance into the trade towers to perpetrate the false
flag 911 operation. That way they all made bank on the war that ensued and
controlled strategic resources and land. (a withdrawal will always either have
puppets in place that protect the money interests or an actual American) No
apology to the dead, the dying, or the suffering survivors and no financial benefit to
the people who were most directly affected with the plans to rule the world,
commandeer global resources, and get rid of a few more expendables in the surplus
population; not to mention the persons in the trade towers that were getting ready
to expose rampant governmental insider trading involving high officials. Because I
may never get another opportunity, I will share what God revealed to me
concerning 911 at this time as well. Bush, Cheney, Osama, and other wealthy
individuals planned the whole thing; corrupt US agents and pentagon officials
helped carry it all off! Osama gets to be a hero to his people and big money is made
on our side as well as strategic resources and location. In addition, people in the
towers threatening to go public and blackmailing said persons over extreme

government corruption, would be taken care of. Failing corporations would have
the paperwork and records annihilated and falsified records creating money out of
thin air in their place. So controlled demolition was planned and government
agents paid for and trained the so called pawns or Al‐Qaeda members that got
suckered into being martyrs for their faith. People were inside building seven to
time the whole thing and watched as they brought down the two towers after the
respective plane crashes; they even waited till they had sent innocent Americans
back into the towers that had run outside to make the death toll high enough to
brainwash the public poor into sacrificing their sons and daughters in war. I saw the
look of horror of the celebrating criminals that had brought down the two towers in
building seven as they heard the explosions that brought down their building as well
in the higher; underlying plan to get rid of as many witnesses and evidence as
possible linking the whole plan to the corruption and greed at the highest political
levels. I saw a man in a white van with grill work like some police or government
vans have holding the controls of the explosive ordinance that brought down
building seven smile as he did so and then drive away (His guilty conscience will only
be assuaged by open confession of the details and all names involved). Most all of
the evidence and knowledgeable witnesses now covered up. I have not prayed for
further details, I know it was planned at the highest levels; it was treason and mass
murder for greed, power and corruption in many ways; and that Bush reasoned it
was justifiable for American posterity and prosperity because he was advised and
for so long has been trapped into thinking we must have oil to survive as a country
and nation of people which is ludicrous, but someone that spent his whole life in the
industry and around the millionaires and billionaires trapped in their own greed and
wealth and can’t think enough to see any other life but what they’ve known don’t
realize innovation will always lead the way and dwindling resources indicate not the
need for greedy accumulation, but the need to move on to far better technologies
and renewable energy sources. 911 was a success for those who think murder is a
great way to make money and cover up other crimes they’ve committed as well as
thinking it necessary in order to dupe the masses into sending their poor sons and
daughters off to war to keep the money flowing in the military industrial complex.
The politicians and militant corruption get rich while poor sons and daughters of
America and innocent citizens around the world are all victimized, suffer and die by
all the wars they’ve instigated. But life as usual for the apathetic rest of us, who are
too overworked; too busy, to notice; let alone care. Just when you let this level of
corruption go unchecked, who’s to say you and your family won’t be the ones
directly affected next? (There are overwhelming documentaries out proving much
of what the Lord revealed to me except the details of how the demolition was
actually carried out, 911 Press for Truth, Washington, You’re Fired!, Beyond
Treason, Hijacking Catastrophe, and MUCH, MUCH MORE show overwhelming
evidence of the truth of these allegations; it’s a crime so many are so duped by
government controlled propaganda or so overworked they’re too tired and too

upset to even pay attention to world events. Then there is a whole group of
Americans that have such a religious conviction that America is the bright shining
light in the world of darkness (David Ray Griffin speaks on this American religious
faith) that they won’t even consider hearing or looking at the evidence proving 911
was carried out by our own governing officials even though that there is such a
preponderance of evidence as to convince even the most skeptical if they actually
did so. I’m not saying there aren’t also some decent persons in places within our
government and society, but apparently not enough to arrest the criminals because
they’re all still running free! The last administration violated the US Constitution,
and international laws and committed war crimes including using WMDs that we so
ardently prohibit anyone else from using like depleted uranium warheads that have
caused birth defects not only for Iraqis but also for American soldiers so severe that
parents don’t ask the doctor if their child is a boy or girl; instead they ask if their
baby is normal (run clip), but has this current administration addressed any of it?!
Perhaps a little, but very little and while I respect the office of the president and can
see President Obama is exhausted after only a few months in office with the great
burden of the national and international problems we face, his solutions are
inadequate to the bleeding aorta of the life blood of the nation and the wounds of
corruption everywhere still fester untreated. While I pray for Divine Strength and
Wisdom for our president and encourage him, I am not afraid to reprove where
necessary to prevent the continued decay of our society or to prevent it’s utter ruin
in flames and ashes. No, instead matters seem to be getting worse than ever.
Trying to take away the second amendment right to bear arms during perhaps the
greatest global and national unrest in history. Trying to get rid of guns when these
politicians have already told us they plan to brand every citizen as a slave with the
RFID biochip (the same technology we place on goods for sale, has already been
inserted into some cattle, some pets, but also tragically some citizens and babies as
well. Give up the right to bear arms when agricultural land and water supplies are in
the hands of so few and laws exist stating in an emergency the government gets to
allocate all of it; during a time when nations of people are literally starving to
death?! Give up the right to bear arms when our president does nothing to arrest
the criminals that have betrayed and preyed upon us, when he refers to
homosexuals as his gay brothers and sisters and fails when given the opportunity to
proudly and openly acknowledge our Christian Heritage by claiming we are only a
people with a set of (undefined) values, when he stimulates the economy mainly by
selectively bailing out a few wealthy institutions (of questionable business ethics
and practices) that despite now reporting billions in profits are not then paying back
the tax burdened and oppressed poor, who have been and are still suffering more
and more; when we have groups of mass murderers for doctors and nurses loose in
hospitals across our nation, and rapists, robbers and murderers loose in police
departments and within federal law enforcement as well! Why aren’t they cleaning
up their own ranks?! Why are we being asked to give up the right to bear arms

which followed the first amendment right to free speech and religion intentionally,
when senators and representatives are accepting bribes in the form of benefits,
kickbacks, donations or money, products, or services, campaign contributions (so
they and their wealthy buddies interests are secure in getting wealthier at the ever
increasing expense for services and products upon the rest of us while wages drop
due to the rampant greed of the upper echelons of our society), why when whole
groups of citizens are forming gangs to defend themselves against this increasing
threat of tolitarian police state of enforced despotism and fascism within our nation,
why when citizens are threatened instead of encouraged for attempting to report
crimes (like the FBI agent who knew I was telling the truth threatened to lock me up
if I attempted to submit evidence to his office that I was telling the truth about the
crimes I’ve witnessed and survived), but the code between the branches of law
enforcement is apparently so strong they don’t mind leaving rapists, robbers and
murderers wearing the same uniforms they are in their ranks. My question to all
law enforcement in America and the world is, if you won’t arrest the corruption in
your own ranks how are citizens able to distinguish which of you are a serious threat
to their freedom and their lives from the ones actually trying to perform their jobs
to the best of their abilities with the highest levels of honesty and integrity? No!
anyone that is not treasonous upholds their oath to the U.S. Constitution and
encourages citizens to advocate for their protected rights. They certainly don’t
trespass upon those rights and try to take them away if they are loyal patriots! I
submit to every freeborn citizen in the United States, never give up the right to bear
arms when the greatest threat to your lives and security has always come from
corruption with governments, law enforcement, military and medical practitioners
and I testify has already reached unacceptable levels in this and other countries
around the world. I am hoping that whether I survive this attempt of mine to turn
the tide back toward righteousness and away from corruption is successful or not,
that enough citizens will be warned that you keep the right to bear arms, protect
you and your loved ones, never accept the RFID biochip and keep those arms ready
and well trained in their use and in all forms of self defense until you die or until our
Lord Jesus Christ returns whichever comes first!
(6) Finally, I am going public with the embarrassing facts of my life involving how many
because they were so corrupt and greedy just thought it acceptable to attack my life on
so many levels because I love God and Jesus Christ. Through many deceptions many
people are making very bad choices, and so I want to clear those deceptions away so
innocent persons that have been intentionally brainwashed can turn their lives around
for the better and in the process, quality of life will improve for all. Love is NOT being
politically correct or tolerant of perverse and otherwise bad behavior, Love is NOT
pandering to political demographics for votes or in a vain attempt to be liked by all
portions of the populace. LOVE is telling the truth with intent to effect the betterment
of all persons great and small, even if the truth is somehow offensive to any, Love is
practicing acts of kindness and generosity out of sincere compassion for all, Love is

caring enough to be uncompromising when others insist on rebelling against the laws
GOD has made by choosing to rewrite history (change the times) or make up laws of
their own (change laws) as the prophecies concerning antichrists said they would
attempt to do (Dan 7:25 –I know the scholars who will argue this has already been
fulfilled but please stop arguing with truth just to make yourselves appear intelligent
when you know the spirit of antichrist acts repetitively throughout history because it is
that same spirit of error that brought about the previous global empires that works in
the oppressors and tyrants of our day), Love is not rejoicing in the calamity or suffering
of others even if it was justly due; but in trying to encourage every soul to repent of evil
decisions that harmed others directly or indirectly (can you imagine my dilemma when I
know the anguish I have suffered at just knowing people exist that are capable of doing
what they did to me and knowing that just telling what happened to me hurts some
people who don’t like to believe that anyone would be as cruel as the people I’ve
encountered. It must be the same dilemma teachers and parents have when they have
to warn their small children to beware of strangers because of the number of
pedophiles and other sick persons loose in our society due to the rampant epidemic of
corruption and departure from God’s Holy Commandments), Love is NOT fearing other
persons great or small but in reverencing and trusting GOD with your life so you are free
to do righteously in a world of growing wickedness, Love is telling even those who
tortured, robbed and tried to murder you, that you can not do those things without
facing and repenting of them either in this life or you will face them when you die only
instead of going to prison; you’ll be going to hellfire; yes, love is telling them you hope
they are men and women enough to accept responsibility for their actions in this life
and thereby escape the consequences of damnation in the hereafter; for without
acknowledgement of one’s crimes there can be neither repentance or forgiveness and
both are necessary if you would have Salvation with Christ and Peace with God. Love is
doing what I’m doing; no matter how shocking, no matter how disturbing and whether
or not it is perceived as such now by others. And even though I’m obviously intelligent
enough as a student of history to know that those who speak out like I am are routinely
murdered, to tell you I absolutely do NOT have a death wish, but my confidence is in
God and the full knowledge we will rise again, even from the grave and that ultimately,
regardless of what others think, He knows the time of our birth and so called death from
everlasting.
2) Concerning the proof of the existence of Creator God
a) By logic, reason and rational arguments all we observe testifies of the existence of an Intelligent
Creator in the following ways:
i) By our powers of observation through our senses given us we behold the universe and by
consciousness we perceive that we ourselves exist. In this observation we must come to the
following conclusions that we ourselves and all we observe is either:
(1) An illusion
(2) Self‐created
(3) Self‐existent

(4) Or created by someone or something self‐existent
ii) All that we observe in the Universe falls into one of these four explanations for being
observed by us and as reasoning rational creatures we then logically consider each of these
four possibilities
(1) If everything including the knowledge of our own existence is an illusion then nothing
actually exists at all. This notion is ridiculous as an explanation for the Universe because
to have an illusion someone or something must be causing the illusion and someone or
something must be having the illusion. So we come back full circle that that which is
causing the illusion or having the illusion must then be self‐created, self‐existent, or the
illusion itself is created by someone or something that is self existent. Thus to assume
that anyone or anything in all the Universe is an illusion is to lead us to analyze that
even that illusion must be scrutinized under the other three possibilities; that of self
creation, self‐existence or created by that which is self‐existent
(2) So we consider that which we observe including ourselves (however ludicrous the
notion) is that all is self‐created. In the book Classical Apologetics, the authors present
the rational arguments against self‐creation by stating that two laws of epistemology
(the study of knowledge and the nature of its limitations and how it’s acquired) must be
negotiated: the law of noncontradiction and the law of causality. The idea of self‐
creation violates the law of causality because by definition the very concept of self
creation claims something came from nothing. Nothing can not act upon or cause
anything by it’s very definition nothing is the absence of everything. Therefore, if
nothing ever was the universe, then nothing exists to this day for something can not
come from nothing by definition. Self‐creation as the theory for why each of us and the
Universe exists also violates the law of noncontradiction because for something to
create itself it implies that something already exists. Something self‐created must
therefore be before it actually is in order to cause itself to be created by itself which is
actually non‐existent if self‐creation is the explanation of the existence of yourself and
the universe. It is easy to see the concept of self‐creation is therefore contradictory by
it’s own definition and clearly violates both these laws. So we know that the existence
of ourselves and the Universe are not explained by being an illusion or by being self‐
created.
(3) So are we and the entire Universe self‐existent? Have you and everything in the
Universe always existed? By reasoning and logic if something exists now, it exists
necessarily. Read the text in Classical Apologetics for why the existence of all things can
be summarized under these four rationalizations and that other so called ideas fall
under these four arguments for existence. There are numerous observations and
physical laws which show us that every visible thing in the Universe is not self‐existent.
The second law of thermodynamics for example confirms what we see of the visible
universe that it is decaying, slowing down, and deteriorating or otherwise returning to a
state of equilibrium of stability (cooling off, losing energy and becoming motionless). All
of us who incarnate grow old and our bodies return to the earth at our deaths. By this
law all we see is becoming less complex; not more complex. This law directly

contradicts the theory of evolution which was properly renounced by Darwin himself
and should have never been propagated among rational beings thereafter. The authors
of Classical Apologetics properly argue that if we find anyone or anything in the
Universe that is self‐existent it is inherently transcendent. They argue if even one
molecule or group of molecules possess what all other creatures like ourselves lack, the
power of self‐existence then that molecule or group of molecules transcends all others
ontologically. The Holy Bible confirms the second law of thermo‐dynamics in 2Cor4:18
stating what we observe that all things that are seen are temporal. By this law and
God’s Word confirming the Universe we observe and we ourselves are not self‐existent
but temporal in nature. It is truly tragic that some people are going around thinking of
themselves as God these days. When they can bring even one single atom into
existence from absolute void, then I might humor them with an audience as to why they
think they are God. The amazing thing someone actually did appear on earth claiming
to be God and to be Self‐Existent and people tried several times to stone him to death
for this apparent blasphemy but eventually they succeeded in crucifying him to death
and burying him. This person who claimed to be the visible Self‐Existent Creator in
order to be such could not be killed and must be alive to this very day. I testify that He
is Alive and that I have seen him with my own eyes! This is the One True God as my
favorite verse 1John5:20 in the Holy Bible declares. All rational persons incarnate on
earth today readily acknowledge they are not self‐existent, eternal God creator of the
entire universe and all the rest of us. Which leaves us to the only possible conclusion:
(4) There must be someone or something that IS Self‐Existent, Eternal, without beginning
and without end, that created all of the rest of the visible Universe which is so obviously
and easily observably finite in duration. Whether that self‐existent something is wind,
vapor, spirit, fire, rock, or anything else visible or invisible, it is still that which created
everything else and is therefore far superior to any of us if you know even the tiniest
amount about the Universe in which we exist. Therefore to refer to that self‐existent
something or someone as the Transcendent and Supreme GOD is reasonable, logical
and rational. In fact, this is the only rational conclusion for the existence of the Universe
and anyone who doesn’t acknowledge this is telling the rest of us that they have lost the
use of their five basic senses and their ability to reason. Atheists are therefore one of
the greatest threats to global stability and safety. As the Word of God states in Psalm
53:1 “The fool has said in his heart there is no God…”
(5) All that remains for the sane, rational part of humanity is to find out who or what God is
and thereby are the questions that really matter to each soul answered. The questions
souls ask like, Why do I exist? What is my purpose? Is there Life after death? Why did
God make the Universe the way He did? Why is there good and evil? Pleasure and pain?
Peace and war? Suffering? Etc. etc. etc.
iii) Concerning the sciences that overwhelmingly support Intelligent Design and that the God of
the Holy Bible is that Eternal Intelligent Designer (use the visual aids) note: any ONE of these
scientifically prove beyond all reasonable doubt that not only God exists but leads us to
know who God is!

(1) Mathematics
(a) Probabilities –
(i) Jesus Christ fulfilled so many prophecies written decades, centuries and even
millenniums before He Incarnated that the laws of probability clearly conclude it
a mathematical certainty that He was in fact the Incarnation of God as the Holy
Bible declares Him to be and that He is now alive as He has ever Self‐Existed and
as such could not be killed
(ii) Prophetic probability of current events described in detail and inerrancy of the
prophetic quality of the Holy Bible in General ‐ A great example of how
determined you’d have to be to not believe the evidence of probability is by
reading Grant Jeffrey’s “Armageddon, Appointment with Destiny”; in which he
points out how in the sight of the whole world that not only did God bring back
the Jews to the state of Israel as prophesied and has occurred nowhere else in
all of history, BUT THAT HE DID SO TO THE EXACT DAY!!!!!!!!!!!! Despite years
of wars, despite years of persecution and even genocidal events, the
descendants of Israel in the sight of the whole world are back in the very
location God said they would be and with hardly any ammunition and
sometimes only glass bottles won battles that ensured their sovereignty against
well equipped nations that tried to wipe them out like In the six day war and
other earlier wars after their declaration of independent statehood. Yep, in the
sight of the whole world; despite overwhelming adversity the prophecy was not
only fulfilled but FULFILLED TO THE EXACT DAY when Israel became a nation
again! Only the most rebellious souls would fail to acknowledge the God of the
Holy Bible in light of this incredible occurrence in modern history of prophecy
fulfilled to the day after thousands of years! And no matter what any of the rest
of us in the whole world were doing for, against or in complete ignorance of! I
admire much of Grant’s work in prophetic study, but again encourage him to
seriously pray over his pre‐tribulation rapture adherence as well as all the
nationally and internationally famous scholars who still do; by doing so you’re
leaving many innocent citizens unprepared and when open war and persecution
arises those poor souls in their isolation will think they were “left behind” and
wonder why God hates them or has forsaken them because they were
convinced by you into believing in false hope and false doctrine. He has other
books in the study of prophecy like, The Signature of God, that just rival those
who know how to calculate probability of the random fulfillment of any of these
prophecies from being able to consider any longer that atheism is anything but
completely irrational and from coming to any other conclusion than that the
God of the Holy Bible is the one true Eternal God, Creator of the Universe and
Governor of the affairs of mankind.
(2) Physics –Law of Entropy –demonstrate by smashing something that works (apply
random outside energy to act upon the disintegrated mess) and ask how many billions,
trillions, quadrillions of years it will take for natural processes to reassemble it so it

works again or better yet before it becomes a living organism (disprove the religion of
evolution by visually showing how utterly ridiculous it is to believe in)
(3) Optics – proved the earth was round like a polished sapphire/jasper stone like God
showed Ezekiel about 700 B.C.
(4) Hydrology‐ proved the hydro cycle described in the Bible (Job)
(5) Archeology proved Jericho, Sodom and Gomorrah, Mt. Sinai, Noah’s Ark, Egyptians
drowning in the Red Sea (Exodus), numerous Biblical historical sites and cities
(6) Cryptology – Bible Code show the software working
(7) Numerology – give examples of the encoded messages by numerology
(8) Microscopy – proof that which is seen is made up of that which is unseen as Bible
declares (in other words scientific discovery is constantly proving what God has told us
as Truth over millenniums before science finally got around to proving it!
(9) Hematology – proof “life is in the blood”
(10)Geology – the global flood layer has been discovered
(11)Plate tectonics‐ Am I the only one who remembers the film in first grade that showed
the split tree one half on the coast of South America and the other half on the coast of
Africa? (In other words Pangaea did NOT separate billions of years ago like evolutionists
keep trying to persuade us to believe despite the evidence to the contrary)
(12)Paleontology‐ the fossil record clearly shows distinct species with no transitory or
missing link varieties necessary to support the religion of evolution. What is done to
support their religion and the brainwashing of innocent little children is the creation of
animated films and artistic drawings based on their religion that have not one shred of
solid scientific evidence to support; coupled with the repetitive droning of those
attempting to turn our brains into mush by baffling us with their bullshit,”billions of
years ago…”. The theory of evolution is religious fantasy for individuals who don’t want
to face reality that all things were created by Intelligent Design, by God; so they can
assuage their perverted and guilty consciences for the wicked things they’ve done
rather than repent and so they can pervert little children into becoming “girls and boys
gone wild” by brainwashing them into thinking they are only a mammalian animal and
that all forms of sexual expression are normal and acceptable (leading evolutionists
have even admitted that this is the heart of the reason that despite that science has
overwhelmingly disproven evolution and supports Intelligent Design is why they still go
on brainwashing innocent children with the lying religion of evolution – get Dr. James
Kennedy’s sermon on how the Theory of Evolution has detrimentally affected people
like none other philosophy in the modern era. Coral Ridge produced “Darwin’s Deadly
Legacy” DVD and especially that sermon! He quotes one of the leading evolutionist who
actually admits that the real reason evolution is still taught in our public schools is so
that it will be easier to exploit boys and girls sexually if they are deceived into not
believing in God as they naturally do as small children before being “educated” into the
Marxist philosophy into becoming arrogant about how idiotic they became in believing
evolution was fact rather than the fantasy it really is. (In other words through years of
repeatedly teaching children in our public schools that they are ignorant if they believe

in God and smart if they believe in evolution and instilling the arrogant quotes like
religion is the opiate of the masses or a crutch for the weak, etc.); not realizing that
evolution is a religion requiring the greatest faith of all! They make up a story out of
hoaxes, wishful thinking, a tooth, a broken jaw, etc. and fictionally create this entire
animated film of how man evolved from monkeys based on that. If people actually saw
the true “scientific” evidence of the so called “missing links” I think some might laugh
and others would be justly outraged that people are teaching that load of crap to our
children today. Evolutionists instead of getting defensive about your insupportable
religion, it’s time to get angry with your educators and all the money and years wasted
on being brainwashed and yourselves for allowing it to happen. I was enraged with my
teachers when Christ appeared to me for telling me evolution was fact when it clearly is
not, but I quickly realized that they weren’t just brainwashed in primary and secondary
education but in places of higher learning as well and that by the time they went
through that many years of being told they spontaneously generated from inorganic
material and chaotic explosion it’s no wonder they were baffled by such incredible
bullshit that they had their brains turned into the pond scum they were deceived into
thinking they evolved from despite all evidence to the contrary. Don’t let another day
or year go by adhering to a faith that has no basis in reason or logic or reality any longer;
so the rest of your life isn’t spent in fruitless endeavors as well and so you don’t in your
ignorance announce to the rest of the world as so many brainwashed individuals do that
they have lost the use of their senses and ability to reason as they speak with such great
authority about billions and billions of years ago… (when they were just a festering
pustule on the butt of some flea bitten, diseased maggot…since we’re fantasizing about
the religion of evolution and since they’re assuming they can actually fly that bullshit by
those of us who know better…billions of years ago, what a riot! As if anyone on earth
after incarnating for only a few decades can convince the rest of us they truly know
anything about billions of years ago – they can’t even count that high in a lifetime let
alone con the rest of us into believing that crap! What they’re doing to little children is
extremely cruel)!
(13)Astronomy and aerothermodynamics‐ with the advent of both optics, photography and
rocket propulsion we finally can prove what God showed Ezekiel and John millenniums
ago (show the polished stone visual aids and earth images from space; first Ezekiel’s
with seas and then John’s without seas and how from space the earth looks exactly like
they both described)
(14)Cosmology – Chuck Missler aptly points out that God even declares to us the Gospel
message in the constellations in his “Sings in the Heavens” series and Frederick A.
Larson put together an excellent presentation on how God’s Celestial Clock announced
the birth and death of YAHOSHUAH the one and only true Messiah, commonly referred
to as JESUS CHRIST in English, and was how the wise men knew to follow the Sign/Star in
Heaven to the place of His Incarnation/Birth. A DVD can be ordered at
http://www.bethlehemstar.net/ and is recommended viewing. For the very stellar
bodies in space to be so obviously and intricately designed to teach us and declares to

us such moments in our history, overwhelmingly declares God’s existence and who He
is! Cosmologists are learning more and more about the galaxies and the Universe and
more and more as they discover intricate design, they are concluding that such
complexity never could have come from some arbitrary explosion as books like “The
collapse of evolution” point out and astro‐physicists like Hugh Ross with “The
Fingerprint of God” more and more exceptionally intelligent and formerly skeptical
atheists as they delve into deeper research not only discover God exists but then boldly
declare who He is! Again, I strongly recommend for all those who think sciences don’t
actually prove who God is to contact Dr. Carl Baugh’s ministry “Creation in the 21st
Century” who has numerous fossilized remains proving the flood and so many forms of
science and scientists that I can’t even remember them all each with overwhelming
proof that God exists and that He is the God of the Holy Bible
(15)Meteorology‐Ecclesiastes 1:6 wind patterns on earth known 3 millennia ago, Job 28:24‐
26 winds governed by weight recently discovered as true (read pg 145 signature of god)
(16)Oceanography‐psalm 8:8 paths of the seas underwater springs Job38:16 polar ice caps
Job38:29‐30
(17)Dr. Carl Baugh’s “Creation in the 21st Century” addresses that almost all the sciences
prove intelligent design and disprove the theory of evolution, Dr. Hugh Ross and
Institute of Creation Research is another source if you want to be overwhelmingly
convinced that science proves creation and disproves evolution.
(18)Genetics‐ DNA research proves we all came from one mother and two fathers just like
the Holy Bible declares throughout. Furthermore, DNA, when analyzed is clearly a
language; for a language to exist, there must be an Author (visual aid by Perry Marshall)
(19)Some books might interest you that not only does science prove the existence of God
and that He is the God of the Holy Bible but that entire fields of science were biblically
inspired: The Biblical Basis for Modern Science is one, The Bible and modern science,
Many Infallible Proofs, Scientific Creationism, Evidence That Demands a Verdict, The
Obvious Proof, The Intellectuals Speak Out About GOD, A Ready Defense, Can I Trust the
Bible, Science Speaks and volumes more!
(20)Besides all the scientific evidence, there is the overwhelming legal evidence that
historians like Josephus and others have recorded. For example, atheists and
evolutionists and all other faiths and ways of life around the world, are you so certain of
your faith that you would go through what Christ, the Apostles and the many disciples
through the ages have endured while testifying to the world (read Martyrs Mirror), or
how about the numerous testimonies of not only NDEs but Beyond and Back
experiences like “A Divine Revelation of Hell”, or “To Hell and Back” by a secular
cardiologist (Rawlings; who got saved as a result of his patient’s emotional outbursts
about hell) who documented dying patients and those resuscitated accounts. Will you
go on in your arrogance and pride knowing you would never suffer like these people did
testifying of the Truth of the Resurrected Christ and now as even myself; though I have
much to share with humanity am willing to do as well; if it means that my blood will
water this seed sown to bring forth fruit unto Eternal Life in others and because it is the

least we can do for Christ and the many slain before us in this common effort to
convince all to come to their senses and return wholeheartedly to the LORD our GOD
our MAKER. Are you so willing to cling to your vain and now proven false religions and
traditions that you will face this (show clip To Hell and Back)…when everyone of you
could enjoy fellowship with God here and now and forever if you would only choose to
do so!
b) Now that all rational persons on earth know God exists and that He is the God of the Holy Bible
if they actually thought about and studied the above references then I can soberly without
boasting just factually state something all of you will also be experiencing, matter of factly, that
God has taught me and has revealed to me various things (Since now you know God exists and
that He is the God of the Holy Bible, you can read for yourself that He reveals to us hidden
things and one of His primary purposes is to reprove the world of sin so that sinners might
believe that He is and repent therefore and live!(Is 48:6, 1Cor4:5, 2Cor4:2, John16:7‐14):
A. The appearances of Christ (John 14:21) to me (outline form not all details are included):
a. The first appearance early morning (Sept 29, 1988)during the first several weeks of my
confinement Maricopa County Jail – in this appearance Christ appeared in a portal of
Light in the air about 30‐40’ above ground outside the window of my cell. He appeared
as a Being of Light clothed with a Robe of Light. The Light in the circular portal in the air
and the Light of His Being were of the same color but in His Being slightly more intense
the outline of His form was made visible as the appearance of liquid glossy clear glass. I
was wide awake in this visitation.
b. The night after I was baptized and the ranks were called. Christ appeared in a dream at
a distance of what seemed about a hundred yards clothed in a white robe and I could
make out skin color and hair color and that He was bearded but that the beard was not
full but had patches missing from both sides of His Face and was rather scraggly about
3‐4 inches below his chin
c. I believe it was shortly thereafter that He appeared to me in an open vision of His Glory.
I was wide awake just before dawn and communing with the Holy Spirit who instructed
me to rise and look out the window of my cell toward the rising sun. The sun had not
appeared above the horizon. Instead a clear sharp and distinct bright brilliant gold spire
tip appeared and then two similar points appeared until an entire seven spired golden
crown filled most of the horizon’s skyline. Beneath the crown colors of bronze and gold
and fluid bright metals meshed in the enormous forehead. Seven flaming eyes that
pierced souls, time and space followed as the visage arose over the horizon and the
clouds arrayed in platforms all pointing to this appearance of His Glory. While I watched
this vision was so clear and so enormous that I glanced below at traffic to see if it was
causing any accidents and how people were reacting to this overt appearance of the
Coming of the Glory of the Lord. The sun finally breached the horizon as a small speck
on the tip of the Lord’s nose. The Lord was smiling. In shock and in awe at this
appearance, I disobeyed the Voice of the Holy Ghost who had instructed me not to look
away but to watch continuously and tightly closed my eyes and prostrated myself and

worshipped as I realized that others could not see what I had just beheld or traffic all
over town would have stopped and cameras would have been rolling and so forth. The
Lord spoke to me and asked me why I had looked away because there was more He was
going to show me and He said clearly,” So shall My Coming be as Obvious as the Rising
Sun.” and He Greatly Blessed me that day by Smiling upon me.
d. I recall that the next appearance was in a dream. I had been reading various versions of
the Holy Bible voraciously when I finally recognized it to be the Word of God Almighty
and had spent over twenty years in ignorance I determined to understand it and to
make it an inseparable part of my Being. I was spending some days studying so intently
as to only stop to drink water or to relieve myself. All waking hours spent in study,
prayer and meditation of the Scriptures and seeking understanding from the Spirit of
God given me and confirmed the night of my baptism in the second appearance. I was
not interacting with others or as little as possible, God’s Word of such Supreme
Importance. And so in this dream I sat at an ancient table that was so long I could not
see either end. It was as if a tree even bigger than the tallest red woods had been cut
down and rough cut by axes into a thick flat plank. The table seemed at least 6 inches
thick and seemed hundreds of feet long but in the darkness it was impossible for me to
tell. All that lit the room were candles and as such I could not distinguish anything but
the close proximity of the table and what was set thereon. I sat in a chair that was hand
carved and enormous made me feel as if it were built for giants even though the arm
rests were placed well enough for me. The high back went at least a foot above and
seemed like several feet above my head. Some of my favorite food was on the platter
before me. Food from all the food groups and even my favorite dessert cheese cake on
a separate plate. A Goblet large and weighty and my mouth was watering. Suddenly
Christ appeared standing across from me at the other side of the table and He picked up
my plate as I was getting ready to dig in and started mixing up all the food together. I
was wondering in my dream why had the Lord done this because He knows I like to eat
my food separately and savor each flavor distinctly (unless the ethnicity of the meal
prepared mixes the ingredients by intentional design like a burrito or lasagna). So
wondering why the Lord was ruining a perfectly great meal, He further shocked me by
picking up the cheese cake and dumping it into the stirred mess and mixing it in as well.
As He did this He said to me, “Take Heed, Lest in your Much Eating you Swallow Too Big,
and Fail to Savor the Best Part.” I awoke and instantly understood that while study of
the Holy Scriptures is encouraged and commendable to only do so and at such intensity
and rate of seeking comprehension of the prophecies and mysteries therein would
cause one to never apply it’s most important instructions. It was in this lesson that I
realized the main reason God leaves us here on earth after we’re Saved is to reach out
to those who still don’t know Him out of Love for God, out of Love for what Christ did
for us in His Sacrifice, and out of Love for the souls who still wander in darkness
searching for what only God and Christ can Provide. All of the Holy Scriptures are
summed up in the two Greatest Commandments to Love God and to Love One Another.
To the unsaved we preach that all May Know God and be Filled With His Holy Spirit

through YAHOSHUAH THE MESSIAH (CHRIST JESUS) Alone. To those who already Know
Him we encourage to Abide in Love and Faith to never give up Hope even though
persecuted in this world by those who hate Him (and us) without cause.
e. The next appearance was in a dream after fasting for seven days when I had been
threatened and greatly insulted by another prisoner. To not confront such can mean
suffering and even death and I was not and am not a coward but also for Love of Christ
to obey His Commandments above all was my desire; so I was distraught in the situation
and prayed and fasted as to how the Lord wanted me to handle it. At the end of seven
days, I had a dream and I was sitting at the Lord’s feet while He sat upon a chair. There
were a few other souls sitting at His feet I believe both male and female of various ages.
While He was speaking to them it seems I could not hear what He said to them and they
got up and left after He spoke to each of them. Once alone He looked at me and said
most calmly, ”Preach the Gospel.” And gestured with His arm as if to do so at once and
as if I should have already been doing so and should have already known this is what He
asks of me. It was not cruel, commanding or insulting, just an authoritative directive of
perfect confidence that compelled one to obey. I can remember asking brothers in
Christ to pray for me because even though Christ had commanded me, I was still having
difficulty finding courage to just walk out into a maximum security yard of serious felony
offenders; some lifers, and start preaching to them where they had access to rocks,
stones of various sizes that is, and weights and weight bars and where some men had
had their heads bashed in. But I did so in English and in Spanish and though some had
picked up rocks to stone me, God spared me and later became cell mates with someone
who had prevented another prisoner from stoning me. Other men of God were there
who told me afterward they were ready to defend me if necessary. I remember one
guy, had scars all about his head and neck. He said he had been stabbed numerous
times while sleeping because someone had mistaken him for someone else. I knew he
wasn’t telling me the truth but I could also see God had His Hand on him even if he
didn’t trust me with the truth. I liked him because he was a quiet man that kept a wary
eye and out of trouble who held his faith peacefully and unashamedly despite how
others looked down upon Christians in prison. I can remember that the Lord had given
me a revelation of the spiritual nature of many of the men confined in prison. While
many were depicted as swine (in other words many had already heard the Gospel of
Christ as children or along their journey but had chosen a life of wallowing in filthy
behavior called sin) but surprisingly far more in fact the vast majority were depicted as
buffalo. This revelation came along with other revelations of instruction from God that
all creation animal and plant life depict spiritual similitudes for us to learn from. (In
other words all the clean and unclean creatures in the scriptures are identified as such
because of their respective behaviors and this applies to all that we behold now to teach
us right and wrong behaviors not just from His Word but from all that He has made.) So
upon studying the buffalo I realized that the majority of the men locked up had
personalities that while they were strong physically did not go around instigating but
preferred to have others keep their distance and they wouldn’t give you grief if you
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didn’t give it to them. Near sighted and so what concerned them most was their very
closest spheres and don’t upset their personal spheres and they though strong and
mostly independent would get along well enough with those that respected them and
their personal space. At the same time also had a herd mentality of us against them and
could become quite dangerous if provoked and united in what they all perceived as a
common enemy; hence riots could and did occur. I won’t go into all the revelations of
how some were as the very dark creatures of the night, some were not as the angels or
messengers of God depicted as horse and rider, but as various creatures both clean and
unclean combinations. To give a brief example, people physically might be a horse for
strength and instinctual responses, spiritually they are a man or woman and this is why
the scriptures talk about us putting a bridle in the horse’s mouth, we are to tame our
beastly nature for the spiritual insight that comes from God. We are to control our lusty
flesh and animalistic desires with the Spiritual Temperance that lives within those of us
who know God. We are to ride forth in this Great Battle following our Lord’s Charge
who lead the way for us all. But saints are not limited to just this manifestation. They
can be any combination of the clean creatures. For example, they can be turtle doves
on the backs of deer. In other words their physical personalities tend toward wariness,
contemplation and to run at the first sign of danger, they prefer trees and mountains,
quietness even in their earthly traits. Spiritually they delight in singing praises to God
almost incessantly and is as if their greatest joy. This combination of being are those
who prefer vegetarian and seed diets. Conversely, there are beings of unclean creatures
like frogs on the backs of snakes; all one has to do to understand the earthly and
spiritual characteristics of such persons is study the behaviors of the unclean creatures
and then look at the behaviors of such persons and you can see easily the matches.
You would think I could clearly remember every time our Lord blessed me with personal
instruction, but I was taught daily and even nightly by the Holy Ghost so many things
over the years, that even when I read what He commanded me to write down; it seems
as if I’m learning some things anew or for the first time. Nightly for years I had Divine
Revelations; I don’t say this boastfully; it’s to implore others to help me publish the
works before I die or before ignorant souls destroy what I would pass on to this
generation before I rest. However, one of the most memorable appearances of Christ
was in a dream where the whole world was spiritually divided into these gated cities of
philosophies, religions, traditions and beliefs. All of the religions and beliefs postulated
by the masses were each cities wherein those who adhered to those respective opinions
resided. And all these beliefs were cities of the dying and dead. They were grey with
steel and concrete and no green thing and the people were of sickly pallor. Citizens
could travel from city to city easily enough as some would convert to this belief or that
or adhere to multiple religions as suited each of them. There was one gate out of all the
gates that was in Brilliant Color. Gold background with JESUS in fluorescent green. All
the citizens of the world got along with all the other people of the world well enough
and tolerated one another well enough and could see what each city was like easily
enough; but no one could see what was beyond the gate marked JESUS. In fact, I was

there talking with a group of the citizens of the world and asking them weren’t they at
least curious as to what lay beyond the gate marked JESUS? One woman said to me that
she was scared to go through that gate because everyone she knew that had gone
through it never came back. And others arrogantly presumed their city of choice was
comfortable enough for them and had no desire to change and others who had changed
still felt that all the cities of death were to be preferred to the mysterious Gate JESUS.
Finally, a woman who I believe was named Charlotte was persuaded to accompany me
through the Gate marked JESUS; for I had told them the reason those they knew didn’t
come back to their city (or way of thinking) after they walked through that Gate was
because what was on the other side was so wonderful no one in their right mind would
ever want to return. When Charlotte and I walked though that Gate together what we
beheld on the other side words in any language fail to describe. It brings tears to my
eyes every time I recall that entrance of how awesome Paradise is. I find the doubt and
irreverence so many have; the blasphemous disrespect, makes it somewhat difficult for
me to want to share these my greatest treasures from God. These comfort me when
foolish persons spout off blasphemously all over the world these days. While I mourn
for them, I am disturbed by the young minds they intentionally harden to the Truth of
God and His Divine Purpose for each of them. But I will share for the sake of those who
may find comfort knowing there is Great Reward for Faithful Service to our King and
Lord. Reward that as I’ve stated words simply are not sufficient to describe. Gone
instantly were the cities of death, decay and destruction and as far as the eye beheld
everything was intensely vibrant with Life and Light. Everything was filled with the
Virtues of God, the Love of God, the Spirit of God, the Glory of God permeated and
radiated from every living thing! It was so awesome as to render one completely
enraptured almost literally floating along rather dazed with unbounded Joy. I practically
forgot I was even holding Charlottes’ hand as I took in that every living thing was
welcoming, loving and thanking to have the presence of us near them. That is blades of
grass actually beckoned you to please step on them and thanked you for so doing. They
were honored to have touched you; even if it was just your feet. There were no
shadows anywhere. The curse that is upon this earth was completely absent. No thorns,
no briars, no noxious weeds or poisonous plants or plants that scratched or gave even
the slightest discomfort of any kind. The aromas of the spices and wildflowers, fruit
trees were so strong as to delight the olfactory senses beyond anything anyone can
even imagine in this world. I can not express the vitality of every living thing because
there is nothing in this life that even comes close. This world at it’s very best is as if the
intensity control on everything is at the lowest setting compared to Paradise. Green is
so green that even the Emerald Isles in spring are pale and faded by comparison.
Hummingbirds that are brighter than the highest powered neon signs ever dreamed of
being fly over and converse happily with you sharing the Love of God in them with you
completely unafraid. There is no fear or vice or sorrow or anything that causes any kind
of discomfort at all anywhere. Everything and I mean everything LOVES you beyond
anything expressed in this life. This is why it is so difficult to write about. All art and

media depicts contrasts and shadows to render 3D effects but in Paradise everything
glows so brightly I couldn’t see the sky above; not that it didn’t exist just I was canopied
by enormous glowing trees. The trees were so individually intense that each also
beckoned to and greeted you as you passed by hoping you would come and sit against
or pick fruit from or share the Love of God that also was in you for them in some more
intimate fashion than just passing by. Spiritually, I have been in Paradise three times on
different occasions but in this one I saw the Twelve Apostles and the Ancient of Days
and Christ. Thomas (he doesn’t like to be thought of or referred to as “doubting
Thomas”) was the first of the Apostles to notice Charlotte and myself and since I was
leading the way somewhat stopped communing with the others laying on the grassy
knolls, got up and actually accosted me as to state my business there. While he was so
doing I was looking beyond him at the Ancient of Days lying against what appeared to be
the Most Enormous Tree in the Garden and Christ arose out of the Being of the Ancient
of Days in bodily form. The two were united as One, Christ was literally reposing or
resting in the Father. He separated himself and walked/floated along and first placed
his hand on Thomas and told him everything was alright and this time with all the Light I
was determined to remember the color of our Lord’s eyes when he passed right in front
of me on his way to embracing and welcoming Charlotte into His Kingdom. I know I
looked with intent to remember his eyes but what was occurring experientially was so
phenomenal all at once that it is impossible to convey with mere words. I was noticing
how that all the Virtue in Paradise; all the Glory, all of God’s Wondrous Characteristics
were emanating so intensely from Christ that it made it virtually impossible not to want
to forever embrace or unite with Him in the same fashion as He is One with the Father.
I suppose in such a defiled world as ours I find it hard to convey this desire in what is
intended to be the Purest and Holiest sense of Unity because the Love, the Peace the
Joy, the Wisdom, the Vitality, the Glory is so Great; so Ineffable as to be irresistible to
anyone in their right mind. I didn’t want to be selfish but I didn’t in my inmost being
ever want to leave Christ in this manifestation. I truly didn’t in that instance He was
before me want to be with anyone else or go anywhere else or do anything else but
unite with Christ as One Being by stepping literally into His Person, His Being, His
Existence and literally dwelling inside of Him and He in me; and frankly, I can’t imagine
how He couldn’t have that effect on everyone. He is that Awesome. I loathe how badly
we behave while in the flesh, the contrast of Christ’s Goodness to our present state; the
gap so great it’s a such a wonder how He not only tolerates any of us but Loves us
despite our bad behaviors and decisions and calls us always each moment to not look
back but continue to strive for perfection for righteousness for holiness that is brought
about solely by His Grace transforming us, causing us to desire to be transformed and to
renew our minds with His Word and to find Joy in the Leading of His Spirit as we find our
Divine Purpose in this brief incarnation. His plans for each of us will result in our
greatest Joy if we can only obtain the ability to Trust and Obey Him; so that we do what
we can not do without Him for our own good and that of His Creation. Even while I was
telling myself to remember the color of his eyes this time; He was telling me I wouldn’t

and to this very moment even though He was right in front of me in intense Light, I can
not recall the color of his eyes. I recall only vaguely His Physical features; what I
remember most is His Spiritual Virtues; how intense, how overwhelmingly wonderful,
how so desirable I weep with longing and hope that I may forever abide in His Presence
despite my many faults and bad choices I’ve made in this journey of my incarnation. At
the same time I realize that all Creation must equally long for their Creator and so He
has accomplished this by the Holy Unity of His Holy Spirit in us. This is the mystery of
Holy Matrimony spoken of in the New Covenant, that Creation came forth from and is
the Glory of the Creator and it was intended by the Creator that all Creation be in Holy
and Most Intimate Union with Him having full, deep and profound knowledge and
relationship to each other. It is a Love that is all encompassing that is to unite us with
our Maker while of the most Intimacy possible, completely undefiled and unspoiled in
it’s Harmonious Sharing Between Maker and that which is made. The Universe is God’s
Glory and Love. Which leads me to another important revelation and personal
experience that I will now share. The body of people that are filled with the Holy Ghost
is Christ’s Glory or Bride referred to as the New Jerusalem, and those who have rejected
Christ and attached themselves to any false god which is just one of the many
deceptions of Lucifer comprise what the scriptures call Babylon the whore. If one reads
the physical attributes of Babylon the Whore and Jerusalem the Bride, they are identical
because this planet earth now filled with the blood of the prophets and all slain since
Abel is to be burned with fire; after her purification what will remain are those loyal to
God and Christ and so the planet physically is identical but what will then live upon and
in her will be the faithful Bride of Christ hence she will be called the New Jerusalem, the
new heaven and earth; but now the earth so full of innocent blood and blasphemous
murderers is called Babylon the Whore because this world and the people in it came
from God and God even wooed us all to come back to Him through Christ but instead so
many spit in His Face and commit spiritual whoredoms in vain religions and philosophies
worshipping false gods that are not gods at all and things such as money, and worldly
vanities that will perish with them. In addition, if one notes that Ezekiel saw the Glory of
God (the Woman) as the earth from space he describes it clearly as a sapphire and
jasper stone with the appearance of fire (smoke=clouds) and glowed emerald like the
bow round about (this is exactly how photographs of the earth look from space and in
Rev 21 now the earth only looks like a polished jasper stone from space because as the
vision describes there are no more seas (oceans; this doesn’t mean there won’t be rivers
and lakes). In this way the earth full and prolific with life can easily support all faithful
souls Redeemed by the Lamb, our Lord Jesus Christ.
B. Further evidence that I know God, have been taught by God and rely on Him to reveal true
events and Truth about His Creation as such
a. I remember existence prior to my incarnation. The stones of fire spoken of in the Holy
Scriptures are not lava rocks; they are stars. The Morning Stars that sang together are
us, the spirits or angels of God collectively referred to as the Elohim, the Created Beings
that existed with God harmoniously until the event I refer to as what it felt like to me as

the Great Rift that brought about the Falling Away. We existed as what can best be
described as conscious energy within stars. We were aware of each other no matter
how physically far apart and we were all aware of God our Creator. We all perfectly
accepted and were in harmonious existence with one another in unbroken unity. We all
learned simultaneously from our Creator. One of us would think to ask of our Creator
some question and the answer would appear in Space in Written form that all of us
could see, knew and understood. At the same time the Creator would convey to our
conscious energy the answer directly to us. We all agreed each time the answer was
made known to us a solemn and perfectly harmonious, “Amen”. This agreement
brought great contentment to us all, it was universally satisfying in the extreme to be of
one accord in complete agreement acknowledging absolute Truth in unison. With great
anger and sadness do I recall the moment that unity was first broken. Lucifer was the
first being to think about comparing himself to the rest of us. Until that moment no one
had ever thought to do so, we all completely just automatically accepted all conscious
beings totally and unconditionally. As soon as Lucifer wondered if he were smarter,
wiser, larger, more powerful, more beautiful, and in so many ways better than any or all
of us, it caused virtually instantaneously a great disturbance in what had been our
completely harmonious existence. Others immediately followed suit; not all, but many
started comparing themselves wondering if they were superior in some way to others. I
remember this event clearly because until that moment there was no such thing as
sorrow, lack, discontentment, pain, suffering, competition, ambition, greed, selfishness,
or any of the vices that immediately followed his arrogant presumption and pride in his
self proclamation and deluded assessment that he was superior to us all and even
thought to rival God our Creator claiming in Himself that God in His Love had spared
none of His gifts and so Lucifer aspired to become more powerful even than God. To
this day, even though the Holy Bible has been challenged by the greatest minds in
history and has been scientifically proven inerrant in prophecy; among so many other
scientific proofs wherein all intelligent beings recognize it to be the Word of God,
satanists actually think they are not going to be cast into the Lake of Fire, they really
believe they are superior to Christ and the Holy Angels and will prevail over even God’s
will. They have deceived themselves that intensely. Often it is preached that satan
knows his end and wants to destroy as many souls with him; but this is not what God’s
Word declares; nor is it a true statement in any way. What is truth is that Lucifer has
deceived himself and his followers are deceived by him and also themselves in their
selfish vice filled existences of thinking they are far superior to everyone else. They are
so deceived they think by killing off God’s people on earth that somehow they will
prevent the Holy Scriptures and their demise from occurring that the world will belong
to them to do as they see fit. Read Isaiah 14 carefully, Lucifer is self deluded. It’s not
that he wants to take as many souls with him to the lake of fire. No! what he wants is
to be worshipped in God’s stead. He wants to take God’s place and his followers those
positions that belong to God’s people. Plainly speaking luciferians have plotted and

implemented the following strategies (He Came to Set the Captives Free makes for a
good read on this topic):
i. Pervert young minds; so they have infiltrated schools and religiously adhere to
evolution or anything but the God of the Holy Bible as the explanation for our
existence
ii. Political offices‐ to enslave the masses
iii. Media – to brainwash the masses
iv. Healthcare‐ to kill off those of us who know better and make it look like an
accident
v. Lawyers and judges seats – to pervert justice enslave the masses oppress the
poor and set their criminal associates when busted free
vi. Military and law enforcement – to abuse power and get away with crimes and
to arrest those of us who know better on false charges to keep the masses in
ignorance of these planned strategies
vii. They even actively target powerful Christian ministries mainly by attempting to
seduce spouses into committing adultery as that has proven successful in
destroying the supernatural power of a holy Christian marriage in their unified
love, faith and prayers of agreement and thus their ability to reach the souls
already successfully brainwashed through public education and media
When I reveal this truth it is not to say that all in these positions are satanists, it is only
to reveal they have targeted and infiltrated these areas in this country intentionally to
destroy our Christian Heritage to take over this nation to make Christians an impotent
force as we are what stands in their way of their desire to rule the world in fulfillment of
their assessment that they are so far superior to the rest of us. So what is the antichrist
now doing to fulfill his goal of taking God’s place. These are actually now being
implemented.
A. Cameras and databases everywhere for surveillance in God’s place and
knowledge of all persons.
B. Death squads in hospitals and psychiatric wards with their view that anyone
who hears God’s Voice is insane so they can chemically lobotomize and murder
all true believers who stand in their way exposing their wicked deeds and
endeavors.
C. Police chiefs and squads to place fear in those of us who dare stand against the
evil in our nations of those criminals who have usurped authority over us.
D. Implementation of slave branding in the way of RFID biochip implantation. This
is the manifestation of the mark of the beast. NEVER allow yourself to be
implanted this is ultimately how Lucifer will seek to control and enslave the
masses.
E. The unification of media, unification of water sources and agriculture world
wide is taking place to ultimately cutoff those who refuse to take the RFID
biochip. These measures have been occurring in the united states as well as

Europe and anywhere there are resources of value to the antichrist with militant
might he goes for to conquer and instill fear.
F. (experimentation of nuclear, biological and chemical WMDs)The poor nations of
the world house slaves to him and people of little to no worth. His kind and his
followers are not trying to take as many souls with them, they delight in murder,
mass murder, genocide; one of their crowning achievements are the slaughter
of innocent infants.
G. (Abortion and “inoculations”) Christians don’t understand how sick and
depraved these persons are. They enjoy murdering babies and making profits
from it is bonus to them and their greedy ambitions. When Christian babies are
euthanized “accidentally” by an inoculation these sick persons boast about it to
their eugenic, elitists, luciferian buddies and coven witches. They hate God.
They hate all persons who love God.
H. Killing God’s people completely from the earth is their goal. But; need I
mention, these wicked persons don’t just plan on killing, but torturing, they’re
so depraved and insane they are preparing for days when they will rape, rob,
pillage and plunder at will. In case you’ve never studied history; in case you are
unfamiliar with current events, let me be rightly clear why I am placing my
liberty and life at risk. I know that within the united states even now that if I
can’t convince the citizens to stand up for their freedoms, their rights that it
won’t just be their lives and that of their children in jeopardy, but that these
wicked persons are so depraved they get off sexually by raping wives and
children in front of husbands and abusing even males. When corruption as bad
as I’ve personally experienced goes unchecked these events are soon to follow
in the future if not already occurring and suppressed from media attention. As
such even though I would much rather live to share the thousands of inventions
God has revealed to me and offer real and practical solutions to humanity for
these troubled times; I must insist that the people demand treasonous officials
in all branches of government be dealt with in the most serious ways possible.
That is these wicked persons who are not just plotting but are actually
attempting the takeover of this country and enslaving it’s citizens should be
executed as soon as may be possible. Other persons not guilty of national
treason and international war crimes but guilty of felony offenses in all branches
of government should be imprisoned as soon as may be effected. If this does
not occur, I am genuinely concerned for the safety of all godly and righteous
souls in this country and abroad. What I am concerned is not that you will be
martyred but what these wicked persons will do to you prior to your deaths;
decent folks don’t realize how perverse these people have become! Let me be
as clear as I possibly can. In all of history a person’s greatest peril came from
those who abused power and authority and so if such person’s who occupy such
offices encourage you to give up your right to bear arms you are in the most
serious and gravest of dangers! Never give up the right to bear arms and

defend the lives, purity and sanctity of you and your loved ones until Christ
returns! I repeat if any government tries to coerce you into giving up your right
to defend yourselves against what is the most serious threat on earth (those
who abuse power and authority entrusted to them), then that is the time when
you should be training everyone in your family and social circle to become
proficient in their use! Never trust a politician who asks you to give up your
right to bear arms! I encourage at this time when the Battle between the
people of God and those who hate God is about to ensue in full force to train in
self defense and become as skilled as you can handling weapons of every sort.
To pray as never before that rapists, robbers and murderers will never darken
your door and if they implement branding in this or any country with RFID
implants to resist in the following manner:
A. Any time your governing authorities anywhere on earth threaten your
freedom, your sanctity and your lives, all citizens should band together
in a national strike! When your leaders prey upon even one of you, the
rest of you should stand in the streets of every city, every town, every
village and do nothing but voice your protest over the abuse of power
and authority entrusted to those threatening your health, safety and
welfare! If an entire nation ceases it’s activities then the slave masters
have no one to rule and their plans are foiled! You must teach them to
respect you! You must stand up when they trample upon your rights
given you by God as a free and created being of equal value of equal
worth to any other soul on earth! Remember, these who think of
themselves as superior to the rest of us are actually the ones who have
fallen below us! Ultimately, the masses have the real power but you
must unite and stand together! Refuse to be branded by the RFID
biochip or any other device or mark! You and your loved ones are not
their property and no one in flesh is so perfect they have the right to
invade our every private moment!
B. IF, those persons then fire upon such unified strikes, then you as citizens
must arrest and execute such tyrants by force or concede that it could
have been you and your loved ones they murdered for resisting and
subject yourselves to abuses unmentionable for not having the courage
to stand against open evil upon you.
All forms of competition (seeking to proudly proclaim yourself stronger, prettier, better
in any way than anyone else) and ambition are ultimately the result of lucifer’s evil
thought of comparing himself to the rest of us and is what caused the falling away. This
is not to say don’t have fun playing games and sports; just don’t take yourselves so
seriously that you want to kill others to be number one or commit suicide when you
might lose a game which is and should just be socializing in a good way and having fun

with your brothers and sisters on earth! I was there and I remember this traumatic
event of the great falling away with the greatest sadness.
b. I remember incarnating. I remember leaving my star and finding myself in the womb. I
remember it was warm and soft, smooth and comfortable. I remember as I came closer
to birth distinguishing certain noises and even detecting different voices. I remember
that birth was very traumatic. I could see light and the light was so bright it hurt my
eyes so I closed them as tight as I could. I could see people even from the womb; it’s all
the bright lights that keep babies from opening their eyes. I remember whatever they
rubbed me with felt very rough like it was tearing at my skin and when this woman
wiped my face she pushed too hard and made it feel like she was trying to rip not just
my skin off but my entire cheek down to the bone. It’s no wonder babies cry.
Everything is suddenly very loud, very bright and very abrasive. When they grab your
limbs it feels like they’re trying to pull them out of their sockets. I, frankly, am a
proponent for underwater births if possible in warm solution that is as close to mother’s
womb fluid content as possible in temperature and Ph in a dimly lit environment. That
only bright enough to ensure you can see to extremely gently care for the new born and
mother. Coming into this world a soul is introduced to suffering immediately; try to
make it as little as possible. I am against the shedding of innocent blood. I firmly
believe that trimester abortions are about the most evil thing that can be done on the
planet. I cringe to think how blood drenched our nation is and how not only mothers
but so called professionals can coldly crush a babies skull, suck their brains out and
literally tear them limb from limb. When I see pro‐choice marches, I see a roving gang
of the most cold‐blooded murderers anyone can imagine. If a mother can pay someone
to rip her own baby right out of her womb, she is capable of any evil imaginable and any
soul so vile they make a living off slaughtering helpless infants is by far the most
detestable of persons the world has ever known. Yet God will forgive even these for
respect of Christ’s sacrifice in laying down His Life for us all. Try to be Grateful please!
Try to Live like it! You want to know the real truth why abortion mills proliferate, I mean
besides evil, greed, selfishness, covering up fornication and adultery and perceiving that
children are liabilities rather than blessings. Here’s the cold hard truth whether you like
it or not. Sanger was an outspoken eugenicist. She came up with and founded Planned
Parenthood because she believed most of the masses were so inferior in intellect and
every way that they had to somehow be prevented from breeding to make way for
those of her elite circle to propagate the world with. In other words, they consider that
if you’re so stupid as to slaughter a gift of God worth more than all the money in the
world, you don’t deserve to have a lineage, a remembrance, a heritage, an inheritance
but to be completely removed from the earth along with even your name. If these
people really cared about you and your rights they would fight with all that they are to
save the life of your child even if you believed you were incapable of being a mother or
father to him or her yourself. When defenseless children are expendable; no life on
earth is sacred as evidenced by what has been done to me and so many others who

haven’t lived to tell about it. I may be murdered for telling the truth but the tortured
souls now illegally detained in mental wards and prisons (the disparity of justice in
America has reached unacceptable proportions; prisons have become nothing more
than modern legalized slavery of the poor; more than 50% of the prison population are
locked up for years of petty crimes especially when compared to the crimes being
committed by persons in all branches of our government, drug addicts need counseling
and treatment not enslavement and poor citizens only need an opportunity to make a
decent living; if an honest investigation were done on every case of incarceration, I
know the populace would agree that about 50% of the poor enslaved (5‐10% are
completely innocent of their crimes but had their life bargained away by state paid
prosecutors and public pretenders) should be released, reeducated, retrained and
reintroduced into society into honest fields of work; with all the jobs that should be
being created there is no real reason for unemployment any longer) across the country
with no one to speak in their behalf need to be heard by the rest of us who will give an
account to our Maker for why we didn’t stand up and defend the poor, the needy, the
oppressed and those too traumatized by the evil in the world to stand up and speak for
themselves! We must Love our brothers and sisters (that includes cops, politicians,
federal agents, doctors, nurses and sadistic head shrinks) enough that when they make
bad decisions to place them in the penalty box (prison) with a Holy Bible and encourage
them to not make the decisions that placed them there ever again. We must when
people make decisions so bad that they turn into mass murderers and genocidal
maniacs, execute such persons after declaring to them the Gospel with the hope that
their soul might be spared hellfire. Nevertheless, decisions that gravely ill that it
tortures or murders many must be dealt with in such a manner as to discourage any
from abusing power and authority as they did in the future. To say cliché’s like let dead
dogs lie or “what’s past has passed..” as an effort to pass over justice to thousands if not
millions of innocents that have suffered the loss of loved ones for what these wicked
souls chose to do is to be an enabler of someone to do the same to you and your loved
ones. In the same way you can not leave a festering wound untreated or the infections
spread, gangrene sets in and eventual death, we can not leave the corruption in this
country unchecked any longer. The treasonous betrayal of 911 together with all the
scandals similar to mine occurring, is evidence that our nation has been severely
wounded and is infected with widespread epidemic corruption and if we ignore what
has happened leave it unaddressed then this nation will fester become more corrupt
until it rots from the inside out and dies like every hedonistic corrupt empire in history.
I for one, want to see the United States of America remain the land of the free and
home of the brave until our Lord Jesus Christ returns and sets up His manifest kingdom
on earth! We can not tolerate in any form persons who abuse power and authority as
those in the recent past have without addressing and confronting the evil they have
done. We must obey our Lord who commanded us to occupy till He comes and to bind
evil in the earth; not to leave it loose when we are exposed to or discover it.

C. God taught me how he created the visible universe. In this dream, despite all my efforts and
those of Christians throughout the world, so many remained even more wicked than they are
today. Finally, a day came when the sun burned out in the sky. While the moon that had been
visible by day was no more, the stars ever so briefly appeared and then they all fell like a
weeping willow shedding her leaves or like a fading great firework display on the 4th of July
(which was supposed to be a holy day observed to thank God for our Independence and
freedoms‐President John Quincy Adams and show the two visual aids). As all light in the
universe went out so that no one could see their own hand right in front of their eyes, people
began burning anything and everything on the planet. As I beheld the passing away of the
visible creation, I thought to myself this is truly the End, unless… and as I thought God makes it
all new… there appeared a molten sphere so large in space that it was the size of the entire
visible universe all combined into one molten ball of fire, matter, gases, liquids (all the
substance of visible creation in a super heated state) God then made his hands visible for my
sake, as translucent and slightly transparent almost gaseous in form but so enormous they
grasped the burning molten sphere on either side and then vigorously spun it. Flaming globules
broke away by the centripetal force and simultaneously explosions of hot gases and other
substances would suddenly send off shooting debris that collided with globules that had clung
more strenuously to the mass. These collisions caused particulates to shatter and spray in other
directions while most of the matter all stayed spinning in roughly the same direction. This is
why planets spin, solar systems spin, galaxies spin while simultaneously expanding from the
origin. The big bang theory does not explain the spinning masses we observe throughout the
universe. What God showed me does. The brainwashing of innocent children in our public
schools with the unsubstantiated religion of evolution sometimes angers me so greatly I feel like
answering those who dare tell young formative minds that they evolved from pond scum and
monkeys especially when they dare talk about “billions of years ago…” I sometimes feel like
saying,…” and while we’re all fantasizing about BILLIONS of years ago, since you are inferring to
have either been there or be some great authority on that time period, I remember when you
were just a festering pustule on the butt of some flea bitten, diseased maggot and just look how
far you’ve DEVOLVED to today..” (with the hopes that one day they might actually use the brain
God gave them instead of passing on the lies they were taught to innocent little children;
causing the highest suicide rate in generations!)
D. God taught me about the Fourth Dimension. The Fourth Dimension encompasses all time and
space and no other dimensions are necessary to explain the known visible and invisible creation.
The Lord showed me the Fourth Dimension in the following manner and He Called it His House
for He Resides in Eternity throughout the Fourth Dimension which includes all time and space.
He showed me a tetrahedron as the geometrical object that defines the origin (0,0,0,0) or the
four points of the tetrahedron as the first unit of an infinite number of spinning interlocking
tetrahedrons that are the geometrical coordinates of all time and space. The primary
tetrahedron he sent spinning in motion so as to comprise a sphere and then four appeared
spinning on every side of the primary occupying the space between the flat of each side and the
surface area of the sphere defined by the outermost points of the spinning tetrahedron. Thus
these spheres interlocked with each other in these crystalline patterns throughout the universe

and could then be utilized to define coordinates in time and space. While this geometric pattern
was revealed to me expanding throughout the Universe, the earlier revelation of how God made
the visible universe was overlaid with the giant sphere and the spinning primary tetrahedron
sharing the same center. As both the matter expanded and (lets call it) instances in time, the
matter passed through the geometric fabric of time and space comprised of these spinning
tetrahedrons. The spinning and expanding from the origin matter traverses these coordinates
of time and space with respect to the origin. The key to finding the origin is to note the location
that all matter is expanding from, because the origin is fixed. As I was contemplating that all
matter can therefore be defined not only in the future but in the past, I was also contemplating
that when one has an origin and a defined destination all one needs is a mode of travel to get
there; thus “time travel” is seemingly possible. As I was meditating on what was unfolding the
Lord explained to me that even as parallel planes of 2 dimensions can be stacked upon each
other to form the 3rd dimension, parallel panels of the 3rd dimension can be stacked upon each
other to form the fourth dimension in infinite radial patterns around the origin. In the same
way a 2nd dimensional plane slices the third dimension and renders then in that plane only so
much visible information; a third dimensional panel slices through the 4th dimension and renders
only so much visible information. To elaborate further, everything but the origin is in motion
however slowing down and cooling off as scientific law confirms Creation as I have been taught
by God and now have explained to you. If you at this very instance could take a snap shot of the
entire universe you would have a still image of the panel of the 3rd dimension for this particular
instance. If you then in the next tiniest interval of what we call time (which is just a defined
increment to measure the rate at which matter has traveled from the origin) take another image
of the visible universe you would have the next panel of the third dimension, when you combine
all panels of the third dimension you are looking at Eternity. In other words, in the Lords House
past, present and future are all beheld as ONE now. This is what is stated in Ecclesiastes and
more particularly in Ec3:15. The Lord who inhabits Eternity, the Fourth Dimension, His House
beholds all things in all Creation in all time and space and has revealed them thusly to us in His
Word, the Holy Bible. In other words, He is not telling us the future in prophecy as some would
suppose, who are unfamiliar with the passage I have mentioned, He is telling us what exists
already, what has already been, what we think is to come but what is now observed to Him who
inhabits eternity. This is why the Holy Bible is inerrant in prophecy; it is merely God’s record of
all He observes as now but; as we mortals inserted into visible creation and incarnation refer to
as past, present and future. The Fourth Dimension is all Time and Space and all that is therein
so it can not be undone as His Word has traversed all Time and Space and is given to us to know
Him NOW (and, if you will, forever). Those who truly put on the mind of Christ can behold
things “past, present and future” because they begin to unite with He who inhabits Eternity and
behold all creation as He does. Thus “scrolls” were revealed in this manner over what we think
of as time. These scrolls were messengers of God (Give a portion to seven and also to eight… Ec
11:2 and Rev and 2Cor3:2 epistles=scrolls) who incarnated and who by uniting with His Holy
Spirit then revealed truths as God wills about His House, Eternity, the Fourth Dimension, His
Creation. And thus we have the Holy Bible, Divine Record of Eternity and thus it is that scrolls

are still manifest from God to this very day as yet others glimpse Eternity through the mind of
Christ.
E. Again, I do not know whether or not my journey of incarnation ends before I may share with you
just one more Truth that I hope will comfort those who also suffer or who will endure
persecution, trials and tribulation. At the end of the age of darkness and after the Resurrection
of the Living and the dead, I saw the souls of the Redeemed all gathered together and their life
story, their journey with God was revealed to us all in detail. They (and us all) saw how many
times angels delivered them and helped them, they (and us all) saw how God and Christ
prepared them for the most important times of their lives even when they weren’t aware of it,
we all watched the saints one by one as their obedience to God brought changes for good great
and small on earth. Their pets testified of their love and provision and kindness and even living
things we give not much thought about like our houseplants or a shade tree grateful for water,
love and attention. Amazingly, our life stories unfolded without our sins remembered and
manifest even though the moment each of us repented and received Christ was so clearly
recorded and the Joy (and relief!) that filled each of us the moment of our Salvation. I don’t
know how when God played back our lives that each life journey was complete; especially when
persons like myself had been especially steeped in sin and darkness for at least a portion of our
lives; not really doing much good at all; but somehow God was with us all even then and
somehow He and the angels were ministering and bringing us about to our life purpose of
glorifying our God and Savior even then and this is what was shown to us all, so that there was
no shame; even though tears of Joy flowed as we each realized the incredible goodness of God
throughout our existence. One by one each soul came forward and Christ personally wiped the
tears from every face and embraced every brother and every sister one by one after their life
incarnation had been on display for all to see; even the hidden moments, the sacrificial prayers,
our efforts that we thought had failed because we couldn’t see the instant change we wanted in
others, the many tears shed weeping for our own sins and the sins of the world, and so many
other things that his sons and daughters have done that go unnoticed and unthanked by the rest
of us. One by one after each extremely interesting life played out (no one’s existence was
boring in the least! No matter what you might think, everyone had such adventures and so
many hidden and mysterious things that happened even things that eluded their own
awareness) we all praised GOD and Christ for their Goodness in Saving that brother or sister and
we Thanked them and praised and thanked that brother or sister as well for allowing God to
work in them to fulfill their Divine Purpose (even when they thought they hadn’t)! There was
such overflowing and tremendous unending Joy that no words can describe as we so loved and
appreciated and admired every soul of the Redeemed and God more and more as we realized
how incredible He is in each of His Children! In every life, every living thing they came in contact
with testified of how it was encountering that soul! Even birds and even bees and butterflies
and other clean insects! Even your plants and flowers! God was present in all His Creation and
the living things testified so and how we treated them! Amazingly, the Redeemed only had
good things remembered about them and they only remembered good things about others!
Our sins had been blotted out and remembered no more! And as each soul came forward of
every race, every nation, every language, and every tribe; even of every kindred on earth, they

were transformed after having their tears wiped away and embraced by Christ who shone
brighter and was larger than all, into these beings that radiated as if they were made of molten
precious metals of liquid gold, silver, brass and bronze all mingled and swirling, so that there
were no more races but one people, a spiritual people, a holy people, invincible, bright, glowing,
eternal and smiles on every face that went from ear to ear of pure intense Joy and Peace in
Unbroken Love of God and us all! Their faces then filled the Universe and no matter how far
apart we felt close enough to always embrace one another. It was as if an amphitheatre of
monumental proportions was being created throughout the whole Universe as each soul
received their glorified eternal bodies and watched the next brother or sister’s incarnation
unfold. If there would have been a counting of time, millenniums would have passed as the
intricate details of all of us getting to know one another was revealed one at a time, but there
was no fatigue, no loss of interest, no boredom, no impatience, just incredible revelations of
how wonderful God had made each and every one of His Children and How Incredibly He had
worked in, upon and through us in our journeys! Joy after Unbounded Joy and somehow just
kept increasing exponentially and infinitely! I can not express to you in words the awesome
moment that awaits every soul when He will wipe your tears away Himself and embrace you
before us all. There was some kind of emotional explosion each time He did so through all of us
that just increased every time He embraced another brother or sister and transformed them
into someone glorious and everlastingly bright and radiant full of all of God’s virtue with no
darkness or wickedness or hypocrisy of any kind! I saw faces of those who had been murdered
for defending the poor and the oppressed like Martin Luther King Jr. and Gandhi. I saw many
countless souls; young and old from all over the world; all take on the similitude of One Great
and Magnificent People, the Everlasting Glorious Family of GOD! We all want to see YOU
there!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! Amen.
F. Shall I go on further with just a tiny portion of what God has revealed to me through years of
dreams, visions, meditation and prayer. Daily and nightly for years was I taught by Divine
revelations by God; so that I am without excuse, I can not fear anyone so as to hide from them
that if they do not repent of their sins and receive Yahoshuah the Messiah as their personal Lord
and Savior they will perish for their crimes against God and be cast into the Lake of Fire. I MUST
plead though the world lies in great deceptions that they love and though it cost me freedom,
suffering or even days of my incarnation in early “death” for all souls to not be so proud of your
traditions, philosophies, religions and ideas when you know you don’t know God and one who
obviously does, risks all to reach through all the brainwashing education and propaganda to tell
you that you can know the Almighty and learn from Him personally also. If you are so wise that
you can hear and understand that I am telling you the truth not for any reason other than God
wills it despite the greatest cost any can give, then you must understand that to reject Christ is
to spit in your Creator’s face, to make His death for you of no effect, to tell God, not His way but
yours. To reject Christ is to willfully make yourself the enemy of God and is the most foolish
thing anyone can do because it doesn’t even demonstrate you have intelligence enough to
exercise the God given instinct of self preservation. I know His word is truth; I know to risk my
life is to free my soul and to live with a clear conscience; to lay down my life in an effort to reach
all those who don’t know Him and ensure public safety from persons who are choosing to

commit great evil, is to ultimately save my life because it demonstrates faith and trust in God
and His Word to revive my soul even from “death” and raise me up even from the “grave”. To
not stand in the face of evil; to not confront those who are foolishly warring against themselves
by warring against God and His People, is to exist in shame before the Almighty as a coward, it is
to loathe oneself for not loving even your enemies enough to plead with them to stop making
decisions that will ultimately result in death and destruction not only for others but for them as
well. You will have to think on what I’ve shared and know that even if I was the fastest typist on
earth, I could not write of everything God has taught me. You will have to discover from the
Almighty Himself the mysteries of the Universe. I do want to help not only this country but the
nations of the world in the days ahead, and I have been given much to share; but perhaps you
would rather leave mass murderers among you, poisoners loose in your midst, rapists to prey
upon you and go on slaughtering babies and other creations of God, perhaps messengers that
would have saved you all from global annihilation and from great suffering along the way had
you only received the Love of God as we who know Him plead with you to do.
G. Where there is no vision the people perish Proverbs 29:18. I am a seer, a prophet, a visionary by
Divine will. I do not say this boastfully, but merely as one who states his profession such as
teacher, lawyer, doctor, etc. Out of thousands of inventions and solutions to the troubles of
these end times and to improve quality of life for all I will address here a few that some might
have the Wisdom to see I received knowledge from God as His Loving will to help, comfort,
teach and guide His Children upon the earth
a. Health Care‐
i. Concerning pharmaceutical medications‐ I have been called a hypochondriac
coming from persons that such an accusation is actually a compliment. I have
already written the Revelation of the kingdom of hell on earth and how mind
altering drugs are part of the manifestation of that kingdom but let me go into
this Divine Revelation here for the benefit of those unfamiliar with previous
seeds I’ve sown in the earth. During the time I spent in study and by the will of
God one of the more memorable revelations He gave me occurred one night
early in my discipleship training. I was shown that the mouth of the serpent
were are these bars and night clubs that lure souls into lives of darkness in
disobedience to God. (Keep in mind it’s not the wine or the beer or strong drink
that is the evil it is the choices people make while intoxicated and deceived by
excess); and the Lord showed me once in the darkness, they planned
fornications, adulteries, many kinds of sexual perversions and selfish lusts, many
other crimes and were even introduced to more substances that deceived the
senses and lured a soul deeper into the darkness and the pit of hell. The Mouth
of the Serpent was all the bars and nightclubs and as the souls got drunk or did
drugs and carried out their sinful plans and crimes, they walked into the throat
of the giant serpent and began a coiled descent deeper into the pit of hell and
abyss of darkness. As they walked the winding descent deeper into the snake
that wanted to swallow them whole, there were doors that were in the coiled
descending sides that you could hear orgies, whipping, screams of lewd

pleasures and pains in the darkness. As one descended deeper, men and
women with dark sunglasses on even in the darkness; pimps, whores, robbers,
murderers, and violent criminals of all kinds and weapons were everywhere and
crimes of violence increased with the level of insanity and depravity and drugs
and self‐abuse and the inhabitants began to show they were dying by turning
emaciated and gray from the abuses of their own soul and that of others in the
pit of hell. I walked/floated deeper down the coils with a waitress that had on
her tray all kinds of drugs both legal and illegal, from left to right in order of
severity and in correlation to the depth of the pit of hell and the danger
associated with such. On the left was different kinds of marijuana, then uppers
and downers (legal and illegal), then hallucinogens and psychotropics, then
powders like cocaine, heroin and finally these crystalline sheets that first were
pinkish and then clear and when shattered or cut looked like shards of glass (I’ve
never seen a drug like it in reality but think it was crystal meth that eats your
brain, bones and bodies like acid from the inside out) All the drugs dealt with
base pleasure and altering reality and were not truly necessary for medical
purposes. So first booze and sexual sin lured many into the snake’s mouth and
then they walked deeper and as they did more and more drugs and became
more and more deviant and the danger was increased as they descended
deeper they could die at any moment while still in the pit of hell. So the
kingdom of hell is on earth (just like the Kingdom of God – Rom 14:17 and this is
the real meaning of Armageddon that the two kingdoms toward the end just
before the return of God have matured and filled the earth and both then come
into manifest conflict on earth (Rev 12 and Dan 12, Jude and Mt. 24 kingdom
against kingdom…read my exposition on Ezekiel’s vision and Revelation at
http://www.godempowersyou.com/documentation/HistoricalTestimonyandMin
istry/MansChronologicalExistenceExplained.pdf this battle is manifest and won
by boldly proclaiming our testimonies of How Christ Saved us and by His
Sacrifice or Shed Blood in our behalf (Rev 12:11 and so I here share my
testimony publicly at
http://www.godempowersyou.com/documentation/HistoricalTestimonyandMin
istry/888WeOvercameByTheBLOODoftheLAMBHowICametoKNOWGODWordof
myTestimony.pdf ) yes, the kingdom of hell is manifest on earth and in the
chants of youth that calls these things “partying” and so start their personal
education in torment and suffering. In addition, I have pointed out the
scriptures that reveal that pharmaceuticals (Revelation 18:23) and anywhere in
the new covenant where the word sorcery or sorceries are used the
transliteration is pharmaceutical medications) would deceive all nations.
Secular psychology is the worst profession for demonic torture in the pit of hell
because they force feed these mind altering, life destroying substances to
others; some so deceived they actually think they’re doing a good thing; but
others demonstrate clearly they are part of the kingdom of hell by taking sick

and sadistic pleasure in putting others down and destroying the lives of
innocent persons to make themselves feel superior and better about
themselves (notice how so many shrinks think everyone but themselves has
some kind of neuroses or mental illness while they alone in their lofty judgment
seats are able to criticize their fellow man with such devastating and derogatory
terms calling that which God made so imperfect as to take pleasure in
euthanization of anyone THEY judge as mentally ill). Their actions and
professional beliefs demonstrate who between these doctors and patients are
the truly mentally ill (SET THE CAPTIVES FREE!) I asked the waitress why she
stayed in the pit of hell and it was about money and her own lusts but she was
comfortable higher up in the mouth of the serpent in the bars and in the throat,
smoking marijuana and fornicating. It was nevertheless dangerous for her if she
died still in the pit of hell whether high in the abyss or in its depths, her soul
would still be trapped in darkness. This is not to say that herbals, botanicals,
and other substances in natural form are prohibited; just stimulants,
depressants, hallucinogenics, psychotropics, any drug that is designed to alter
ones perception of reality and is deceptive therefore in its nature, any drug
taken for pleasure or lust rather than treatment of illness. So penicillin is alright
and drugs for malaria and other infections, but psychiatric drugs that cause
permanent brain and organ damage are not. In addition, pharmaceuticals that
have intentional toxins added that have nothing to do with the benefit but are
actually intended to do harm to the person taking them in the form of “harmful
side effects” are not acceptable but are designed as such by manufacturers to
increase profits as those who take prescriptions soon need to take more and
more because of the intentional addition of harmful toxins in so many “legal”,
FDA approved pharmaceuticals. The vision of the future needs to ban all drugs
that manufacturers would not take themselves or force upon their own
children, that FDA members will not ingest; nor doctors; nor nurses; nor
pharmacists.
ii. The correct course to cure every viral, bacterial, parasitic infection is through
bio‐nano technology. That is encoded cellular replicates of identifier and killer
cells that exist by God’s design in the human body. These replicates should be
constructed by bio‐available minerals; hydro‐carbons and nutrients such that
they are assimilated or excreted naturally by the body. (not macroscopic‐metal
bots like the sadistic shrink in “the Island” put in the eye of Ewan McGregor; but
microscopic nano‐bot cells that are bio‐harmonious to the human body flow in
the smallest capillaries and are almost indistinguishable from naturally
produced cells)
iii. Immediately national health care needs to be implemented and systematically
universally changed in its approach to include information specialists in all
family practices that aid in diagnosing and treatment options. Quality,
socialized medicine and education is the natural response and evolution to the

concept of fair and equitable treatment for all being created equal; mentioned
in our founding documents and the Equal Protection Act and of course by Divine
Inspiration
iv. Hospitals must have cameras to supervise all procedures to offsite servers
available to patients, patient’s representatives
v. Death certificates in all hospitals need to be examined for all premature demises
and investigation of persons who have had too many people “accidentally” die
of seemingly unusual circumstances (coroners, anesthesiologists and board
members need to be thoroughly investigated where unusual numbers of
“malpractice” events resulting in permanent injuries and deaths are occurring
(this investigation would also employ many people helping the economy)
vi. Abortion needs to be outlawed immediately and instead birth control needs to
become available for all who desire such
vii. Sexual education in schools needs to be examined and perversions like my two
mommies and my two daddies or teaching subjects like analingus or cunilingus
to students below 6th grade permanently prohibited (homosexuality is being
encouraged not only because of massive governmental and societal corruption
but also as another form of population management because homosexuals
aren’t breeding and because they are sowing diseases and illnesses at a far
greater rate than heterosexual monogamous families having children and
thereby are killing off the surplus population in the minds of the eugenic fascists
read Homosexuality and the Politics of Truth for more info; if you think there is
no way out of that lifestyle)
viii. Health Care can not be privatized because greed inevitably results in citizens
being blackmailed for their lives and administrative boards choosing money and
profits over lives; the evidence of this is overwhelming and now common
knowledge
b. Concerning the economy
i. Raising taxes to over burden citizens must be prohibited
ii. Eliminate the Federal Reserve
iii. Eliminate selling US Treasury bonds or the process of governing officials
borrowing money from anyone in behalf of the government or people of the
United States
iv. The US government has the right to coin or print money as necessary therefore
it must become illegal for governing officials to borrow money, sell ports or
other real properties to foreigners, convey intellectual security interests to
other nations or any of the other means of burdening and enslaving US citizens
to foreign interests
v. All national resources belong to the people instead of private parties, so coal,
oil, solar wind, other utilities, power and energy endeavors are not to be billed
to the people (unless used in excess to burden others) but to actually fund
increasing projects in renewable technologies and to fund national health care
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and national education for all citizens. Government should take over the
management of all these resources and give annual records to the citizens what
was done with the profits for their benefit instead of burden!
Get rid of the income tax on individual citizens and families
Increase tariffs on foreign companies (that were American companies but
relocated to pay slave wages to foreigners and to increase the stock holders
profits) trying to sell their products in this country
Proclaim a real jubilee forgiveness of mortgages up to $250k and provide
apartments or townhomes for young adults (increases city restoration and
upgrades plenty of jobs (those accepting mortgage forgiveness could not turn
around and borrow against the property for the next 10 years and all citizens
would be required to attend responsible money management courses for a
year))
Limit excessive usury on the poor, the rich have overdraft protection but the
poor pay enormous fees for even going a dollar overdrawn and pay loan shark
fees at title loan companies or paycheck advance companies and for credit
cards; universal limits whether rich or poor so that all citizens are treated fairly
and equally and excessive greed and usury is prohibited by law
Provide housing for the disabled, homeless, veterans, that include living
assistance, cleaning and maintenance. Counseling to find what each can do to
feel they are a contributing member of society. The lay offs from the IRS can
find employment teaching and monitoring money management of individuals
being released from jails and prisons, and these disabled and homeless in need
of assistance. In addition balancing the budget and providing public records of
government revenue and spending (this increases the economy by massive job
creation in city renovation, counseling, treatment, education, living assistance
to these persons that are so oppressed and needlessly suffering as well as
making the citizens safer and happier)
Construction of a transnational and transoceanic high speed subway system
with massive electrical conduit that not only supplies the megalopolises but
powers cargo transit by inductance in the electrical high speed engines
Universal interchangeable cargo containers for such transit, craned off at
distribution centers onto local trucks (the same way ocean liners supply rail
today only on a smaller scale)
Forcing conventional rail to utilize the new sub network for all cargo to free up
deteriorating highways then utilizing eminent domain to seize surface rail
properties for conservation or other production for the people. The rails would
then reap profits at a greater rate due to rapid and increased cargo
disbursement and would take over the rapid subsystem with the updated
technologies (more than a fair trade and compensation for the surface real
estate and their profits would go up, law suits from surface accidents vanish,
and everyone goes on happily)

xiv. Construction of underground cities
xv. Employment of oceanic farming and massive fisheries /management
xvi. Employment of desalination specialists and construction of the inexpensive
desalination units that can be built as God showed me and I will share if the
people and powers that be start doing their jobs and arresting the criminals in
their own ranks that have done so openly and so impudently in the sight of the
world, as I will share improved architecture and storm surge designs that survive
flooding and even category 5 hurricanes, etc. etc.
xvii. Renovation of waste treatment that mandates all waste treatment for black
water must by utilized for agriculture and go through the entire hydro‐cycle
thereby before being used for white water again only white and grey water can
be used for drinking water all black water pipes and treatment kept completely
separate (employing water treatment specialists and excavators and
manufacturers of improved pipes for handling increased volume and distances
xviii. Mandating demographic development, no more ghost towns created by greed
but municipalities work with developers to make certain housing developments
are affordable to the working citizens in their communities! Models already
exist, just need to be adopted nationwide!
xix. Mandating self sufficient residential structures that include principles of the
biosphere above and below ground
xx. Huge multinational and national corporations can no longer be allowed. That is
publicly traded stocks must cease. All companies have to be owner or employee
operated that are civilly and criminally liable for the company’s actions,
products and services. Small business will therefore increase, competition and
renewed local manufacturing, organized companies and affiliates can still
operate but must have responsible persons and their contact information
clearly and publicly available for redress of grievances
xxi. In addition to getting rid of Wall Street and publicly traded stocks, let me
emphasize the need to ban all speculation in the forms of options on
commodities! While greedy individuals make money off the illusion of creating
an object of worth either greater or lesser depending on their investment
dollars contributed to the cause; the reality is that the vast majority SUFFER and
even DIE! While speculators drive up oil and grain and other commodities; the
poor literally can’t afford the price hikes that result in every area and the
disabled literally are forced to begging charities to make ends meet or loose
perhaps their only means of transportation. When a disabled person loses their
only car, it’s not the same as a healthy person, because the disabled can’t
physically haul themselves or walk to the grocery stores and so it can be for
their life when greedy persons just decide to create market fluctuations like
we’ve been having in America. These practices should be banned and resources
like oil, utilities, energies, food, strictly regulated by the public and namely,
those poorest among us. Otherwise, we have true eugenic fascism killing off

those who perhaps through no fault of their own have fallen into oppressed and
difficult circumstances because of these practices. I am speaking from personal
experience!
xxii. Hospital administrators, police chiefs, mayors, governors are to ensure close
monitoring of employees and public servants and fired and imprisoned if they
fail to arrest corruption in the ranks (all bribe taking and murder affects the
economy because it inevitably burdens innocent citizens financially)
xxiii. More Job creations –
1. budget balancing counselors for drug addicts released from prison and
homeless, any citizen can attend classes but these groups monitored for
financial responsibility, in addition to parole or probation
2. counselors – for emotionally disturbed veterans and others coming off
the streets or out of abusive relationships and needing shelter
3. carpenters, painters, contractors with regards to city improvements and
renovations across the nation
4. excavators for transnational sub system
5. engineers for high speed cargo transit
6. auto engine specialists(mechanics) to refit all autos and trucks with
hydro/solar/electric motors over a seven year period in the United
States
7. Oceanic vegetable and fish farming (marine biologists, and hydro
engineers and laborers)
8. Desalination contractors (builders, marine biologists, water treatment
specialists, excavators for fresh water inland or other means of transit)
9. Self‐sustaining demographic combination smart housing (scientists,
engineers (all), builders, etc.)
10. Environmental (HAZMAT) cleanups of all the coal blasting sites and
reforestation (orchard planting)
11. Electricians for solid conduit backbones for the high speed subsystem of
inductance powered electric engines and for charging power packs
12. Manufacturing of power packs to replace chemical batteries
13. Research on the emerging technologies of force fields, plasma drills
(etc.), and molecular disruption for waste disposal removal
(matter/energy conversion without fission)
14. Computer networking and internetworking specialists to nationalize
education, health care and citizen moral stationed in all municipalities
and software engineers to move health care and national government
into the 21st century
15. Deputies/agents to clean up/arrest criminals in government including
high level offices and pentagon officials

16. Accountants to follow the money trails of corruption in recent past
governing officials and to seize assets for restitution to victims and
survivors
17. International linguists and specialists of every field to train citizens in
various nations in areas of new technologies to help international
relations by constructive methods instead of destructive
18. Teachers/ Tradesman for all fields to radically improve our public
education system and increase overall competence of all children upon
graduation
19. Agents to take over and people to train in building and maintaining
offshore platforms and in the newer field of geothermal energy and
conduits from those locations
20. Solar and wind energy construction also on oceans
21. Parent specialists (from families that have shown competence in that
they have been faithfully married and have produced competent and
productive children as honorable members of society and hopefully
have successful experience is related counseling and satisfactory record
from those so counseled) for family training and orphanages
22. Suggestion readers for improving all aspects of our society and
specialists to recognize the various fields and potentials of the
suggestions (that will be opened via Internet to all citizens of all ages;
even school children)
23. Inventors/ prototype builders/ modelers for implementation of best
suggestions
24. Parts manufacturers, seamstresses, etc (return of manufacturing jobs in
America by placing high tariffs on foreign imports and tax breaks for
manufacturers to return to the states (if necessary governmental wage
supplementation to beat the global competition)
25. Water treatment specialists to revitalize the entire black and grey water
systems in America (along with all the excavators and piping needed for
physically installing the new systems (botanists, biologists, plant
specialists as certain species break down and clean the waste water
better than others)
26. Home health care specialists for aging baby boomers and all related
services of assistance such as grocery shopping and delivery and
cleaning/ meal prep etc. (supervisors to make sure no criminal activities
occurring in this explosively emerging field
27. Chemists, etc. to monitor environmental cleanups nationwide and
waste recycling
28. Road repair specialists throughout the nation

xxiv.

xxv.

xxvi.
xxvii.

xxviii.

29. Medical information specialists, data entry operators with some medical
education, and programmers for the national (and hopefully
international) radically improved health care system
30. School repairs and modernization for the economically suppressed
districts
31. Educators and trainers for all these new jobs for all the citizens who
volunteer for retraining in any of these fields
32. In short the jobs needed are infinite; there is no reason for significant
unemployment for healthy individuals
Where the “money” comes from‐ pieces of paper with pictures have little
intrinsic worth, it is resources, products and services that have value; to
increase an economy one must have the best resources, products and services
meaning education must be superior and maximization of naturally available
resources implemented, pioneering unique products and services yields
increase in economics for nation(s) providing supply to those who demand
those resources, products, services NATIONALLY, RADICALLY IMPROVED
EDUCATION FOR ALL CITIZENS BASED ON APTITUDE AND ATTITUDE MUST BE
IMPLEMENTED IMMEDIATELY (corporate based private education based on
private funding must cease altogether) it only makes very few individuals
wealthy and enslaves the masses (printing less units of common trade (money)
makes it’s value rise and printing more makes each unit less valuable (with
respect to population and gross domestic products and services; in other words,
the ratio is the factor not the actual number of bills in circulation)
We must have minimum wage increases and price fixing on life’s basic
necessities for quite some time to fully recover economically from a depression
or severe recession ( housing prices must drop so radically that greedy investors
are forced to sell those homes to all the people that lost them due to loose
money loans causing excessive inflated housing costs in the first place) food,
phones, electricity, gasoline are just certain areas that need to have price fixing
set for some time, while minimum wage is significantly raised!
Luxury tax increases on luxuries such as having more than three vehicles per
family, jewelry, non‐commercial watercrafts, non‐commercial sporting goods
Decrease tax demands or even eradicate up to certain gross revenues (like
200k/year for families 125k/sole proprietors) on small businesses and
government subsidized loans or grants for small businesses starting up
When I speak of price fixing necessities of life like food, I want it understood
that it is to prevent starvation of the poor, elderly, disabled or otherwise needy
and that I want to support localized farming by small independents instead of
the corporate takeover of agriculture and water supply now occurring and the
centralization of huge farms run by very few individuals that can be coerced by
governing authorities to grow or not to grow various crops. Specifically,
regarding food and water all persons on earth need to be seriously alerted as to

what is occurring and how life threatening it is for them and their children:
Through WTO and other elitist organizations of the wealthy, farm land and land
that has large water supplies is in process of being entirely controlled by very
few souls that are friendly to “the New World Order”. I was in real estate and I
know for a fact this is occurring in the United States and by watching alternative
media sources around the world. Farmers in India and elsewhere have been
starved out by conglomerates dumping grain and other produce on the market.
In this way, people temporarily have inexpensive food costs until all the
competition vanishes (like what Walmart has demonstrated in retail) only with
food and water it is FAR more serious. WTO direct ties with political endeavors
to control the global populace is actively interested in control of food and water
for all nations so that if you and your children do not submit and take the RFID
biochip (physical form of mark of the beast) your credits can be turned off at the
bank, assets seized and you won’t be able to purchase the food and water
controlled solely by them. In addition, once food and water is under control by
a few whole nations can be reduced to starvation through embargos or price
hikes. The following measures should be implemented immediately by all
persons and nations who are able:
1. Local citizens support local farmers (farmers charge as fair a price as
possible while this challenge to the masses under attack by the wealthy
continues)
2. Local farmers cooperate to plant non‐competing crops (where climate
and conditions of soil allows) and produce so that each gets a fair
market share
3. Governments support localized farming with subsidies so they don’t go
bankrupt and can remain competitive with this aggressive and evil
attempt by the wealthy to control the basic necessities for life
4. Immediate training and development by all nations for oceanic farming
of vegetables and fisheries with at least 13% of all raised species (20% of
keystone varieties) being released into the wild and for at least the next
30 years corporate dragging of the oceans for wild caught strictly
prohibited, once again we must DECENTRALIZE and support small
independent fishing the “old school” ways in order to give our oceans
and wildlife a chance to repopulate. The rest of us must learn NOT to
genetically alter but raise species in oceanic fisheries and change our
diets to include oceanic vegetables (wild catch super predators and
monitor their numbers to ensure repopulation of the fish that have
been depleted to near extinction like much of the cod populations)
5. All neighborhoods in America and abroad where possible should plant
fruit and nut trees in their yards and have independent wells drilled or
at least as a back up to city water supplies. This is why all citizens

should fight for the right to have such independent sources of water
available:
a. In industrialized nations like the USA, city water has hormones
and chemicals in it that are causing all kinds of serious health
issues, this is why I want sewage treated water supplies to be
mandated by law to go towards root level water systems of
orchards and crops; or even better grains for livestock,
purification as much as possible and better treatment standards
across the board and all white water to be supplied by rivers,
rain, desalination units, precipitators/condensers, fresh water
reservoirs and lakes. On even the black water I want new
standards of chemical removal before it even reaches the crops
and effects closely monitored of any hormones or chemicals
unsuccessfully removed before irrigation begins (in other words
test crops to see if the unremoved chemicals/hormones are
coming up present before sending the produce/crops to open
market
b. Centralization of water supplies by governments and a few
wealthy investors mean they can exterminate the poor simply
by shutting off water supply or making it too expensive as the
glacier ice caps melt, if desalination units and precipitators
(inexpensive designs can be immediately constructed) are not
producing enough to supply the masses
c. Terrorist attacks on city or localized water systems could cripple
an entire region with no backup alternatives in place
d. If trade embargos ensue over food and prices soar at the
market people will have the option of growing their own with
their own water supply without having to pay for the extra
usage or if centralized water becomes rationed as is a very real
possibility if my suggestions are not taken seriously
6. Drought stricken regions of the planet need to plant grains like the
millets Vandana Shiva has been cataloging and conserving hoping the
masses and governments will come to their senses about bio‐diversity
and against genetically modified foods before mass billions are forced
into war over food and water or multi‐millions needlessly starve to
death
7. Desert regions need to construct large water precipitators to restore the
land to agricultural use and fight the vast expansion of arid wasteland
due to global warming
8. In large cities, coops of green space and tiered farming within the city
needs to be implemented so as to support the local populace even if the
whole city was besieged ( this ties in with biosphere models of

residential construction (only the sphere shape is not necessary)) If I had
my way each apartment complex would have floors of produce, herbs,
fruits, nuts, vegetables enough to amply supply all residents of the
structure. Expert gardeners, botanists and herbalists mandated for
each building, that the residents would be allowed to conduct business
and trade within each structure and it would be mandatory for all
citizens to undergo tutelage of the gardening systems and monitoring
seed supplies
9. All citizens should where possible stock their own seed supply of
vegetables, medicinal, herbals, nuts and fruits, I know there are those
who will roll their eyes at this suggestion, but when food isles at your
supermarkets suddenly start coming up empty you’ll remember
someone cared enough to warn you in advance
10. Ultimately, all citizens should as soon as possible repent of their crimes
against God and man and encourage the utmost honor and integrity of
all governing authorities because God is ultimately the
Supplier/Provider of what makes for Life. All these suggestions will not
solve the coming global crises without this most important factor of
calling upon the LIVING LORD JESUS CHRIST for Mercy and Forgiveness
and Salvation taking place
11. Instead of always going to supermarkets, find local farmers and
ranchers and if governments succeed in going to a cashless society
which is in the plans to control the populace and exterminate dissidents
who refuse the RFID biochip, learn once again to trade goods and
services (i.e. I’ll give you some apples for some eggs or I’ll milk the cows
if I can have some milk for myself or family, etc. network with one
another to diminish the plans already in motion to centralize all
sustenance for life and thereby control the global populace or reduce
such to starvation and hence massive wars and bloodshed while the
wealthy eugenic elitists sit back and watch the masses kill each other off
12. Citizens elect leaders that love you like their own children, persons that
are fathers and mothers to you, that are honest with you, that educate
you, that pass on knowledge and wisdom because it is the right thing to
do rather than greedily capitalize on your ignorance by keeping
resources, knowledge and information for life all to themselves or by
hording weapons to fearfully control you when you try to express
concern or grief over how you’ve been treated by those we give such
incredible public trust to
xxix. Don’t ever let your leaders tell you that you have to pay for “the national debt”.
Let’s consider what makes for national debt:
1. Governing authorities borrowing private money from individuals or
entities (this is unnecessary because it is the inherent right of

governments to supply money, goods and services to it’s people as
necessary to secure their safety; this is why government exists); so if
these individuals have borrowed money from their personal friends and
acquaintances it is THEIR obligation SOLELY to pay those persons or
entities back, the people can no longer be burdened by this fictional
phrase of “national debt”
2. Because they sold treasury bills or other promissory notes of interest or
real property to individuals whether foreign or domestic (the selling of
ports and real interest in the United States to foreigners should be
considered an act of Treason in my opinion) this is just another way of
governing officials borrowing money when they don’t need to (and if
officials enslave citizens to foreigners thereby, I think they should be
hung for treason)
3. Debt is always caused by overspending, but money is a concept; it has
little or no intrinsic worth; so the only debt that can be created is if your
governing authorities obtain goods or services without paying for them;
since the people have empowered our governing authorities to print
money of agreed value based hopefully on something of common and
real value globally (like gold used to be) then there can be no debt and
therefore no burden upon the tax payers like the current slave drivers
have been telling us again and again through government controlled
propaganda
4. “National debt” can only truly exist if a nation has obtained goods and
services from individuals and entities and that nation has no real
resources, goods or services to offer in exchange for what they’ve
obtained. So every time our leaders and government controlled
propaganda tell us we have a national debt what they are telling the
American public is that we are bankrupt of real resources, real products
and globally demanded services. What they are in fact doing is insulting
everyone of us and calling us slaves to them and their foolish decisions
and notions that we are not the ultimate owners of national resources,
energies, utilities, manufactured products or any work we perform and
that it is worthless compared to the global market (in other words we
work for government and not as the US Constitution clearly defines that
THEY WORK FOR US!). They are calling us slaves and incompetent ones
at that every time they try to pin “national debt” on us! Tell them all to
shut up (Fire them all)! And any money THEY borrowed pay out of their
fattened corrupt bank accounts!
xxx. When people ask me how will you pay for national health care and education
for all I will tell you rightly just a few of the most obvious ways
1. All energy, utilities, and natural resources belong to the people factually
given by GOD for us all! You have the right to fish, hunt, obtain water

like (for your family living sustenance; not profit and not in vain
slaughtering pleasure) any wild animal and for anyone on planet earth
to horde these resources to themselves is an act of life threatening
aggression upon you and your loved ones! Since governing authorities
are actually the employees and servants of the people and the people
have the right to these natural resources, the people ultimately
empower governing authorities to see to the management of those
resources in fair distribution but that is NOT occurring today. Today
corrupt politicians accept bribes and pay offs (often called political
contributions and tax deductible donations) to privatize these
resources) The individuals then getting rich are the politicians and these
selfish greedy persons that think they own what GOD created for us all
and then blackmail and enslave the rest of us for what is rightfully ours
to begin with. I would IMMEDIATELY rectify by having citizens in behalf
of the rest of us take over all natural resources in behalf of the people.
The people working in these fields would actually enjoy raises for
training all the new professionals necessary to see to proper
management of these national resources. THE PROFITS INSTEAD OF
FATTENING CORRUPT POLITICIANS AND THEIR GREEDY BUDDIES’ BANK
ACCOUNTS WOULD EASILY PAY FOR NATIONAL HEALTH CARE AND
NATIONAL EDUCATION
2. All politicians caught taking bribes would be investigated and the
bribers and bribed would have their personal assets liquidated (many of
these persons are multi‐millionaires and billionaires or billion dollar
entities)
3. Instead of spending trillions on the military industrial complex, persons
out of the Pentagon that have been embezzling funds would be
imprisoned, reduced defense spending would be primarily on
maintaining ready air force, army and navy for DEFENSIVE actions and
new technologies making existing weapons obsolete. In fact,
technologies are now possible as to render useless all weapons
currently on earth if they were implemented and utilized (all of the
nukes could be converted into fusion reactors for energy and waste
disposal use)
c. Why National Health Care that is privately supervised by NPO’s that are publicly
monitored by governing authorities in behalf of the people
i. Privatized health care that is not regulated by the people has contributed to the
greatest number of premature deaths in America of any organization by far and
far more than all the deaths combined by wars or any other method in the
history of the united states

ii. Privatized health care is turning the poor out to die in the streets and even
insured persons are not safe from the greed of doctors and nurses who will kill
them to profit from their organs
iii. National health care supervised by cameras to offsite servers available to the
patient’s representatives is a MUST
iv. If you leave privatized medicine in place of quality national health care or to
compete with national health care it results in obvious disparities of care as it is
to this day between people that have various forms of insurance or most
notably between the wealthy and the poor
v. In other words, as long as doctors and nurses or other medical practitioners can
charge unregulated fees, they can blackmail the seriously ill and dying for
enormous unjustified fees. This is the same kind of greed you see when persons
ask $20 per gallon of fresh water during a natural disaster only these people say
pay up or I’ll let you suffer and die! (I think they all belong in prison for
aggravated assault, negligent assault, and conspiracies of varying degrees of
homicide)
vi. If the wealthy and influential have to use the same doctors and nurses as the
poor, then quality of health care is insured for all because such people would
make sure doctors and nurses were as competent as possible. I have found the
level of unprofessionalism and ignorance widespread in healthcare in America
seriously life threatening; some of these quacks are no better in their
brainwashed tactics of “treatments” than the blood‐letters of the dark ages!
Fees being charged by doctors and nurses during the initial crossover period
would be made publicly known and persons charging excessively for their
services compared to other practitioners in their fields would be asked by the
people to cease from their individual greed and to charge reasonable fees and if
not, they are welcome to practice medicine elsewhere or change professions.
Frankly, health care should be given by competent, caring professionals because
they love people and love to restore them to health but as “Sicko” points out it
has proliferated with greedy individuals taking payoffs, kickbacks and other
bribes from pharmaceutical companies to push drugs that actually harm citizens
and in some cases are killing them.
vii. National publicly and privately supervised health care would have an informed
citizenry knowledgeable about terrible conditions like:
1. There is a 97% mortality rate for cancer patients that are suckered into
chemo‐therapy and radiation treatment whereas there is over an 80%
recovery rate for those same type of cancer patients who elect
alternative methods like those described in Dr. James Chappell’s book, A
Promise Made is a Promise Kept…
2. More than a million Americans die every year prematurely in hospital
caused deaths (we have an epidemic of incompetence and downright
evil, corrupt, mass murderers loose in hospitals across our nation!

3. Pharmaceutical drugs with LETHAL side effects are being FORCE FED to
innocent citizens in state institutions resulting in permanent brain and
organ injuries and deaths!
4. Citizens are being thrown out into the streets still in their gowns if they
can’t pay the greedy physicians and profit driven hospitals (board of
directors decisions)
5. Patients with Medicare or Medicaid do not have treatment options
available to them that are not considered “conventional” even when
“conventional” treatments have a higher mortality rate than
unconventional methods
6. Quality of treatment is directly related to your ability to pay the few
experts in their fields their fees; the rest of us are subjected to persons
that frankly, struggled to make it through even primary and secondary
education let alone the condensed nursing schools turning out rather
unqualified persons to fill the gap in the growing demand for health
care for the baby boomer generation. I wouldn’t after experiencing
what they consider healthcare subject any of my loved ones to these
persons; many of whom are so unprofessional and incompetent that
they should be permanently barred from practicing medicine or at the
very least reeducated and then closely monitored by persons of
experience and competence before being entrusted with patient care
even partially unsupervised
viii. Ultimately the reason healthcare and in all areas of products and services have
declined is because we have allowed the religion of evolution to be taught to
our children in the public schools. To date there is not one shred of scientific
evidence that supports Darwin’s personally renounced theory. In fact, sciences
of all areas have disproved evolution and overwhelmingly support Biblical
creation and the authenticity of the Holy Bible as God’s Word, this is why the
very founders of the sciences we adhere to today including the discoverers of
the vast majority of the laws of science were all Christians (visual aids). You see,
by telling children that they evolved from pond scum and monkeys, statistics
show it causes them to think and act like it (show America to Pray or Not to Pray
statistics). When a person actually lives in reality instead of the ludicrous notion
of evolution, they know they have Divine Purpose and that they will give an
account to God Almighty for what they did on earth; as such they apply
themselves and better quality of products and services result; including health
care! Which brings me to national education.
d. National education
i. Citizens should demand national education because privatized education
burdens them financially effectually enslaving them to the corporations that
fund the education in the first place (so you pay wealthy people to make them

wealthier as you pledge years of servitude for training you to be their slave and
perform their vision for the world and their personal empire)
ii. Education should be as diversified as possible during primary years and learning
styles and abilities noted
iii. There should be a radical increase in competent teachers that specialize in the
various styles of learning (visually, auditorialy, and tactily) there should even be
those that help develop what can now be generally noted as ESP abilities, there
are empaths and telepaths which make excellent healers and counselors, there
are seers which make excellent inventors, brain‐stormers/discoverers or
research specialists, managers and leaders in all fields, there are those that are
comfortable with machinery, those with plants, those with the arts etc. that are
being completely ignored now along with many other gifts and talents in a
drastically underfunded system, in other words our system should not only
adapt to make certain every child is learning the basics but can support
themselves and their family in funding trade schools for those who elect such as
opposed to other professions that might require more research like law or
medicine or engineering. Education should be based on aptitude, attitude and
recognition of each individuals’ talents and gifts and desires to fulfill their
respective Divine purposes. In this matter instead of only the rich and corrupt
getting into political office we actually might get wise and knowledgeable
leadership that endeavors to serve the public to the very best of their abilities
instead of catering to just their close circles of wealthy elite as it is today
iv. National education that is publicly and privately supervised just like the
hospitals (our children are more valuable than our money, but we turn them
over to strangers some of which are teaching subject matter not in agreement
with our wishes) Frankly, sexual education should be taught by the parents but
too many are too cowardly to tackle it and so leave it to relative strangers to do.
Some schools are actually promoting homosexuality not truly because of
acceptance it’s just another way of attempting to brainwash the populace to
reduce breeding (okay you don’t want to believe we have eugenic fascism in
place in America) consider:
1. Margaret Sanger – was an out spoken eugenicist (in other words, most
citizens are not of high enough genetic caliber to breed in her opinion
and these lowly, weak citizens are a plague and a cancer on the world in
her and like minded person’s thinking (show eugenicists clip)) hence she
founded Planned Parenthood and placed these abortion mills ready to
slaughter babies of any mother and father stupid enough to murder
their own progeny in the very poorest sections of cities throughout the
country (in their thinking if you’re rich you must be smart; so poor
neighborhoods are demographically targeted throughout the country)

2. Government sponsored sterilization programs were under full sway
until lawsuits exposed the evil practice (just Google eugenics in America
or eugenic sterilization policies in America)
3. Military recruitment centers are found in the same neighborhoods as
the abortion mills, because the poor are expendable to these
eugenicists
4. How can we and they watch as five nationally recognized coroners tell
us all innocent citizens were murdered by doctors and nurses during
Katrina (and has been happening throughout the nation) of which I have
survived but am suffering horribly from if they are not actually
supporting euthanization of innocent citizens thereby?
5. How can the FDA continue to leave on the market preservatives and
additives that have been proven now for many years to cause various
forms of cancers and death?
6. How can the FDA approve medications that have lethal side effects?
7. How can a citizen have his Constitutional rights set aside so as to be
confined without any course of law or justification; a completely
innocent citizen?
8. How can a citizen have doctors and nurses force feed them toxic
substances so poisonous they cause permanent brain and organ injury
and death under any circumstances?
9. If our government actually cares about you and your children why have
they lifted environmental regulations polluting our air, water and food
and causing early deaths in mass millions of us?
10. How come they lie to citizens about the need for regular inoculations
that statistically have shown they’ve done more harm than good? The
only time you should trust an inoculation is in the event the officials are
taking it also like if there is a threat of small pox outbreak or other
highly contagious disease (by scheduling regular inoculations, they can
perform a “Jim Jone’s” mass suicide only it would be genocide because
people have been trained to trust them with substances injected
directly into their blood stream
11. How come they haven’t told us that at least ten percent of us have a
genetic trait that results in heavy metal accumulation in a polluted
society like ours and leads to all known serious and terminal conditions?
(called Wilson’s Disease)
12. How come the military while active gets medical care, medicines,
inoculations, but once injured in combat whether physically, mentally or
emotionally, are left to fend for themselves?
13. How come the military wears substandard combat gear during
internationally banned use of weapons like depleted uranium upon

14.
15.
16.
17.

innocent citizens that adversely affects both sides causing birth defects
and other maladies for generations to come? (see beyondtreason.com)
How can some European populations actually be in decline if they aren’t
euthanizing/murdering citizens as well?
How come doctors in the USA encourage parents to limit the number of
children they have?
How come certain babies die seemingly mysteriously and quite by
accident when left unattended by parents or by inoculations?
How come insurance companies and persons that consider themselves
expert medical practitioners only adhere to “conventional” western
experimental medicine and “treatments” when the majority of this
conventional practice results in more sickness and death? “Sicko” was
just the tip of the proverbial iceberg of how much greed, corruption and
eugenic fascism has brainwashed even so called intelligent persons into
actually thinking they are helping people when they are in fact doing
them great harm. Recently, I spoke with an insurance representative
who had had her gallbladder removed. I have met others that have
went under the knife in this regard and I asked them did the doctors or
nurses ever tell you there was a simple and natural way to expel the
gallstones without life threatening expensive surgery? Of course the
answer was no, because if doctors and nurses and pharmacists actually
really cared about you and your health more than their pocket books
then the population would really be exploding and the eugenic fascists
can’t have that; so they only accept medical practice that ensures you
will die off sooner than later as conventional and insurable. They are
angry when some doctors who actually do have a conscience dare to tell
you the truth that herbals, botanicals, tinctures, ointments and many
other alternative medical practices that have been used for millenniums
are actually more effective and beneficial than modern practices in
western medicine in many instances. For example, when we get dental
xrays or mammograms or other exposure to radiation, we and the
practitioners do so at risk to our overall health and so shielding is
provided. We also wear rubber or synthetic polymer gloves to shield us
from harmful chemicals, but suddenly when you’re dying of cancer both
toxic chemicals and radiation therapy is prescribed conventional
medical practice. In other words these which are universally
acknowledged as harmful to your health will suddenly help heal you. If
you survived chemo and radiation therapy, you did so despite what they
did to you because 97% die as expected and desired by the eugenic
fascists. I asked two nurses who treat people with cancer using chemo
and radiation that if they got cancer would they do the same. Their
replies were instantaneous in unity, “Absolutely not” and went on to

state that the IV had come out of the arm of one man and the chemicals
they were giving him actually ate a hole in the floor tiles! If someone
gives you something that’s so toxic it makes your hair fall out and you
can’t hold down food, you are being intentionally poisoned! I assure
you if you survived these treatments, you either had an extremely
strong will to live or more likely had loved ones intensely praying for
you and that is why you recovered despite what was done to you.
Doctors and nurses are just like everyone else and are subject to
brainwashing, greed, bribes, etc. just like everyone else; so if the multi‐
billion dollar industry of the pharmaceutical companies don’t place their
professors in medical school, in the FDA, they just spend their money
bribing persons already there or brainwashing them like they do us all
through advertising. It’s almost universal now because of advertising
that if you are in extensive pain throughout your body and your local
quack can’t come up with an easy solution, they automatically jump on
the bandwagon of “depression hurts” and start with prescribing you
harmful psychotropics telling you it’s all in your head, here take these
kill off some brain cells as any legal or illegal chemical lobotomizer does
and you’ll feel better. The pain in your body is legitimate, but quacks
tell you it’s chronic fatigue, fibromyalgia or depression, because they
don’t have enough knowledge to correctly diagnose you and are too
proud to admit it to you. You came in telling them you were exhausted
all the time, and in extensive pain throughout your body and rather
than run diagnostics, they just repeat what you told them back to you
with synonyms! Here take your soma a day, go away and come back
another day when one soma a day is no longer enough because you
develop a tolerance or because you actually get sicker because 1) they
never diagnosed you correctly in the first place and 2) the toxins in the
first soma pill actually did further damage to your health as intended by
pharmaceutical companies so you have to buy even more medication.
So Orwell only saw a little bit into how sick and greedy some people are.
Most read 1984 with a sense of horror but those people read it and
thought what a great idea! Take your soma a day, go away and come
back for more toxins later so you can pay, pay, pay! If medical
practitioners, governing authorities, pharmaceutical companies really
cared about you and your loved ones, instead of giving you processed
toxins, they’d tell you the natural substances and sell us the natural
substances God made for our health and wellness without the
intentional additions of toxins in pills that harm us; that is substances
that are added to each pill that have nothing to do with the refining
process that are toxic that with chronic use cause damage to your
organs and make you more ill so you have to buy more pills. It’s the

same reason, instead of encouraging everyone to buy fruit, they make
fruit rollups with additives that make you want to buy more of the same
even though the health benefit is far less than the actual fruit and the
additives and preservatives and excess highly refined and processed
sugars have been shown to build up in your bodies causing youthful
obesity and other health ailments. Just like aspartame and other
preservatives in much of our food today, eugenic fascists are making
billions in making you sick and “treating” you for it, while at the same
time succeeding in population management by causing more and more
earlier deaths. If I were in charge, it would be illegal for manufacturers,
governing authorities, distributors to make or provided any product or
medicine that they and their own children wouldn’t take. Doctors might
not be so hasty to prescribe harmful treatments if the leaders in their
fields had to first undergo those treatments and document publicly the
effects! Yesiree! Step right up all you quacks who think it’s acceptable
to give permanent organ and brain damaging substances to your
patients, step right up and show the world what you think is acceptable
treatment of other persons in this so called civilized society! Face it
Americans and citizens of the world we have to assume one of two
things about our leaders, either they are so ignorant, that across their
entire society death and suffering is dealt out upon us the people they
have sworn to serve and protect or they KNOW this is being done and
done with their consent! Either we have such an epidemic of
successfully brainwashed degenerates who arrogantly think of
themselves as intelligent because they have little letters after their
names, or we have people who are evilly oppressing and taking
advantage of the masses by intentionally keeping us all in a state of
extreme ignorance about the crises we are facing as an expanding
global populace in a world of perceived limited resources. Perhaps it’s a
combination that the brainwashing has been so successful that they’ve
even fooled themselves, and just greed, corruption and selfish apathy as
so many aptly demonstrate today. Regardless, where are people like
our founding fathers who would rather die than compromise our
freedoms, who fought to the death for liberty, who made products in
the USA so superior that the whole world coveted them, who founded
the “American Dream”. Where is the wisdom, the knowledge the
compassion in health care, education, and leadership that should exist?
When a nation or any person attempts to separate God from His
Creation, the virtues of God such as these also vanish from that nation
resulting in the tragedies we are only beginning to suffer from as a
result.

18. How come I’m having to go public to stop mass murderers in several
local hospitals that I have become aware of through personal
experience after I have tried to get them stopped by contacting local
authorities, state authorities, federal authorities, the entire chain of
command in all branches of government and am now forced to
embarrass myself with going public about how many people have
participated in trying to kill me and cover up the fact of other felony
offenses like sexual assaults and conspiracy to commit estate theft and
leave murderers and mass murderers loose in public?
19. How come I got a recent exclusions list from a life insurance company
(show it) that excludes death caused by even being diagnosed by
doctors(or by the diagnostic or treatment process or caused by
doctors/nurses in any way); if they haven’t noted that many people are
dying while attempting to get diagnosed and treated in America now
(once again proving radical incompetence or actual intentional
homicides by medical practitioners)
20. How come I have to ask for any and all honest authorities in this region
and even my president to respond to a plea that was illegally dismissed
by federal judges! I filed a ten trillion dollar class action suit in behalf of
the people and the survivors of hospital homicides or their surviving
relations and even though the executive branch was clearly notified of
my allegations NO ONE contacted me to find out what evidence I had!
21. I repeat, if we do not have eugenic fascism in place and in practice in
this country now why have more Americans been murdered in our
hospitals than all the souls that died in the last holocaust of World War
II?!!!!!
22. No need for death camps when they can kill us off right under our noses
and say it was an accident or it must’ve been his/her time to go smile
condescendingly while we naively believe them as our loved one is
hacked to pieces for their money making organs
23. PRESIDENT OBAMA! I KNOW YOU HAVE STEPPED INTO OFFICE DURING
A VERY PRECARIOUS TIME IN OUR NATION’S HISTORY, BUT I AM LEFT
NO CHOICE THAN TO PUBLICLY CALL UPON YOU AS A FREE BORN
CITIZEN OF THE UNITED STATES TO ISSUE A DIRECTIVE TO EVERY
GOVERNOR, MAYOR, POLICE CHIEF IN AMERICA THAT THEY WILL CLEAN
UP THE CORRUPTION IN THEIR STATE AND INVESTIGATE HOSPITAL
HOMICIDES (ALL PREMATURE DEATHS) IMMEDIATELY TO ENSURE
PUBLIC SAFETY BECAUSE PRESENTLY THERE IS NOT A MORE
DANGEROUS PLACE FOR ANY CITIZEN LIVING WITHIN THE UNITED
STATES TO BE THAN A HOSPITAL! NO ONE! I REPEAT NO ONE! SHOULD
HAVE TO FEAR FOR THEIR LIFE GOING IN FOR MEDICAL CARE! AND NO
ONE SHOULD MEET RAPISTS, ROBBERS AND MURDERERS WEARING

POLICE UNIFORMS WHEN THEY ATTEMPT TO DO THEIR DUTY AND SAVE
INNOCENT CITIZENS BY DOING THEIR DUTY AND REPORTING THESE
MASS MURDERERS STILL RUNNING LOOSE IN OUR LOCAL HOSPITALS
TODAY! THIS IS A CRISIS OF THE UTMOST IMPORATANCE! PLEASE DO
NOT DELAY IN ACTION! THERE IS NO GREATER THREAT TO PUBLIC
SAFETY IN AMERICA NOW THAN GREEDY DOCTORS AND NURSES
MURDERING VICTIMS FOR ILLEGAL ORGAN HARVESTING AND OTHER
SICK MOTIVES! IF YOU WERE NOT AWARE THAT THE GOVERNOR AND
RESPECTIVE MAYOR OF LOUISIANNA LET MASS MURDERERS GO FREE
DURING KATRINA, ASK CNN FOR A COPY OF THE NEWS CAST. BUT I’M
TELLING YOU PUBLICLY I HAVE PERSONALLY SURVIVED ATTEMPTED
HOMICIDES AND HAVE KNOWLEDGE OF OTHER PERSONS EVEN A
BOARD MEMBER OF A LOCAL HOSPITAL THAT DISCOVERED INNOCENT
CITIZENS ARE BEING MURDERED! I AM READY TO FIGHT TO THE DEATH
IN THIS CAUSE! I HAVE BEEN TORTURED AND SUFFER DAILY BECAUSE
OF WHAT THESE PEOPLE HAVE DONE TO ME AND I WILL NOT GIVE UP
UNTIL THESE WICKED PERSONS ARE BEHIND BARS! I STATE PUBLICLY
THAT IF I AM LOCKED UP WITHOUT BEING ALLOWED TO SUBMIT
EVIDENCE PROVING MY ALLEGATIONS OR IF I END UP DEAD SUDDENLY,
THEN ALL CITIZENS SHOULD KNOW THAT OUR GOVERNMENT NO
LONGER SERVES TO PROTECT THEM BUT IS PREYING UPON US
INNOCENT CITIZENS AT WILL! PRESIDENT OBAMA, YOU TOOK AN OATH
TO UPHOLD THE U.S. CONSTITUTION WHICH INCLUDES THE RIGHT TO
REDRESS OUR GOVERNING LEADERS WITH GRIEVANCES, I WOULD NOT
BE TROUBLING YOU IF I HAD NOT ALREADY GONE THROUGH EVERY
BRANCH OF GOVERNMENT INCLUDING THE ENTIRE HOUSE AND
SENATE! THIS MATTER IS MOST SERIOUS! I KNOW TWO OTHER MEN
WHO HAD COPS RAPE THEIR WIVES IN EXCHANGE FOR KEEPING THE
RAPED VICTIM OR MUTUALLY CONSENTING WHORE OUT OF PRISON
AND THEN FORCE THEIR WIVES TO MARRY ONE OF THEM, WHILE THEY
FRAMED THE MEN WITH FALSE CHARGES AND SENT THEM OFF TO
PRISON. IN THIS MANNER COPS BLACKMAIL SOME GUILTY WOMEN
FOR SEX ACTS AND ARE THEREFORE RAPISTS AND THEN THEY SET UP
ONE OF THEIR GANG OF RAPISTS WITH AN ESTATE EARNED BY
SOMEONE ELSE THEY FRAMED TO GO TO PRISON! WHEN COPS SHOOT
UNARMED CITIZENS AND EVEN JUDGES ARE TOO AFRAID TO SEND
THEM ALL TO PRISON FOR FIRST DEGREE HOMICIDE THE CORRUPTION
MUST BE ADDRESSED! YOU ARE IN CHARGE OF ALL LAW
ENFORCEMENT IN AMERICA; NOT ONLY DO I HAVE EVIDENCE OF MY
ALLEGATIONS BUT I WILL TAKE A POLYGRAPH WILLINGLY! I AM A
MINISTER OF THE GOSPEL OF JESUS CHRIST AND I CONSIDER FALSE
ACCUSATIONS THE WORK OF THE DEVIL; SO I WOULD NEVER CALL YOU

TO ALARM IF I WERE NOT TELLING THE TRUTH! YOU REPRESENT THE
HIGHEST AUTHORITY IN THE LAND; BELOW GOD ALMIGHTY HIMSELF.
THE REASON WHY THE EXECUTIVE BRANCH IS THE HIGHEST AUTHORITY
WHEN IN THEORY ALL THREE BRANCHES ARE TO SHARE EQUAL
AUTHORITY IS BECAUSE YOU HAVE THE GUNS! IF THERE ARE NO
LONGER ENOUGH HONORABLE MEN AND WOMEN IN UNIFORM THAT
ARE OUTRAGED THAT OTHER PERSONS WEARING THEIR SAME
UNIFORM ARE COMMITTING SERIOUS FELONY OFFENSES
ENDANGERING PUBLIC SAFETY AS NEVER BEFORE, THEN DEPUTIZE AND
TRAIN VOLUNTEERS FROM THE CITIZENRY TO HELP YOU CLEAN UP THIS
COUNTRY! WHEN OUR PAST LEADERS WERE SO CORRUPT AND GREEDY
THAT THEY COMMITTED HIGH TREASON AND MASS MURDER IN THE
SIGHT OF THE WHOLE WORLD IN 911, THERE IS A MAJOR PROBLEM
WITH CORRUPTION IN OUR GOVERNMENT. IT FALLS TO YOU SIR, TO
REOPEN AND REEXAMINE THE OVERWHELMING EVIDENCE THAT 911
WAS A FALSE FLAG OPERATION, THAT IT IS HIGHLY POSSIBLE THAT
FASCISTS WITHIN THE PENTAGON HAVE PLACED DEATH SQUADS IN
HOSPITALS ACROSS THE NATION, HIRED MURDERERS THEY CALL
ASSASINS IN THE NAME OF NATIONAL SECURITY WHO POISON CITIZENS
LIKE MYSELF THAT DARE TO FIGHT FOR OUR FREEDOMS AND LIVES LIKE
OUR FOREFATHERS DID AND TO PETITION YOU OPENLY MR PRESIDENT
FOR RELIEF FINDING NO OTHER PERSON TO APPEAL TO IN MY EXTREME
DURESS AT HOW THAT CORRUPTION HAS LEFT ME IN DAILY AGONY
FEW CAN EVEN IMAGINE! I AM BEYOND OUTRAGED SIR, BEYOND
TRAUMATIZED, BEYOND DISAPPOINTED, TO NO LONGER BEING
CONCERNED FOR MY OWN SAFETY ONLY THAT I MAY LIVE AND IF
NECESSARY DIE WITH A CLEAR CONSCIENCE BEFORE GOD ALMIGHTY
WHOM I KNOW IN TRUTH! RECENTLY, WHEN NOT WANTING TO STEP
ON TOES OR OFFEND ANYONE SIR, YOU STATED THAT “WE DO NOT
CONSIDER OURSELVES A CHRISTIAN NATION, OR A JEWISH NATION, OR
A MUSLIM NATION. WE CONSIDER OURSELVES A NATION OF CITIZENS
WHO ARE BOUND BY IDEALS AND A SET OF VALUES”. I SUBMIT TO YOU
SIR, THAT THIS NATION WAS FOUNDED BY MEN AND WOMEN OF GOD
WHO WERE BRAVE ENOUGH TO FIGHT FOR THEIR GOD GIVEN LIBERTIES
AND THEIR LIVES FROM THE OPPRESSION AND TYRRANY OF THEIR DAY.
I STAND UP IN THAT SAME CHRISTIAN SPIRIT AND STATE THAT MY
FREEDOM AND MY LIFE HAS BEEN IN SERIOUS JEAPARDY BECAUSE OF
PERSONS LIKE YOURSELF WHO DO NOT ACKNOWLEDGE OUR CHRISTIAN
HERITAGE OPENLY AND UNASHAMEDLY BEFORE THE WORLD! I SUBMIT
TO YOU SIR THAT WHEN YOU STATE WE ARE CITIZENS BOUND BY
IDEALS AND A SET OF VALUES THAT THOSE IDEALS APART FROM GOD
ALMIGHTY WHO GIVES US ALL A CONSCIENCE AND HAS CLEARLY

DEFINED WHAT THOSE IDEALS AND VALUES SHOULD BE ARE SUBJECT
TO EVERYBODY’S WHIM. THAT ANY NATION WHO DOES NOT
ACKNOWLEDGE THAT LAW AND ORDER ULTIMATELY COMES FROM
GOD WHO HAS CLEARLY DEFINED WHAT IS RIGHT AND WHAT IS
WRONG IS SUBJECTING THEMSELVES TO CHAOS, DESTRUCTION AND
DEATH BECAUSE APART FROM GOD THOSE IDEALS AND VALUES ARE
FOR EACH INDIVIDUAL TO CHOOSE AND WHERE THAT MANY DISAGREE
THERE CAN BE ONLY GRIEF AND WAR. NO, IT IS CLEAR WE HAVE A
CHRISTIAN HERITAGE IN THE UNITED STATES AND WHEN PEOPLE DON’T
KNOW THAT FOR THE BETTER PART OF OUR EXISTENCE AS A NATION
WE PROUDLY DECLARED IT TO BE SO, WE HAD THE HOLY BIBLE AS OUR
PRIMARY TEXT BOOK AND EDUCATION WAS THE RESPONSIBILITY OF
THE CHURCH; NOT OUR GOVERNMENT. WHEN THEY DON’T KNOW THE
REASON WHY OATHS OF PUBLIC OFFICE WERE MADE NOT TO CITIZENS
ONLY BUT TO THE GOD OF THE HOLY BIBLE, WHEN I AS A FREE BORN
CITIZEN OF THIS COUNTRY FOUNDED PRIMARILY NOT ONLY BY BRAVE
CHRISTIAN MEN AND WOMEN BUT BY DIVINE ACTS OF THE ALMIGHTY
HIMSELF AM IN JEAPARDY OF LOSING MY FREEDOM AND LIFE MERELY
FOR ASSERTING THAT I KNOW THE GOD OF THE HOLY BIBLE AND HE
SPEAKS WITH, TEACHES AND EMPOWERS ME WITH HIS HOLY SPIRIT,
WHEN IN THIS NATION FOUNDED PRIMARILY TO ENSURE THEIR RIGHT
TO WORSHIP THAT SAME GOD OF THE UNIVERSE FREELY AND OPENLY
WITHOUT PERSECUTION NOW HAS OFFICERS ARREST GRANDMAS AND
GRANDPAS FOR PICKETING PEACEFULLY TO KEEP THE TEN
COMMANDMENTS IN OUR PUBLIC SCHOOLS AND HAS OFFICERS
ELSEWHERE ESCORT NAMBLA PEDOPHILES IN THEIR OPEN PARADE
TELLING US ALL THEY WANT TO DO UNMENTIONABLES TO OUR LITTLE
CHILDREN, WHEN TWO PRESIDENT’S PAST NATIONALY SECURITY IS
THREATENED OVER SEXUAL MATTERS AND ONE PRESIDENT PAST THE
GREATEST ACT OF OPEN TREASON AND MASS MURDER IN OUR
NATIONS’ HISTORY OCCURS IN 911, WHEN THE SUBSEQUENT
PRESIDENT THEN ASKS CITIZENS TO LAY DOWN THEIR RIGHT TO BEAR
ARMS THAT IS TO GIVE UP THEIR MEANS OF DEFENDING THEMSELVES
AND THEIR LOVED ONES; IT COMES DOWN TO ME ASKING YOU
PUBLICLY SIR, IS IT YOUR INTENTION TO BE JUST ANOTHER WISH‐
WASHY POLITICIAN WHOSE ELOQUENT SPEECHES CHANGE WITH EVERY
AUDIENCE, OR ARE YOU GOING TO BE A PRESIDENT WHO HAS
CONVICTION, WHO STANDS UP FOR THE VETERANS LYING HOMELESS IN
THE STREETS FROM THE EFFECTS OF GOING TO WAR FOR PERSONS
WHO WEAR FANCY CLOTHES AND GET RICH FROM THEIR SUFFERRING
AND DEATHS, WHO ANSWERS MY CALL TO ARREST THE CORRUPTION
WITHIN OUR GOVERNMENT FROM THE HIGHEST OFFICES DOWN TO

THE SMALLEST MUNICIPALITIES AND TOWNSHIPS, WHO RESTORES THE
PRIDE OF MADE IN THE USA ONCE MORE, WHO HONORS THE
EXECUTIVE DIRECTIVE TO ONCE AGAIN TEACH TRUE U.S. HISTORY IN
OUR PUBLIC SCHOOLS, WHO OPENLY ACKNOWLEDGES THE FACT THAT
THERE IS FAR MORE SCIENTIC EVIDENCE FOR INTELLIGENT DESIGN
THAN EVOLUTION AND AS SUCH MUST BE INCLUDED IN OUR PUBLIC
EDUCATION, WHO DOESN’T COMPROMISE FOR MONETARY
INDUCEMENTS OR COWERS TO THREATS OF THE ENTRENCHED
CORRUPTION WITHIN OUR EXISTING GOVERNING BODIES, WHO WILL
RESTORE THE ECONOMY NOT ONLY BY WISE AND PRACTICAL DECISIONS
SUCH AS I’VE ALREADY STATED, BUT BY CALLING THE CITIZENS OF THIS
NATION TO RETURN TO THE LORD OUR GOD FROM WHOM ALL
BLESSINGS FLOW BECAUSE NONE OF YOUR EFFORTS WILL BE
SUCCESSFUL IF THE PEOPLE CONTINUE TO BECOME MORE CORRUPT
AND CONTINUE TO TURN THEIR BACK ON GOD. AFTER ALL WHAT
GOOD IS MONEY IF THERE IS NO RAIN UPON THE CROPS, NO FOOD OR
WATER TO BE HAD. OUR NATION AND THE WHOLE WORLD WANTS TO
KNOW DO YOU INTEND TO BRAND US AS SLAVES WITH THE RFID
BIOCHIPS AND IS THIS THE REASON WHY YOU ARE NOT ENCOURAGING
ALL CITIZENS TO EXERCISE THEIR SECOND AMENDMENT RIGHT? WILL
YOU IN THE SIGHT OF THE WORLD PUNISH A FREE BORN US CITIZEN
WHO UNFORTUNATELY FINDS HIS FREEDOM AND LIFE IN JEAPARDY
DUE TO AN EPIDEMIC OF IGNORANCE, BRAINWASHING,
INCOMPETENCE AND OUTRIGHT CORRUPTION OR WILL YOU ORDER AN
IMMEDIATE INVESTIGATION INTO ALL MY ALLEGATIONS. SINCE ALL
OTHER ATTEMPTS TO REDRESS MY GOVERNMENT FOR GRIEVANCES
HAVE FAILED BECAUSE SO MANY LAWYERS AND JUDGES HAVE MADE
SO MANY LESSER RULES OF PROCEDURE AS TO PRECLUDE ALL
COMMON CITIZENS FROM EVER BEING ABLE TO PRESENT THEIR CAUSE
IN COURT, BECAUSE SO MANY NOW TAKE BRIBES FROM WEALTHY
CRIMINALS TO PERVERT JUSTICE AND OPPRESS THE POOR IN MODERN
ENSLAVEMENT CAMPS CALLED OUR PRISON SYSTEM, BECAUSE THE
STATE PAYS NOT ONLY THE PROSECUTORS TO PERSECUTE THE POOR
BUT THE PUBLIC PRETENDERS AS WELL WHO SIT AT LUNCH WITH THE
PROSECUTERS AND BARGAIN MEN AND WOMEN’S LIVES AWAY NOT
OVER GUILT OR INNOCENCE BUT OVER FURTHERING THEIR CAREER
GOALS, BECAUSE MONEY HAS NOW BECOME WHAT IS WORSHIPPED IN
AMERICA ALMOST COMPLETELY IN PLACE OF GOD AND WITHOUT GOD
THAT “SET OF VALUES” YOU SPOKE OF AMOUNTS TO PERSONAL GREED
AND SELFISH DESIRES AND IS WHY ALL THE PROBLEMS I FACE TODAY
EXIST AND IS WHY KNOWING YOUR BUSY SCHEDULE AND GOALS I AM
NOW FORCED REGARDLESS TO BRING TO YOUR ATTENTION

CIRCUMSTANCES THAT REQUIRE YOUR THOUGHTFUL CONSIDERATION
AND ACTION. FRANKLY, I DON’T CARE IF MY PRESIDENT IS BLACK,
BROWN, RED, YELLOW, RED, PURPLE OR GREEN JUST THAT THEY BE A
PERSON OF THE UTMOST HONOR AND INTEGRITY. A PERSON OF
CONVICTION, WHO DOESN’T CHANGE WITH EVERY CROWD HE SPEAKS
TO, WHO DOESN’T DOUBLETALK OR DECEIVE US, WHO DOESN’T PLAN
OR DO TO US WHAT HE WOULDN’T DO TO HIS OWN CHILDREN; WHO,
FRANKLY, IS AT LEAST WISE AND KNOWLEDGEABLE ENOUGH TO KNOW
THE ONE TRUE GOD, BECAUSE APART FROM GOD THERE IS NO SOUND
KNOWLEDGE, WISDOM OR REASON, THERE ARE NO VIRTUES OF LOVE,
PEACE, TEMPERANCE, FAITH, HOPE, OR ANYTHING THAT GIVES US THE
STRENGTH TO FACE ADVERSITY AND EVEN DEATH BOLDLY AND
FEARLESSLY. FINALLY, I ASK OF YOUR ASSISTANCE FROM ONE LOW
BORN CITIZEN TO ANOTHER WHO HAS CLIMBED THE RANKS TO THE
HIGHEST VISIBLE OFFICE OF POWER AND AUTHORITY IN OUR NATION
AND ASK YOU TO REMEMBER THE CAUSE OF THE POOR, THE
OPPRESSED, THE DISABLED AND OTHERWISE NEEDY THROUGHOUT THE
YEARS OF YOUR PRESIDENCY. I AM FORCED BY MY CONSCIENCE TO
SPEAK OUT NOT ONLY FOR MYSELF AND INNOCENT CITIZENS WHO MAY
UNFORTUNATELY RUN INTO THE SAME PSYCHOPATHS I HAVE, BUT FOR
THE SOULS WHO ARE PRESENTLY BEING TORTURED, ABUSED AND
MURDERED IN STATE INSTITUTIONS ACROSS OUR NATION EVEN NOW.
PLEASE HELP ME INVESTIGATE AND ARREST THE MASS MURDERERS IN
OUR HOSPITALS AND THE SEX AND OTHER FELONY OFFENDERS IN OUR
LAW ENFORCEMENT DEPARTMENTS IMMEDIATELY MR. PRESIDENT.
THANK YOU.
e. Why is there an epidemic of Greed, Corruption, Incompetence, Ignorance, Injustice and
Apathy in America and other nations now:
i. The greatest contributor toward the decline of honor and integrity and thus
America’s ability to compete in the global economy is the result of teaching the
completely unsubstantiated theory of evolution. Literally, brainwashed
teachers, brainwash their pupils over years of formative thought into actually
believing life spontaneously generated from inorganic matter, which
spontaneously appeared from nothing, which over time evolved into pond scum
of single celled amoebas, which over more time evolved into the complex
diversity of life we behold today including our trillion+ celled selves. At the
same time they’ll state over 99% of all species have become extinct. They teach
evolutionary brainwashing that is a religion requiring the greatest faith on earth
to believe in, despite all rational thought and scientific evidence. The Nazis did
the same thing and coincidentally just after WWII when we incorporated Nazi
war criminals into our own government (project paperclip and the like)the lie of
evolution was practically mandated and the removal of prayer in our public

schools. People that adhere to the religion of evolution offer no sound
explanation for their own existence or that of any matter in the universe. Out of
all faiths in the world, evolution is by far the most unsubstantiated and has not
one tiny shred of evidence to this day to support it’s irrational acolytes. No one
in their right mind believes this nonsense especially not the foremost scientists
in the world today. It was renounced by it’s originator and even it’s strongest
proponents have admitted the reason they still teach it to children is to exercise
their sexual morays more easily. (In other words it is easier to prey upon
brainwashed children that are tricked into thinking they are little better than
monkeys and are just mammalian animals despite all evidence to the contrary,
than to exploit sons and daughters of the Most High God who behave with
honor and dignity). I would never expose publicly the shameful actions of the
people I have encountered; especially those of my now ex‐wife if these persons
had not demonstrated exponentially that they are a serious threat to health,
lives and overall public safety and security. Their actions demand their arrests
as soon as may be effected to prevent further maiming, torture and deaths of
innocent persons. The reason why it’s so difficult to get quality health care, or
quality products and services in America now is because once you convince
people they evolved from pond scum and monkeys, they think and act like it.
With no God, the gods of this world take His place, money, lust, government,
misplaced, brainwashed, propagandized forms of patriotism (in other words
citizens are told what is real patriotism and what is not), anything that gives
pleasure to the aberrant, deviant and deceived person. Hence killing babies for
profit is a fine thing, hence committing murder because someone in
government tells them it’s in the interest of “national security” is also
acceptable, in fact killing anyone that just seems to be an annoyance seems
perfectly acceptable to a brainwashed person that think this is all there is to
their miserable existences. People do their jobs not with a sense of Divine
Purpose to the best of their abilities knowing they will given an account to God
for what they did on earth, but merely watch the clock waiting for their
paychecks working harder at not working at all or doing as little as possible than
if they actually tried to do their job professionally. Greed becomes everything,
so turn out the cheapest, crapiest product you possibly can and sell it to suckers
for the highest dollar. A good name is unimportant because these greedy
persons just change the name to something else and then sucker the public all
over again selling the poorest and cheapest made product possible at the
highest dollar possible. Gone is the idea that reputation, leads to long term
viability, short term profits even at the risk of destroying and robbing people of
their entire life’s savings are everything. People aren’t stupid; so when they see
their governing authorities can be bribed they do so in order to get what they
want which is why all our telecom bills have more taxes and surcharges than
ever before to fatten corrupt persons’ bank accounts at the expense of millions

of oppressed citizens. Once you destroy the Truth of God, brainwash children
successfully in public schools, the brainwashing continues as the young person
enters society by going into the military (where they can be told that ______
people are the enemy and to fight for their country, family or whatever is
necessary to get them to blow up innocent men, women and children as the
warmongers laugh successfully in increased sales of weapons and decreased
surplus population from where they sit on their arrogant pompous asses and
snub their noses at poor common folk. In their minds the masses are not just
expendable, but a plague and a cancer to the world and must be exterminated;
so brainwashing must begin as soon as possible and is why the theory of
evolution is taught to children despite overwhelming scientific evidence to the
contrary. If a young person doesn’t go into the military, the next way they are
brainwashed is by entering further education in our nation, which puts them in
debt to the very persons that will happily accept their servitude once even more
successfully brainwashed through corporate sponsored tech and trade schools.
The brainwashed slave then goes to work for the people that established the
school just for that purpose and so the company becomes their god. All for the
company, 100 hour weeks for the company, devotion to the company or you’ll
be replaced by another more devoted slave! Trouble is without God being in
people’s lives, it’s almost impossible to find a quality loyal slave who won’t
embezzle, steal, spy, or do anything in their personal interest like sell their souls
to the highest bidders and leave at critical moments of development or
production. So their plans are somewhat backfiring and as corporations find it
harder and harder to find honest workers of quality and integrity all that
becomes important is bottom line profit margins. So they then look at
impoverished nations that have their citizens so oppressed the people are
literally starving to death and these profit driven persons then go wherever the
people will work for the least amount and be grateful, hence we get a plunging
economy as more and more American born citizens make money their god.
Capitalism without true Christianity leads to the worst Greed the world has ever
known where any vice and any crime is justified so long as you don’t get caught
by the few who actually do know God and as such hold on to the dwindling
virtues of honesty and integrity despite the ridicule they get from the masses
who have so foolishly laid these values aside in order to kill one another for
their share of the god, that has so terribly replaced the One True God, money.
The economy of America plummets because products and services plummet,
because brainwashed persons that behave even worse than the monkeys they
claim to have evolved from have proliferated and are honoring their gods of
laziness, pleasure, money anyway you can get it, lawless living with no respect
of Authority because where you remove the One True God, every person
considers themselves the god of their own destiny doing whatever they please
and seems right to them at the moment. When you do away with Absolute

Authority, GOD, every person questions every other person saying, who are you
to force YOUR values on me?! In other words, chaos, death and destruction is
the inevitable result when there is no absolute definition of right and wrong. I
assure you, there is not one deceptive lie more responsible for the ills of
modern so called civilization than the religion of evolution being forced upon
the innocent malleable minds of our children. The rise in crime, the decline in
families, the rise in divorce, the rise in suicides, the decline in productivity, the
rise in unemployment, the decline in church attendance, the rise in teen
pregnancies, the decline in two parent households, the rise in drug use, the
decline in health and wellness, the rise in diseases, the decline in true healers,
the rise in corruption, the decline in integrity, the rise in all that is evil and the
decline in all that is good can be mostly attributed to in the modern era to the
continued unjustified brainwashing of our children with the deception of
evolutionary thought. Frankly, I think it one of the cruelest things adults can do
to children in their formative years and as such every time I hear a brainwashed
ignorant espouse their belief in evolution, I want to reply,” perhaps in your case
you may be right because every time you open your mouth you openly
demonstrate you STILL have sh__ I mean, pond scum for brains.” Or “Are you
sure YOU evolved”?
ii. Next the fascists removed the teaching of true US history is our public schools,
they did this by placing bribable fascist friends in judges seats and perverting the
First Amendment on the Bill of Rights. I’ll never forget the time I picked up a
law student in Boulder Colorado and I was thinking about building a website
called DidyouKnow.org because I found the public brainwashing so thorough
that people were adhering to complete fallacies thinking they were facts and
that these persons who thought themselves educated were only espousing the
lies they had paid others to brainwash them with and had no factual basis in law
or history whatsoever. The topic came up about the highest law of our land, the
US Constitution, now being frivolously swept aside by the arrogance of these
persons who have no respect for the Wisdom and Blood of our Patriotic
Founding Fathers (and Mothers). Specifically, that the actual phrase “separation
of church and state” existed no where in the First Amendment. I was very clear
that I meant the actual words “separation of church and state” existed no
where in the First Amendment. This person claimed to be studying law and
argued the point. I asked him if he was willing to bet a hundred dollars as we
were very close to a public library and could easily ascertain the fact. This was a
person educated in our public schools and claimed to be educated in college
and studying law and was unfamiliar with the words of the U.S. Constitution!
The state has been violating the highest law of our land by prohibiting the free
exercise of religion through these fascist judges that have turned the
interpretation of the First Amendment 180 degrees from it’s obvious meaning
that was adhered to for the vast majority of our nation’s history. Specifically,

that the state is strictly prohibited from making laws with respect to any citizen
practicing their religious beliefs. Everyone in America is protected by the
highest law of our land to practice the religion of their choosing without fear of
persecution throughout our nation, but these people (treasonous judges)
succeeded in getting people to think that in public places you can’t! (like
schools, government, work place etc.) Clearly the First Amendment prohibits
the state from making any laws prohibiting a citizen from practicing the religion
of their choice! But they turned it 180 degrees and go to the establishment
clause stating that you can only practice if you don’t do it in public places! By
allowing individuals to practice their faith publicly does NOT establish any one
faith, but permits open discourse of all faiths! To call some ways of life,
religions, but not secularism or atheism (that requires the most faith of all to
believe in), the state has established that religion; instead by opting to prohibit
other religions thus they have violated the First Amendment clearly in both
cases of both clauses of prohibition and establishment. All religions are
protected and must have open discourse in all forums including government
and even education! The founders made this the NUMBER ONE right on the bill
of rights! They were willing to fight to the death for it! (This brings me to one of
the facts I was going to put on didyouknow.org that our entire public education
was handled by the church for over a century in America and founded with the
purpose of teaching every U.S. citizen what the Word of God said; so we could
never be deceived again by the state or governing persons or anyone for that
matter)?! Yep, the primary purpose of public education for the majority of the
years of America’s existence was to make certain everyone knew what the Holy
Bible said as the Word of Almighty God! What a far cry today! And look at how
fast we’re eroding as a result!) Yet clever fascists took it away without so much
as a whisper from the rest of us. So long as the practice of your religion (like
satanism) does not murder, rape or otherwise break felony offenses by doing
actual injury to persons it is protected EVERYWHERE in this country! Which
brings me to hate crimes and hate speech. The right to free speech is protected
also by the First Amendment, that includes offensive speech! NO WHERE DOES
THE FIRST AMENDMENT STATE ONLY CERTAIN FORMS OF SPEECH ARE LAWFUL.
As such someone can not be censured or arrested merely for expressing their
opinions and definitely not their religious views and beliefs. Naturally sinners
that don’t want to repent are going to find a sermon that states if they fail to
repent, they will burn in hell and the Lake of Fire offensive and threatening. The
very idea of consequences for criminal activities is threatening and offensive to
criminals. Do we therefore conclude all laws and all penalties ascribed offensive
and hate speech and therefore must be done away with? Does not all crime
committed demonstrate a hatred or disregard of the sanctity of persons or
property of persons? To lock someone up or civilly penalize a person for
exercising their protected free speech right is in this country an act of treason to

the U.S. Constitution! I find the manners and beliefs of many people so
offensive to me, that they are literally freedom and life threatening to me, but
they have the right to believe and speak as they will, it is when those beliefs
cause them to personally injure me that actual crimes have been committed.
(As is the case with the head shrinks at NIBH) Thus when a preacher reads out
of the Holy Bible, which has undergone more scientific scrutiny than any other
book in history by far and has yet to be found in error in any regard, reads that
certain acts men and women do are considered to be abominable is the
absolute right of the preacher to proclaim. But if that preacher then goes and
burns such persons at the stake, he has committed premeditated murder
because if God wanted all sinners dead, no one would be alive on earth but
innocent little children. In my opinion, such reading should not be done with
sadistic delight but great sadness, imploring people who are doing those things
to please with diligent prayer and meditation seek God and to escape His wrath
to come. I find certain behaviors more repulsive than others, but all who fail to
repent and call upon their Maker to change them into persons that think and
act righteously, have dreaded everlasting consequences. Thus I find, persons
who march in NAMBLA or gay pride parades extremely threatening and
offensive, not only to myself but innocent children, but in this country they have
the right to speak out. However, when they rape or molest someone they have
committed a crime that should bring about their immediate arrests. Can we
give them a worse punishment for their hate speech against the vast majority
who hold to godly values even if they don’t actually adhere to them in
hypocrisy? Can we say that all outspoken NAMBLA persons are committing hate
crimes when they molest innocent little children? Can we then punish a
homosexual that makes a pass at, gropes, or otherwise accosts an unwilling
recipient with a hate crime? Can we punish a person that in repulsion and
disgust slugs the groper or kicks the groper or otherwise defends him or herself
from such unwanted contact with a hate crime merely because the aggressor
was a homosexual? Hate crime laws must be forever banned by any sane
society. Crime is crime period and rich and poor violators SHOULD face the
same consequences for their actions! If someone rapes whether they be
homosexual, heterosexual, bisexual, trisexual or any other sexual can not be
considered, just flat time for the crime or a range given to the judge and jury
discretion pertaining as to the heinous nature of the crime itself! That’s the
reason we give judges discretion, is that some rapes are more brutal than
should be mentioned, while others could even be questionable if the person
was raped at all. Same with assaults. Some assaults the person had a black eye
for a few days, others result in broken bones, permanent maiming or injuries.
But all crime is crime whether committed by rich, poor, black, white, male,
female and whether or not a person choosing to sleep with the same or
opposite sex; and as such can not be a factor in a sane society. Hate crime laws

are a violation of all reason and the acts of fair and impartial justice and
treatment for all that has been a crucial ideal enforced by law of our nation
since it’s inception. No one class or group of citizens can have preferred
treatment over any other group or class regardless of present day reality that
gives only the rich a right to fair trial and civil remedy in our nation with
extremely few exceptions. Whenever, people remove God from their
consciousness, they open up personal subjectivity so wide, that even factual
history is forgotten or rewritten (show Catherine Millard’s book). So these
attacks upon the citizens our nation have been overt and well documented
(destroy the remembrance of our Christian Heritage and teach people they
came from pond scum and monkeys; not God)
iii. Capitalism devoid of Christianity is Greed and Corruption – Michael Douglas’
infamous quote “greed is good” denotes why products and services decline and
quality of life for the vast majority on earth while a few dance their way in their
blood soaked bills of profit from the suffering, dying and already dead. The
corporation is an ingenious entity that gives private profits without personal
responsibility. When people can increase their wealth without having to work
and without being concerned how the returns on their investment are actually
made (in other words what the corporate entity does in exploiting the
environment and people of the world) they hide their heads in the proverbial
sand of plausible deniability when crimes are actually discovered. American
Greed through the Stock Exchange is just another form of creating caste
societies where the rich exploit and enslave the poor without fear of
responsibility or even the consideration of conscience. This is why the Word of
God states (Greed) “the love of money is the root of all evil” because of the
love of money, America, is drenched in more innocent blood of infantile
genocide than any other nation. Because of the love of money, America, is the
number one holder of weapons and distributor of these instruments of death
and destruction throughout the world, because of the love of money children
are sold into slavery and sexually exploited, because of the love of money
America is the number one smut producer and publisher in the world, because
of the love of money, children die in sweat shops so we can clothe ourselves in
silk and other fine linens, because of the love of money, millions lose years of
their efforts in amassing retirement funds that are stolen away by the myriad of
greedy cons and embezzlers loose today, because of the love of money soldiers
invade homes that aren’t theirs; kill or otherwise threaten innocent inhabitants
of that home and steal possessions that don’t belong to them, because of the
love of money politicians make laws favoring a few extremely greedy persons at
the expense where the rest of us are suckered into paying for what belongs to
us by Natural Right like water and even clean air to breathe, because of the love
of money people are killed for a pair of shoes or a pack of smokes, because of
the love of money my own wife poisoned me over an extended period watching

me get sicker and offering to doctors other plausible explanations as a cover for
her actions, then because of the love of money doctors and nurses conspired
with my murdering wife to go ahead and finish me off instead of turning her in,
so they could profit from harvesting my organs and for their cash share of the
life insurance, because of the love of money cops were even seduced into
helping my wife cover up her crimes with her promise to give them some of the
cash when I died from the same policy, because of the love of money, people
across the nation are bribed into false testimony or not testifying or otherwise
perverting justice for victims of government corruption like myself, because of
the love of money energy companies, utility companies, telecoms, and many
others successfully bribe politicians that deregulate competition enable
conglomerates and monopolies at the expense to the masses of us who are
losing our homes and otherwise unable to pay our bills to the organized crime
of greed rampant in America and throughout the world, because of the love of
money whole nations go to war to amass global natural resources for
themselves, because of the love of money people already have their eye on
laying claim to owning planetary bodies in outer space, because of the love of
money sons and daughters can’t wait for their parents to die so they can have
their inheritance instead of loving their parents that raised them, because of the
love of money people will do just about anything imaginable even things most
of us couldn’t conceive of no matter how hard we tried! Greed or the Love of
money is factually just as the Word of God states the root of all evil and is yet
another primary cause of the epidemic of Corruption, Incompetence, Ignorance,
Injustice and Apathy in America and other nations now.
iv. For these three reasons alone that even if I didn’t know the Risen Christ beyond
all doubt and that the God the Holy Bible is the One True God and Creator of the
Universe, I would still, based on the desire for better quality of life for all,
intellectually assent to, adhere to, and teach the instructions found in the Holy
Scriptures to everyone else; promoting universal agreement. The evidence is
overwhelming that so long as we did so in this nation we were blessed above all
nations on earth and if we would return to that blessed state we must return
individually and as a nation to the One True God once again. If we would not be
brought lower than all nations on earth for forsaking God openly as a people
and a nation, then the true believers must call our leaders and populace at large
to repentance from this pervasive perverse love of green paper with little
pictures on it, this unreasonable, unjustified and unfounded adherence to the
religion of evolution, and teach our children Sound Science and the True
Heritage of this Country until Christ returns!
H. Solutions for America and the World for all the crises we now face
a. First and foremost all persons are called to Repentance of their sins and acceptance of
the YAHOSHUAH THE MESSIAH, commonly referred to as the LIVING LORD JESUS CHRIST
in English, as their personal Lord and Savior. Reading the Holy Bible or listening to it

being read if you are illiterate so that everyone knows the general will of God for us all
which is summed up and easily remembered by Loving God and Loving Each other and
because of that Love practice acts of Goodness, Kindness and Generosity to one another
and take care of the earth by not just consuming from but replenishing, replanting and
repopulating vegetation, animal and marine life
b. Esteeming Life – All citizens have the right to Life, we have severe penalties for eating or
destroying an egg of protected wild fowls, but the slaughter of unborn human infants
not only carries no penalties, is actually considered a legitimate and profitable business.
When we don’t recognize the value of the most helpless and defenseless, we don’t
recognize the value of any of us. Arrogant persons, presume that others who are
blessed with many children shouldn’t be breeding, while only their genes should be
passed on, but this presumption flies in the face of God, who alone makes fertile the
womb and just because some persons might not be in the social circles of the wealthy
elite doesn’t mean they’re not raising god reverencing children who contribute to
society in many ways. Nor just because someone has lots of children does it mean they
are godly, but it does mean God willed for them to be able to have lots of children;
which I hope they love and value as treasure rather than abuse and neglect.
c. Everyone that has land; even in suburbia small lots, plant fruit and nut trees and bushes
and keep a well stocked seed supply of vegetables, learn how to dry your own seeds and
store and germinate when necessary, everyone learn how to garden! Participate in
reforestation of regions burned by fires or destroyed by other disasters natural or man
made (even if that participation is in funding others in your behalf to plant helpful trees
for life for us and “wild” animals etc. (there are noxious and poisonous plants that can
be replaced by fruitful and life sustaining ones, make certain that “noxious” or
seemingly “worthless” trees (like how some private timber companies developed
beetles and fungi that target certain species like birch because they are ignorant of the
medicinal value of inner birch bark) or like the rain forest clearing (people discuss the
fact by doing so we are getting rid of the earth’s natural air conditioner), but another
substantial loss is the vast medicinal varieties that are being swept away that are far
better substances than the pharmaceuticals we have today to promote health and
wellness. But certain vegetation is truly worthless and saps the ground of nutrients that
could be utilized by a far more beneficial varieties. I repeat the reason why we have
thorns, briars, thistles, noxious and poisonous plants are not because they should be
protected like so many conservationists think, but that they demonstrate the curse in
the earth how some people spend their lives causing nothing but grief for others,
encumbering the ground, being unproductive, giving cold pricklies instead of warm
fuzzies so to speak, deceiving others by baffling them with their bullshit or otherwise
harming both physical and spiritual well being and contributing nothing good or
beneficial to anyone but their own existence, these varieties of species of vegetation
should be replaced by good crops and trees whenever and wherever possible and the
harmful and poisonous ones removed. In the same way, there are harmful species of
fish, that destroy or consume life sustaining substance from more beneficial varieties,
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same with animals, etc. so Wisdom and care must be taken when properly stewarding
the earth.
Okay, all the visions, dreams, revelations, arguments, solutions, scientific evidence that God
exists and who He is and that I have come to rely on what some might call ESP abilities just like
we all rely on our five basic senses was so that I could explain that not only did God reveal to me
these crimes were taking place from which I suffered but so intricately fill in the gaps of the hard
evidence that I could testify and so that investigators could get the evidence beyond what I have
and will present here to convince even the most skeptical jury member that I hereby am relaying
the truth of crimes I have witnessed and have survived to date but am still suffering horribly
from and to convince honest, competent medical practitioners that I know what treatment I
need and to please provide it so I can get well and go on again to be a productive member of
society.
a. First of all go over the fact that even though I don’t have little letters after my name
doesn’t mean I haven’t spent more hours in research and serious study than many of
those who do and show just some of the gigabytes of research I’ve done coupled with
some of my credentials, but give glory where it is due; to God’s instruction!
b. Open Concerning the Evidence and follow it step by step and present all visual aids
About the Evidence:
1) Staff at Deaconess Medical Center planned to murder me:
a. They were upset I wrote on the transfusion permission form that I didn’t
want a transfusion unless I had lost so much blood I was in imminent
danger of dying from blood loss and even then it had to be an “exact
match, O+ ONLY or none at all!” This permission form has now been
doctored (white out then copies are made, it is unlikely that the original
remains)
b. They were upset when I didn’t want to sign the organ donor form and
worked hard at persuading me to do so just prior to surgery
c. Doctors Cruz and Joy conspired with my now ex‐wife to cover up the
fact they knew she had tried to murder me with D‐con rat poison
making them conspirators in first degree homicide (they did this under
the pretense that my now ex‐wife would pay them $50,000 each to
murder me by administering the incompatible blood which they gave
the order to do even though I didn’t need any blood whatsoever (It was
administered post op and all an investigator has to do is find out who
the intern was that gave me the blood (she looked like a very young
blond nurse so I call her an intern because she didn’t look old enough to
have graduated from nursing or a two year college) She isn’t guilty of
conspiracy, she was only doing what these evil greedy doctors told her
to do, they belong in prison, I know Dr. Joy is a mass murderer and I’m
not sure how many Cruz has participated in or if this was his first. Dr.

Joy was well practiced and cold so I know he and his team of murderers
there have done what they did to me before
d. The first incident of attempted homicide wasn’t enough to do the trick
so they tied me down on a gurney stuck an intubation tube down my
throat and intentionally shut the breathing machine off so I suffocated
to death a second time (cardiac arrest twice brought on by acute
hemolytic transfusion reaction which causes your immune system to
attack the incompatible blood and fill your lungs with fluid (pulmonary
edema) so the victim suffocates on their own body fluids and goes into
cardiac arrest (this happened to me)
e. THE SMOKING GUN! – Deaconess and staff deny they even gave me a
blood transfusion even though they prescribed norco and prednisone
(typical for such and even though I had bloody urine in the post‐op
room with nurses (probably in on the homicide attempts) said I was
suffering “from a slight allergic reaction” to the blood they gave me.
The sweats, temperature fluctuation but most of all the post‐op lab
report PROVES BEYOND ALL DOUBT THEY GAVE ME THE INCOMPATIBLE
TRANSFUSION! Any hematologist that knows anything about blood and
the immune system can look at the report and verify that I am TELLING
THE TRUTH! Even if one stretches to say it was accidental that the
doctors ordered me to be given a transfusion when I didn’t need one
and an O‐ one at that against my verbal and written CLEAR instructions,
the SECOND time when the male nurse laughed at me as I was
struggling and pink foam came out of my mouth when they shut the
intubator off intentionally was absolutely intentional homicide! All an
investigator has to do is start sniffing around to find the staff and the
person or persons responsible that must’ve come running down the hall
when the alarm went off so they had to resuscitate me (the perps
probably had untied my hands and legs by then, but maybe not and so
some people there can verify who ordered my transfusion form to be
altered, who gave me the unnecessary blood, who tried to kill me the
second time, if I could just get some authority to care about the safety
of the public (meaning themselves, their children, friends,
acquaintances, etc. because if mass murderers like these are allowed to
go free, no one is safe that might end up in a hospital (These people are
EVIL, they ENJOYED and LAUGHED as I struggled for my life!)
2) My ex wife is as selfish and greedy as they come, even if people don’t believe
my testimony of how she watered down my orange juice with boiled rat poison
and watched me get deathly ill over a prolonged period for the life insurance
money and our estate, I have proof!
a. Once Dr. Joy and Cruz and murdering gang of sadistic homicidal maniacs
are busted, they will probably include all responsible persons

b. There is a lab tech and lab report at Deaconess that knows I was
poisoned and alerted Dr. Joy and Dr. Cruz
c. I have urine and hair samples from the period in question hidden away
as proof, my now, ex‐wife did this to me, if I can ever find decent
authorities to investigate. I even have original samples of substances I
suspected her of altering when after my surgery I started to develop
some of the same signs as prior, and I began to suspect her involvement
because instead of getting an attorney to sue for malpractice (which she
would have done in an instance if she wasn’t involved) she discouraged
me from going to police to report the murder attempts and worked
hard at discrediting me to acquaintances and any one I tried to tell
about what happened to me
d. After I notified the police, she started having sex with many officers in
the area because they KNOW she did this to me and instead of arresting
her blackmailed her for sex acts. Officer Knaggs helped her defraud me
of my estate on top of covering up her severe crimes against me. All an
investigator needs to do is track phone records over the time period in
question and the fact that my ex has the better part of my estate while I
struggle to pay rent for a tiny one bedroom. She hasn’t paid any of the
agreed terms of our so called divorce (which was to protect our assets
or so she told me) and the referral fees for taking over my
developer/clients which was 50% has not been paid to date
e. My ex‐wife gave me gonorrhea after the papers were signed and I had
been conned into giving up my properties and possessions, there is a
doctor that has her medical records to prove it, she did this on purpose
because she knew I was a minister and that adultery was the only
legitimate reason for divorce before GOD. She should have been
arrested years earlier at the hospital and then when I reported the
attempts on my life to the local cops, but mass murderers at Deaconess
and Corrupt sex offenders and estate robbers disguised as law
enforcement within Bonner County and Sandpoint Police departments
have all conspired to perpetrate these atrocities leaving unsuspecting
citizens in grave danger
f. THE SMOKING GUN – the dated urine and hair samples combined with
the documented medical records showing the symptoms of someone
suffering from poisoning and the incompatible blood transfusion. It is
unfortunate for me that probably the only witness that hasn’t conspired
with Jane to do these evil crimes against me is the lab tech at Deaconess
that originally did the tox screen prior to surgery
g. She conned the Westbrooks into lying to me to kidnap into NIBH at
Kootenai Medical Center and conspired to have me illegally detained
there by lying to Dr. Wait claiming that I was abusive or such when

there is no evidence at all of that because she was doing her best to
cover up her crimes, For some reason doctors and nurses believed the
psychotic whore instead of a licensed minister with no reason to lie. I
discovered the reason to my horror. Staff at NIBH were murdering
innocent citizens as well!!!!!!! I watched with my own eyes and many
nurses and doctors prescribed and administered medications that carry
lethal side effects to anyone with liver complications and yet even
though several of the patients including myself had liver complications
with macroscopic signs like jaundice skin rashes and sore from the
toxicity of the psychotropics as well as declining lab reports indicating
the “medicine” was poisoning them to death none of the staff who
absolutely must have known as it was obvious to a casual observer like
myself and the dying patients stopped administering the drugs. Instead
when vitals diminished enough the victims were shipped off to the state
facility in Orofino where they regularly process the victims who die
there.
h. She lied to and even threatened me prior to giving me gonorrhea and
pled that my illness not result in “us” losing everything we had worked
so hard for, so she suggested I quit claim the bulk of our estate into her
name and let her take the best of our personal possessions in case
collections tried to come after me for medical bills (I didn’t deserve
under the circumstances and would never pay these who tried to
murder me), at the time though growing suspicious of her, I still wanted
to believe her when she said that the divorce was only to protect her
from losing her credit and us from losing all of our assets and that we
were still spiritually married under GOD. She wanted me to quit claim
all our assets over to her but by this time I didn’t trust her that much
and was actually contemplating trying to make sure there was a fair split
in case she was lying to me about looking after me and remaining
committed to our marriage (which she was). I however, was broke and
too ill to go to court and so unfortunately decided to trust her against
my growing concerns. She had an attorney draw up the paperwork and
even though she wanted me to quit claim everything into her name, my
growing distrust of her would not consent to that in case this was a
scam she was perpetrating; so I insisted that some of our properties
remain in my name; though no where near an equal division, had I
known for sure that this was a real and true divorce and not one on
paper to protect the woman I still called my wife from being harmed by
a faulty system of our society that has no protection from loss of even
primary dwellings when one spouse or the other loses their health and
ability to pay insurance companies who regularly deny contracted for
coverage because they have attorneys defend them in this hideous

practice and know that most people when they become seriously ill
don’t have the strength or financial means to force the insurance
companies to keep their agreements in their policies. (this also
happened to me) In addition, she presented me with these papers
under the pretense and threat when I had no liquid assets left, that she
wouldn’t help me at all if I didn’t sign them. The help she proposed was
keeping her agreement to share in the income brought in from taking
over my clients. I was too ill at the time to fight her in court and forced
to agree to terms under false pretenses and lies that she immediately
made clear by having sexual relations with many persons and letting me
know about the adulteries through giving me an STD as soon as the
paperwork was signed. She furthermore had said she was doing me a
favor by letting me keep the Bonners Ferry properties instead of the
more expensive Baldy properties because they couldn’t legally be sold
until 2009 anyway. I found out at the beginning of 2009 that she has
already successfully sold the two five acre parcels and reinvested in a 40
acre parcel we identified would be a joint investment for us prior to her
crimes against me. I also found out at the same time she obviously does
not consider herself spiritually my wife as she has been advertising
herself in BBW online and officially changed her name to Jane Risberg. I
furthermore found out she is listing the home she purchased when she
drained our joint accounts when she left me to die at the Flamingo
residence and committed the orgies with the police covering up not
only her attempted homicides but helping her defraud me out of me
estate because she had relations with them while we were still legally
married though separated due to our differences over how I believed
the attempted homicides at the hospitals should be dealt with (namely
that they should be reported to authorities while she adamantly didn’t
want me to; which I now know was because she was directly involved in
the murder attempts in the first place). She is apparently selling the
house and planning to leave the area and move back to Boulder, CO
where I met her. She is a poisoner, and by definition, a psychopath, and
a danger to society. I am genuinely concerned that if she again falls on
hard financial times or for any other twisted reason in her mind,
someone else could end up dead or permanently injured by her.
3) NIBH murders
a. Recently when I went to the U.S. prosecutor trying to get that office
involved in stopping these atrocities, the prosecutor asked me where
the bodies were and made excuses that the people locked up in the
clinic were mental patients when I responded that all they had to do
was ask the locked up victims, look at their medical records, and follow
the death certificates.

b. When I said I was an eye witness to these crimes, rather than ask me
what evidence I have, he slandered me and accused me of some kind of
mental illness so let me be very clear about this and the method of the
murders
c. Staff at NIBH administer psychotropics with LETHAL side effects to
patients, not ALL patients, just the ones with no one on the outside that
cares about them and they can get away with euthanizing
d. The victims vitals are monitored as liver and kidney failure ensues from
the administered drugs, they are then shipped off to state institutions
like down in Orofino. Patients/victims that die there are disposed of
and that is where the bodies are!
e. These psychotropics state that they are not to be administered to
anyone with liver complications and I watched jaundiced patients being
given these lethal meds for them – they are being poisoned to death
and these people go to their jobs KNOWING they are poisoning people
to death THIS IS ILLEGAL EUTHANIZATION IN PRACTICE!!!!!!!!
f. My lab reports prove and med reports prove these staff tried to
administer these drugs that carry lethal warnings to me!
g. SMOKING GUN! – doctors admit to lying to me to administer drugs that
carry lethal side effects to me against my wishes in the medical reports
and the lab reports prove I have Wilson’s Disease, these drugs are
LETHAL and they KNOW it. There is no way nurses can watch patients
dying daily and taking their vitals and administer drugs causing the
symptoms they see in the patients and not know they are causing it!
There is an entire staff of mass murderers working at NIBH! All an
investigator has to do is track the patients there that were shipped
away and how many died prematurely while there or at state to
uncover the truth that these atrocities are occurring right under the
unsuspecting publics’ noses so to speak.
4) Certain individuals within our government are involved in covering up these
crimes
a. Look at the CNN report, mass murdering doctors and nurses were
released after committing multiple homicides while local, state and
federal authorities did nothing to prevent their release into the public!
(instead allowed it)
b. The license plates that tailed me when I tried to report these crimes
were government issue (I have photographs!)
c. Wilson’s Disease affects at least 10 percent of the population (FAR more
than AIDS) and not one authority has told the public or has any
awareness alert been issued from any public or private entity (Hundreds
of Millions of people are affected by this genetic trait)! It should be well
known and especially newsworthy but not one broadcast media has

covered this; though I have notified sources nationally and
internationally (governments now controls most media globally and is
not allowing certain stories and information to be broadcasted to the
general public)
d. FDA approved the lethal medications for human ingestion the same way
they approved drugs that murder babies the same way they approve
carcinogens in additives, preservatives put in poor people’s food (the
highly processed cheap food products are the most toxic)
e. Aspartame still hasn’t been removed by FDA because it kills off poor,
ignorant unsuspecting gullible citizens (to a fascist, the intelligent
survive while these weak ones die off)
f. Tell me eugenics is not in practice when abortion clinics and military
recruitment centers are in the poorest neighborhoods, mental patients
are being murdered and innocent citizens in hospitals at over a million
souls every year! Our governing authorities have not given me one tiny
bit of help though I have pleaded with them publicly and privately. I
went to the FBI because the local authorities were also criminals; I
needed to go to higher offices and a 7’+ man named Travis at the CdA
branch threatened to lock me up if I even attempted to submit evidence
of these crimes
g. SMOKING GUN – I have created a public website petitioning any and all
righteous authorities to help me stop these mass murderers that I have
personally survived and have the knowledge and evidence to put them
away and still NO ONE has come to help me! ‐ Citizens you are paying
your tax dollars to mass murderers and authorities so corrupt they are
actually preying upon us; not protecting us! Until I see evidence
otherwise, U.S. authorities and other national governmental agencies
represent the largest terrorist organizations on earth; NOT the public
servants the general populace rely upon or think they are! I OPENLY
PETITION ANY HONEST AUTHORITIES LEFT IN THE RESPECTIVE STATES
AND WITHIN OUR FEDERAL GOVERNMENT TO HELP ME IMMEDIATELY
ARREST THESE PERSONS AND REGAIN YOUR TRUST, RESPECT AND YOUR
HONOR!
I have submitted affidavits of these crimes to every major branch of
government; my testimony has been sworn to under penalties of perjury
regarding these events but all governing bodies to date have made efforts
to disregard my allegations; no investigations; no assistance and if anything
have helped the criminals get away with these horrendous crimes against
me and the public at large.

Please Help me
arrest these
heinous criminals
as soon as
possible!
Respectfully:
Michael Swenson P.O. Box 3377, Coeur d’Alene, ID 83816 208‐290‐2514
c. Conclude with bulleting the primary visual aids and stating that even if you after all I’ve
shown and taught you from and about God don’t believe the revelations, these hard
evidences prove I am telling the truth at least enough to render a thorough and
competent investigation and show the smoking guns of all my allegations in bulletined
fashion!
d. Prove I have Wilson’s and that Wilson’s is prevalent –
i. Show the personal visual evidence and visual aids
ii. Then show the international reports and findings by experts
iii. Show the evidence for investigators to follow up on:
1. Witnesses at NIBH – patients and staff and vital records after giving
“treatment” follow all transfers to state, follow all premature deaths to
grave sites and have forensics examine exhumed remains
2. Witnesses at Deaconess – follow all transferred personnel that were
present during the events cited at the hospital including lab techs and
assistants because someone discovered the poisoning via toxicology
screen prior to surgery

3. Send samples of hair and urine for period in question to various labs
anonymously and tell them to check for active and inactive ingredients
or compounds created in the body from being poisoned with Dcon rat
poison.
4. Show license plate and vehicle of neighbor that followed me and took a
picture of me dumping trash at a public waste site.
5. A woman named Tobijah that worked at the Sandpoint wine sellers and
who I didn’t know and had not been introduced to; especially in spiritual
matters called me an apostle of righteousness and referred to herself as
an apostle of fitness aerobics. As you can tell, I rather disdain titles so
this was apparent that she was a spy/agent of some kind. I have never
in any of my writings referred to myself in this manner or has anyone
else ever addressed me as such. This was during the time when people I
was used to doing business with in the small town of Sandpoint were
often replaced by people obviously from out of state and some as far
away as the east coast. In addition, this was during the time when
vehicles were suddenly following me virtually everywhere I went and
even when I took less traveled paths intentionally to see if they were in
fact following me. (show all the license plates)
6. Day of admittance to NIBH, apparently complaints from drivers of
myself taking pictures of them or driving erratically, everyone who
complained should be investigated to see if they are on government
payroll as evidence federal agents were in fact following me without
explanation; after I tried to report these crimes
7. Officer Koch should be fired for violating my constitutional rights and
threatening to arrest me for attempting to obtain needed medical care
(denial of medical care has been deemed aggravated assault in some
court cases) from Danielsson, Danielsson should be instructed not to
practice sexual discrimination in health care along with all professionals
in the states
8. Burgstahler, lied, slandered, libeled and skewed objective medical
findings, and otherwise prevented me from obtaining needed medical
care. He should go to prison with the perpetrators he was blackmailing
to participate in the cover up. Witnesses in the radiology department
will confirm that he slandered me when I followed up to see if he had
requested the expert review of my MRIs and Catscans that he had
assured me of and was when I found out he had been lying to me about
that and many other things
9. Internal affairs throughout the Sandpoint, Bonner County and Spokane
Departments need to mandate polygraphs for all officers as to whether
they have taken bribes, gifts, or blackmailed for sex acts anyone. In my
case each officer in these departments need to be asked if they ever

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

had sex with my now ex‐wife. Any refusing the polygraph should be
immediately suspended without pay and investigated for rape and
conspiracy charges in lieu of arresting a felony offender guilty of
multiple counts of attempted homicide and aggravated assault,
kidnapping, estate theft by fraud and conspiracy charges in leaving mass
murderers loose at Deaconess and NIBH
Take the lab reports I’ve shown and the MRI images to a Wilson’s expert
if you don’t believe me or your own eyeballs which show you I’m telling
the truth and if they don’t confirm, investigate their bank accounts for
bribes any new significant possessions or perhaps coercion by criminals
within our government threatening them to lie and participate further
in covering up what is going on in our nation.
Follow‐up with witnesses like my landlord who told me she knew of a
board member from one of the hospitals in Spokane that had been
threatened with losing their pension if he came forward with the fact he
discovered hospital homicides were occurring in his hospital (which I
believe was St. Mary’s) as well!
When it becomes evident this is a national crisis, follow the bread
crumbs to the corrupt pentagon eugenic, fascist officials (Why Joy and
the mass murderers like Poe during Katrina are so confident they will
never be arrested for what they’ve done and are doing to innocent
citizens) and lets prevent these practices from continuing and stop the
holocaust in our nation! (Then it should go international, to stop
atrocities of “population management” by other governments against
their citizens)
Get Wilson’s experts up to the Inland northwest right away to offer free
testing to confirm there is a very high concentration of the genetic trait
up here like 70% or higher in the panhandle of Idaho and then begin
national and global awareness not only for medical professionals but
citizens on how to properly take care of themselves
The transfusion permission form that was altered at Deaconess needs to
be examined forensically to prove the staff at Deaconess planned in
advance to murder me and then intentionally covered up the evidence.
Someone used white out on the original and made copies to make it
appear that I didn’t write O+ only on the form and the rest of the
language I claim in my affidavit. I don’t want investigators to think the
trail has gone cold and so don’t even try, they need to follow
transferred personnel even out of state if necessary! MILLIONS of
Americans have been murdered this way right underneath our noses
because we’re all too naïve and too trusting of medical professionals
and wouldn’t think them so cruel and greedy. Instead of using their
intelligence to help us, they take advantage of our trust and ignorance

J.

to get away with the most heinous crimes! (See the evidence and
smoking gun sections for more investigative suggestions Joy has a
secure line to pentagon officials and corrupt officers and agents in
departments need to have all phone calls monitored if a raid is to occur
on residences or places of business because they tip off theses persons
in order to destroy evidence, this is no small isolated issue, cops, agents,
doctors, nurses, governing officials have all been working together to
keep these kinds of heinous atrocities covered up from public
knowledge!)
15. There are other witnesses of these and other crimes officers in the
region have committed that I will not go public with here but need to be
followed up on; when it becomes evident that corruption in precincts
and federal agencies is at an all time high, a nationwide investigation
needs to ensue forcing all law enforcement in all agencies and precincts
across the country to take polygraphs concerning taking bribes or
exchanging freedom or even tickets for sex acts; offenders need to be
arrested and imprisoned immediately.
16. Citizens, if these investigations and arrests don’t follow, arm yourselves
and trust no agent or officer to enter your home! It will only mean that
the corruption is so pervasive that there are not enough honorable
authorities left to protect us from the criminals in their own ranks
17. Citizens, don’t let your family members out of your sight in hospitals
until the mass murdering doctors and nurses across the nation are
arrested and cameras are in place for all procedures and fed directly to
your legal representative(s), question all persons tending your loved
ones of their qualifications, their death record (how many patients have
died while under their care), and frankly faith. If they can’t say they
love the Lord Jesus Christ and that He is their personal Lord and Savior,
don’t trust them with your care or that of your loved ones! I believe the
evidence overwhelming that not even Christians are truly trustworthy,
let alone those who haven’t the sense to even acknowledge God.
iv. Then show again how many hundreds of hours of research and thousands of
emails and how it has become readily apparent to me how to macroscopically
recognize as a result
Conclusion: The reason I have risked my freedom and my life in the following ways
a. My freedom is at risk because so many people and even law enforcement would rather
believe I have lost my senses than that I am telling factual truth; they believe this
despite evidence supporting my allegations and some have even refused to look at the
evidence because it is too traumatizing for them to believe such events have occurred
and are happening in their locale and country
b. My freedom is at risk because corrupt cops would rather falsify evidence to frame me,
instead of arrest criminals in their own ranks

c. My life is at risk because doctors and nurses who disbelieve I’m telling the truth, would
rather think I’m delusional and so give me toxic “medications” and could be lethally so
to me in my present state of health
d. My life is at risk because law enforcement officers committed felony sex offenses
conspired to cover up attempted homicides and conspired to commit grand larceny via
estate theft and so might easily take the next step of homicide to cover up what they’ve
already done
e. My life is at risk because I am exposing that governing officials have done nothing to
date no matter how hard I’ve tried to ensure public safety by doing my duty as a citizen
and reporting these heinous crimes even though I’ve gotten nothing but slander, libel,
and threats by public officials for so doing
f. My life is at risk because certain persons within the public are so successfully
brainwashed into thinking patriotism is never questioning governing authorities or
reproving them and anyone who challenges them or asks them to fulfill their sworn
oaths to uphold the Constitution and the laws of this land must be a terrorist. It’s the
same religious patriotism that causes so many despite overwhelming evidence to think
there is no way governing officials within the U.S. were ultimately responsible for 911
g. My life is at threat because there is so much lack of medical knowledge of how to treat
someone like myself, because so few actually survive incompatible blood transfusions
especially persons with Wilson’s hereditary trait
h. My life is at risk because even if I could convince medical practitioners of the treatment
necessary, I might not recover because of how long it has taken for me to be able
(hopefully) with this attempt that I have been telling the truth all along and is why I filed
a ten trillion dollar class action suit in behalf of the victims and surviving relatives of the
rampant hospital homicides in America and in my own behalf; in addition, because the
bulk of my estate was robbed out from under me by fraud while I was too ill to defend
myself I can no longer afford proper health care costs
i. My freedom and life have been at risk whether people believe it or not because our
government has assassins/murderers that are in it’s employ and sometimes they kill
persons that are a bit too outspoken in behalf of human and civil rights as our nation’s
history shows
j. My life is at risk, because even though I’m severely disabled now and was forced to
compile this complaint and present evidence myself in order to possibly save my life and
others, some might assume it indicates rather than a supreme effort on my part while
deathly ill to stay alive, that instead I’m just fine and somehow or for some reason just
making this all up despite the hard evidence I’ve shown and willingness to take a
polygraph and despite most people don’t even live through what was done to me; let
alone state I have not exaggerated my suffering in the least and plead with competent
practitioners to please give me the transfusion therapy I need. I’ll sign a waiver of
liability if you like that even prevents anyone filing a wrongful death complaint if you
will only do as I ask; so that there’s a chance I may recover and be out of this daily
excruciating agony. Otherwise, if authorities, medical practitioners continue to remain

hard of heart and slow of understanding, I may have no other choice even though I have
many gifts, talents and inventions I would like to share with humanity, then to seek a
state where I can keep myself asleep most of the time with pharmaceutical grade
morphine on demand until a miracle happens or I expire. You see if some judge would
rather remain in delusional thought that there is just no way there is this much
corruption and incompetence loose in our society, and prohibits investigations or
submission of further evidence proving my allegations as so many in authority have
worked at covering up my complaints thus far, then I could die homeless because
despite this great effort, it has become increasingly difficult for me to concentrate and
function in any way but the most basic for life; like to drag myself to the toilet and get
groceries once or twice a month. Every waking moment is extreme in suffering and
sometimes truly unbearable; if it weren’t for my faith, I would have already gone
despite all that God has revealed to me and blessed me with to a physician assisted
suicide state and begged to be allowed to give myself a lethal dose of morphine so that I
could finally rest from years of excruciating agony because of what these people have
done to me and because of their cover‐up; I couldn’t get the medical care I needed from
other professionals unwilling to believe that any of their colleagues could be so cruel or
so greedy (to prevent a malpractice claim) as to cover up what they did and let someone
suffer and or die rather than allow them to get the medical care they need to recover or
to have admitted their error and given them the treatment needed right away as they
should have! (But it wasn’t malpractice; it was intentional first degree attempted
homicide which is why they didn’t do as someone would have had it only been an
honest mistake).
K. Who and What I am asking to be done
a. I am petitioning, pleading, asking, yes; begging the president of the United States of
America to order an extensive and thorough investigation of all death certificates of all
who have died prematurely in hospitals and state mental wards in the entire nation and
to arrest mass murderers wherever and whenever they are found
b. I am asking the president of the United States to order the arrest of the governor and
mayor of Louisiana for letting the mass murdering doctors and nurses go free during
Katrina and to arrest those responsible for the murders of innocent Americans
c. I am asking the president of the United States to put pressure on law makers to
mandate national health care that is publicly and privately supervised with cameras that
feed off site servers of legal representatives of the patients. We have cameras in banks,
storage facilities, and even fast food joints. Are you telling me in America that a
hamburger or fries is worth more than human beings’ lives? All anesthetized
procedures must be supervised by cameras because too many crimes have been
committed by dentists, doctors and nurses against patients, crimes that include rape,
torture and murder as well as an epidemic of incompetence, ignorance and malpractice.
d. I am asking law makers for national health care that is for rich and poor alike because
the rich are usually the persons with enough resources to sue and make sure health care
is quality for all. National health care in the 21st century should have a mandatory

information specialist in every family practice and specialization. This information
specialist is responsible for having the patient enter their symptoms or entering for the
patient the patient’s symptoms into an international database of medical diagnostic and
treatment automation. In other words, a universal program designed by software
engineers working with international medical experts and bio‐medical research
scientists create a program that has all known symptoms of all known ailments and
diseases with all available conventional and alternative treatments for each. This
program first narrows down for the doctor the possible ailments and the most likely
listed in priority. The recommended diagnostic testing for the possible ailments also in
most likely priority. In this way, the doctor can add any further symptoms by
observation and question of the patient and enter into the system any new information
and then not only by his own accumulated knowledge but by an entire host of medical
professionals around the world, he automatically gets from the program the necessary
tests to determine exact ailment rapidly and the patient is then diagnosed quickly
instead of how it is today, hoping you come across a doctor that is actually
knowledgeable enough to even figure out what is truly wrong with you; let alone
knowing how to properly treat their patients. In addition, then everyone is working
together rich and poor to constantly improve the system and as time goes on the
system becomes more extensive and faster at correct diagnostics and the most
satisfactory treatments. Now, patients go to doctors and they don’t even get told
treatment options, only what the doctor recommends which has been proven is not
always in the patient’s best interest. The system would give a list of all known
treatments and the recovery rate statistics for each treatment, giving the patient
knowledge to choose what treatment(s) they prefer rather than being left at the mercy
of the limited knowledge of only one doctor. In this way many who suffer and even die
before they are ever correctly diagnosed would be on a treatment plan much more
rapidly than what occurs today as patients go from doctor to doctor and specialist to
specialist just trying to find one knowledgeable and competent enough to help them.
The system should improve so radically that preventative maintenance is done with
annual wellness checkups, and if anything is discovered, then sooner evaluations to
make sure citizen is improving doctors with healthy patients, and ones that recover, get
bonuses for looking out for their welfare. In addition bonuses should be subjectively
earned by patient’s surveyed as to how their regional medical practitioner and staff
treats them. Doctors making new discoveries either as new ailments or new treatments
would achieve national and global recognition because the information once confirmed
by colleagues and experts in their field and research scientists would then enter the
information into the international medical database for the benefit of all citizens.
Funding for bio‐nano‐technological research should be increased until we have achieved
cellular replication of minerals and substances that eventually dissolve into the body like
any nutrient or are excreted as waste (in other words not metal tiny robots but cellular
replicates that perform the functions of identifier and killer white blood cells and attack
any known viruses or infections) instead of how we treat today with toxic chemicals.

This system could be started nationally first but should include international medical
experts and hopefully other nations will join in when they realize that healthcare in the
21st century information age shouldn’t be so archaic as it is today but every citizen could
enjoy the benefit of going to the world’s experts just by going to see their local doctor
this way. Continuing education requirements for doctors and nurses could include
annually one suggestion or more on how to improve such a system.
e. I am asking law makers to bring into existence national education that offers all citizens
the right to an education based on aptitude and attitude instead of private funding as it
is today. This way anyone who has the desire and ability can become doctors, lawyers,
engineers, inventors, or tradesmen, musicians, artists based on their talents, desires and
not on their and their families pocketbooks. In this way all of us benefit as an educated
populace realizing their own personal dreams is a happy and prosperous populace that
then gives us all better service and products, than today’s system, where citizens
despite their intelligence often get stuck and the wealthy often get into professions
more for the money and prestige than their actual abilities and natural skills would have
provided them if all children were on an equal playing field by national education. The
system should be as diverse as possible in primary education and identify all learning
abilities of each child and then while maintaining basics like literacy and mathematic
fundamentals, encourage those who prefer hands on trades to be proud of their work
instead of the caste snobbery that has occurred in the growing gap between the haves
and the have nots. Annual suggestions from teachers, parents and students as to how
to continually improve the system could be new job creation for those handling the
reading and implementation of good ones. In addition, schools across the nation would
be improved and brought up to the same standards of the wealthy private schools
today. National health care and education that is publicly supervised is the solution for
bringing back made in the USA proud and the American dream available for all.
f. I am asking local, state and federal authorities to help me with the arrests of the mass
murderers I have personally encountered in two hospitals and the felony sex offenders I
have personally suffered from and have left the public in serious peril with local police
departments immediately
g. I am asking citizens that if the president, state and local authorities fail to investigate,
make arrests or instead persecute me further than I have already suffered to arm
yourselves, to not let law enforcement into your homes, because if there is now so
much widespread corruption that they refuse to arrest mass murderers and rapists in
their own ranks and in places of great necessary public trust like hospitals then it is
evident that our governing authorities no longer serve to uphold the laws of this land or
to protect us, but have elected to prey upon us and cover up heinous crimes like the
treasonous homicides of 911.
h. I am asking citizens that when they see a report like what CNN put out about the mass
murdering doctors and nurses of Katrina or the cops that shot an unarmed citizen in
New York 50 times without consequence and yet governing officials fail to arrest these
murderers and mass murderers that all citizens stop your day to day activities and in
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j.

every city and every town go stand in the streets in such numbers that the governing
officials of the land will have to realize that the entire nation shuts down in disgust
when they don’t do their jobs and when they attack any of us until the criminals are
arrested! Otherwise, by your lack of action, apathy and complacency you are siding
with the mass murderers and the corruption and you and your family could well be the
next victims! Remember, no one thought their government would ever slaughter
citizens like they did during WWII and in so many countries in history. If all citizens
would stand in the streets every time our government murders or sanctions murder of
innocent citizens or fails to arrest raping cops, then we wouldn’t have the rampant
corruption we have today, but real public safety. If the government then attacks citizens
protesting in this manner with mass arrests or militant action, then unfortunately this is
no longer a free nation, governed by the consent of the people as our Constitution
states and we would then be in need of a second American Revolution to win back our
freedoms and our lives.
I am asking all politicians to permanently reject a cashless society and the RFID biochip
implants as this in the manifestation of the mark of the beast written of in the Holy Bible
and will only enslave and oppress all citizens.
I am asking all citizens that if our government or any government tries to mandate RFID
biochip implants to refuse them even with violence, fight for your lives, because if you
take the chip, your freedoms and your lives are truly at stake. Corrupt officials will be
able not only to track your whereabouts but listen into all your private conversations,
including bathroom and bedroom activities. In my case, corrupt authorities utilized the
patriotic act and listened into sexual moments with my still married spouse; next thing
you know cops were having sex with her. Do you really want ANYONE else listening into
your private moments? It’s time to tell our governing officials that any further trespass
on our Constitutional Rights are open acts of Treason and demand the arrests and
prosecution of all politicians so doing! It is time to demand the repeal of the executive
orders president Bush who shouldn’t have even been in office made in violation of our
Constitutional Rights and to let local, state and federal authorities know that if we catch
them breaking and entering into our homes or private property we will treat them like
any other armed burglar! Our politicians have gone too far! They created the 911 scare
and we saw during Katrina that even though it was our Constitutional Right to bear
arms, law enforcement committed high treason and took arms from innocent citizens
just trying to protect themselves, their homes and possessions from looters. I remind all
citizens nationally and globally that the greatest threat to you and your family has
always come from those in government who abuse the public trust, power and
authority granted them and it’s time we all let them know we have had enough of that
abuse in this country! Keeping in mind that I have notified all branches of government
and now am forced to publicly plead my case to the President; I for one join the
sentiments of one of our founding fathers, Patrick Henry who boldly stated, “What
terms shall we find which have not been already exhausted? Let us not, I beseech you,
sir, deceive ourselves. Sir, we have done everything that could be done to avert the

storm which is now coming on. We have petitioned; we have remonstrated; we have
supplicated; we have prostrated ourselves before the throne, and have implored its
interposition to arrest the tyrannical hands of the ministry and Parliament. Our petitions
have been slighted; our remonstrances have produced additional violence and insult;
our supplications have been disregarded; and we have been spurned, with contempt,
from the foot of the throne! In vain, after these things, may we indulge the fond hope of
peace and reconciliation. There is no longer any room for hope. If we wish to be free‐‐ if
we mean to preserve inviolate those inestimable privileges for which we have been so
long contending‐‐if we mean not basely to abandon the noble struggle in which we have
been so long engaged, and which we have pledged ourselves never to abandon until the
glorious object of our contest shall be obtained‐‐we must fight! I repeat it, sir, we must
fight! An appeal to arms and to the God of hosts is all that is left us!”and he went on,”
Sir, we are not weak if we make a proper use of those means which the God of nature
hath placed in our power. The millions of people, armed in the holy cause of liberty, and
in such a country as that which we possess, are invincible by any force which our enemy
can send against us. Besides, sir, we shall not fight our battles alone. There is a just God
who presides over the destinies of nations, and who will raise up friends to fight our
battles for us. The battle, sir, is not to the strong alone; it is to the vigilant, the active,
the brave. Besides, sir, we have no election. If we were base enough to desire it, it is
now too late to retire from the contest. There is no retreat but in submission and
slavery! Our chains are forged! Their clanking may be heard..” and then he continued
with the more remembered and famous quote, “Is life so dear, or peace so sweet, as to
be purchased at the price of chains and slavery? Forbid it, Almighty God! I know not
what course others may take; but as for me, give me liberty or give me death!” And I
add that when there are mass murderers loose in our hospitals and rapists, robbers and
murderers loose within law enforcement, that I add to the emerging tyrants of today,
that adding murder and more murders to your already long list of crimes against the
people and myself, will NOT avail you in the day of judgment coming swiftly upon your
soul; you will either acknowledge and repent of your crimes in this life or they shall
separate you from all that is Good and Decent forever! You will NOT enter paradise or
heaven unless you confess and forsake your crimes. I stand up not for vengeance sake
for if I was vengeful the perpetrators of these wicked and heinous offenses would be
dead! But I am constrained by the Mercy and Love of God and the Living Lord Jesus
Christ that if he died for me and for all those wise enough to have already repented of
their crimes and asked Him to give them power to live righteously; yes, I am constrained
that if the Lord Jesus Christ, whom I call my Lord did die for us all, it even includes those
who have committed extreme atrocities and that if He wills them also to be saved who
am I to stand in judgment and execute such persons even in the name of public safety
and security?! But I am also constrained that when I encounter people choosing rape,
rob, pillage, plunder, murder or otherwise do wickedly that I must make every effort to
effect their arrest not only for the innocent citizens they harm or kill, but for their own
sakes; for so long as such persons go on unaccosted, they become more and more base

and make worse and worse decisions of evil actions. Discipline is necessary for all those
committing such grievous offenses! I repeat, all citizens must demand of their
governing officials to uphold their oaths and arrest criminals within their own ranks or
none of us are safe from harm by them.
k. Finally, I ask brothers and sisters of the Faith in our Living Lord Jesus Christ, YAHOSHUAH
THE TRUE MESSIAH, to realize that you are NOT going to float out of here in the so
called pretribulation rapture (goto www.thiefinthenight.org for details. I agree with the
message but not the personal attacks on the ministers therein; for I have received
knowledge from God that those persons he names have a love and a zeal for God and
Christ, but have misinterpreted in ignorance the true meaning of the Scriptures
innocently) Knowing that you will NOT float out of here should change your present
actions of non‐participation in the events that are unfolding as anti‐christian malevolent
intent becomes more and more apparent due to the fact at least two generations have
been successfully brainwashed into thinking they came from pond scum and monkeys
through the religious lie of evolutionary theory. Arm yourselves as our forefathers did,
remember in Germany when evolution was strictly adhered to and people were fooled
into thinking there was no God, greed, vice and corrupt government took God’s place
and now it is occurring in this country. I tell you truly I have seen, if you all do not much
more aggressively stand up for your God given and constitutional rights that before long
our governing officials will be mandating you and your children be branded with the
RFID biochip as slaves and going to a cashless society shut of your credits at the bank of
all dissidents. Food and water will be controlled and rations thereby as well. In
addition, I saw if you continued to lay so passive while these threats rise, because you
mistakenly think you are not to occupy tell He comes as our Lord stated, then you and
your children will be imprisoned, even raped and tortured by deviants in law
enforcement, government and military because they will be filled with the spirit of anti‐
christ because we failed to demand our Christian Heritage be taught in U.S. History
classes and the scientifically proven origin of the Universe by Intelligent Design (GOD) be
taught in our public schools instead of the completely unsubstantiated religion of
evolution. You MUST insist on this change until it happens or the lives and freedoms of
you and your children are seriously at stake in the very near future! There are only two
kinds of Freedoms, the Freedom to do Righteously and that only comes from Christ,
until then people are enslaved to doing wickedly and they are becoming worse than
ever the longer we retreat into the shadows instead of drowning out the squabbling
devils that have brought our nation to the brink of utter ruin and desolation.
l. To recap, Mr. President PLEASE uphold the U.S. Constitution, encourage citizens to
exercise the right to bear arms and become well trained in their use. Help me arrest the
mass murderers loose across our country that are responsible for millions of Americans
deaths. Help me arrest the rapists, robbers and murderers loose in law enforcement in
local, state and federal levels so that public trust can be restored in those offices and
honorable persons therein. Put pressure on law makers to mandate that Wilson’s
experts train medical doctors in all counties across the United States how to recognize

and treat the trait when citizens start showing symptoms, because the trait affects at
least ten percent of the populace and the ignorance I’ve encountered is truly life
threatening to persons like myself who have the trait. There is nothing more terrifying
as I’ve encountered then when doctors in their ignorance and arrogance give an
incorrect diagnosis and then prescribe a treatment that can kill you because they don’t
know how to recognize what is really the problem with their patient let alone help those
who have Wilson’s.
m. Law makers lets see quality national health care and education for all citizens before the
year is out!
n. Citizens, join together nationwide whenever doctors, cops, federal agents or anyone
murder or commits crimes of your knowledge against other citizens; instead of fearing
them, demand their arrests! By joining together all you have to do is stop doing your
daily activities and stand in the streets until the lords and ladies of the land understand
they don’t have anyone or anything to rule when their subjects stop doing everything.
They won’t even be able to get their precious latte’s! The people are the true power but
you must unite to be effective!
o. Christians, fight back for true U.S. history of our Christian Heritage and Intelligent Design
to be taught in our public schools or more and more anti‐christs will fill the land
everywhere until you and your children will be openly persecuted even by the so called
ones that are supposed to protect us! If they arrest, commit or murder me or if I die
from what they’ve already done to me, and fail to arrest the criminals involved in the
heinous crimes I’ve survived thus far, then know that you must pray about fight or flight
in the near future. If our government goes cashless and/or mandates RFID biochip
implants, then you must fight or flee and learn to live off the grid with no conventional
power and off the land with foraging, farming, hunting and fishing and natural water
sources. If governing agents start arresting your neighbors and publicly calling them
terrorists or any number of false accusations, then you must organize such a large
nationwide protests as to effect their release or wait for them to come knocking on your
own door; just like the last holocaust in Germany. Look at the greed and corruption
already in government and across the nation today! We are so close to seeing crimes
like what happened in Germany happen here! Our government is already keeping track
of your personal funds in banks and real property; do you really think that if we
continue turning out persons devoid of the knowledge of right and wrong, because
they’re devoid of the knowledge of God, that they won’t abuse power and authority to
rape, rob, pillage and plunder?! If you think not, then you are not only ignorant of
history, you are ignorant of current events now occurring in countries devoid of the
knowledge of God today. This is the land of the free and home of the brave and I pray
and ask you all to start acting and living like it! Satanists have invaded the pentagon,
our educational system, law enforcement, judicial benches, and even sit in our so called
churches and target ministers just to send congregations reeling from all the scandals
and attack their faith in God and Christ. We have black satanic churches that advocate
breaking all of God’s Commandments openly practicing in a land founded primarily by

Christians! Wake up! Get out in your cities and your towns and everywhere you see
strongholds of the enemy, pray for the salvation of the occupants, but state openly and
boldly out loud that you tear down this stronghold of darkness and wickedness of the
enemy and in it’s place let arise a stronghold of the truth and Light of the Gospel of
Jesus Christ. Let us pray fervently for us all that we would all by the Grace and Power of
our Lord Jesus Christ and the working of the Holy Ghost, cease from all hypocrisy now
and until the Return of our Lord that He would find us Faithful; a Bride spiritually
cleansed and chaste; ready to receive the Bridegroom! Help me cause the citizens of
this nation to remember the honorable blood of our forefathers and all those who have
given their lives for our God given and Constitutional Freedoms, and keep those
Freedoms STRONG and uninfringed upon until the Glorious Return of our LORD JESUS
CHRIST, let Christians have a stronghold of freedom from persecution in this nation even
if they have it no where else in the dark days ahead! Amen.!
p. Now I know I have stated so much that I must be very concise and brief:
i. All righteous authorities please arrest criminals in your own locales and states
and agencies or citizens will not be able to distinguish the honorable from the
criminals. Specifically, help me arrest the mass murderers loose at Deaconess
and Kootenai Medical Centers and hospitals across the country responsible for
the deaths of millions of innocent Americans and the rapists, robbers and
murderers loose within the Sandpoint, Bonner County and Spokane Police
Departments, the corrupt agent Travis at the Coeur d’alene branch FBI office,
and other persons in government that participated in covering up these crimes
instead of arresting the perpetrators
ii. Governing authorities announce to the public how widespread the genetic trait
wrongly being called “Wilson’s Disease” is and mandate all medical
professionals know how to recognize and treat it; so they stop misdiagnosing
and thereby torturing and killing so many citizens in their ignorance.
iii. Everyone maintain the God Given and Constitutional Freedoms bled for in our
country!
iv. Everyone, please return to the God of the Holy Bible that was commonly taught
in our public schools until the Nazi fascists came over here after WWII and have
sent our country down the same path of destruction they did to Germany.
Returning to the God of the Holy Bible will cause us to once again rise up a
people and nation most blessed above all nations that have forgotten the Lord
their God and will prevent this country from falling like every hedonistic empire
of the past. I want to see all people Blessed and Well and there is no other way
for this to occur unless everyone comes to personally know the Lord their God,
their Maker.
v. G.K. Chesterton said, “Once abolish the God and the government becomes the
God”. Through leaving our Christian Heritage out of U.S. history in our public
schools and teaching the unsubstantiated lie of the religion of evolution, instead
of the truth of the overwhelming scientific support of Intelligent Design this is

what has been occurring in our nation and other so called civilized societies. It
is time to cease the foolishness that is causing so much suffering
vi. While I completely trust God and Christ with my soul and know that ultimately
His Grace will bring me into Paradise, in the meantime, I do not know for sure
what will be done to me in my effort to stop these atrocities in America and
hopefully around the world. So I want to tell the leaders of nations to stop
hiding the truth from the people, to start educating them to what is going on;
that due to dwindling resources some governing authorities think it best to
control population growth in various ways and it appears murder and war are
just a couple of ways this is done. Instead, I want you to believe that by being
honest with people, you will find the people up to the task of joining together to
work at solutions, to replenish dwindling food supplies, to learn how to terra‐
form, to learn how to get water out of the air and oceans, to learn how to share
with one another, educate one another, to remove the curse and by knowing
God and living right bring the blessing so the rain comes and the earth yields
more than enough for us all. I want to say to those who have injured me, that
for a long time even though I have seen Christ and been in the palm of God’s
hand, experienced their perfection of character, that I raged as to why He was
letting you live; at first it came as an intellectual knowledge as I struggled
intensely with the desire of vengeance so strong that at times I thought I would
actually enjoy mutilating you before you died, the intellectual knowledge was
that the Lord Jesus Christ is so Loving and so Good, that He truly loves even
those who commit atrocities and doesn’t want them to perish either. So I
argued with God, why didn’t He deliver His Children from great evil and when
others thought about doing evil things to His Children, just blind them or make
appendages wither or become incapacitated; that way His Love would protect
the innocent and His Love would teach those of his rebellious children not to do
evil and thus deliver them from hellfire. After all if persons choosing to do
excessively evil things to innocent persons suffered immediate consequences
and they then made the connection that God cared enough to stop them before
they did something that one day they might actually regret, then God could heal
them if the person repented of the evil they were about to do. In that way, I
wouldn’t have been poisoned, then murdered by incompatible blood
transfusion, then falsely accused to blemish my police record, then sexually
discriminated against and denied medical care, then betrayed to shrinks that
illegally incarcerated me and think giving innocent citizens permanent brain
damaging substances is a form of treatment, then being slandered and
threatened by disbelieving authorities and other citizens; not to mention all the
innocent persons blown up in war or the innocent children raped or murdered
by the perverse and depraved, etc. While He does deliver some from great evil,
I suppose it was my time for spiritual growth to learn that when He commanded
to forgive, He wasn’t just talking about the little sins, like name calling or when

someone butts in front of you or cuts you off or flips you off in traffic, but even
the very worst sins, things that you might not even think or conceive of but that
others have done. And so it comes to it; for the first time in years (I want to
thank God, Mackenzie and Willie for sharing and writing The Shack) and even
though I’m still in agonizing pain and great exhaustion daily, I am able not just to
forgive for Christ’s sake and for my love of Him in an intellectual forceful way,
but from my heart forgive those who have wounded me so greatly that I may
yet die or that may yet finish me off instead of repenting for what they have
done. While I forgive you Jane, though your personal cruelty if known to the
world would probably make infamous history, and while I forgive the mass
murderers loose in the hospitals and rapists in law enforcement, I must
nevertheless confront you all before God and petition those who have the
authority of office to effect your arrests for the sake of innocent citizens and
even for your own sakes; to give you time to reflect upon what you’ve done and
perhaps repent and receive the Living Lord Jesus Christ as your personal Lord
and Savior and learn how to do good from Him and receive power from Him to
live righteously. I have seen cannibals loose in our society and around the
world, I have seen great evil through God’s eyes and I tell you, even these souls
He loves and calls you to repentance before it’s too late. I have seen so much
evil and bad choices it grieves me so that I can not weep enough, but it is my
goal that you all would seek God now instead of heading towards becoming
ashen ruins due to your own insatiable lusts and vices. I say this to the world
that I have received great volumes of knowledge from God and many things I
have already written to share with you, God willing. I say to those who might
consider murdering me to cover up their previous crimes and even crimes I have
not revealed such as the locations of mysterious persons murdered in history
and their bodies never found, that I have given enough witnesses pictures of the
license plates that followed me and of agents that participated and followed me
and know I’m telling the truth but have made no arrests. I say to you, that I
encourage and know certain witnesses will come forward with those identities if
anything adverse should happen to me like my sudden demise. But I prefer to
look at it this way, perhaps higher authorities have already been investigating
hospital homicides across the country, perhaps they were already investigating
the gang of corrupt cops in this region and others and perhaps, I’m exposing a
sting operation that was being prepared to clean up the epidemic widespread
corruption. In other words, perhaps these governing authorities were suddenly
following me when I first started to come forward with what I had survived and
the crimes I had witnessed to protect me from being murdered so I could live to
testify. I want you to know that God has revealed to me the bad choices people
are making all over the world; not to condemn you or to present as if I’m any
better because I am keenly aware of my many faults that God is still removing
from my own character; but to make you aware that God does know and He

does see all things and even knows all your thoughts and, what is so
phenomenal; is that despite all that; even the greatest atrocities that have given
me such rage and sadness, I know He loves everyone and is not willing that
anyone should perish. Do you know though that God will not force His way on
any of you; if you want to go on living without Him and even die without Him in
your life that’s a choice He will honor for you because God is a gentleman; not a
burglar. He beckons, pleas, calls out to you in oh so many ways, but you need to
invite Him in if you really want to know Him. Whether or not there is an
undercover operation to stop all these criminals in our nation; it is time to move
forward and openly investigate all premature deaths in hospitals for the last
decade. I can no longer wait knowing that innocent citizens are being murdered
in this nation and others around the world in hospitals for their organs, and for
sick pleasure on the part of the mass murderers as they play God deciding who
lives and dies. I can no longer wait as the screams of the tortured fills the ears
of my spirit from the mental wards where they are abused in their own feces
and urine, I can no longer tolerate a society that has become so blood thirsty
they call ripping apart infants pro choice and going to war population
management; where corruption has become so widespread that every day
some new scandal is uncovered in places of public trust. So whether I live or
whether I die, I have a clear conscience now and I am at peace calling everyone
to repentance and to seek God now before it’s too late; to encourage those in
authority to live especially honest and dignified lives of the highest honor and
integrity; to encourage medical care givers to treat all persons as if each person
was the individual they valued most on earth (even if that is themselves), and
for all citizens to watch out for each other for good, to help one another to take
care of one another; so the journey is not so full of grief and suffering. May I
recommend just one more time, that everyone seek to KNOW GOD, through the
person who declared God to us all and has Risen from the Dead and is Alive
today and forever to answer everyone who seeks Him with all their heart, the
Lord Jesus Christ. Amen.
vii. Finally, I ask the faithful who do know Him to pray for such a massive, manifest
outpouring of His Holy Spirit upon the people on the earth of all nations and
beliefs that no one can be in doubt any longer as to who the One True God is.
Please pray that, despite what was done to me, the health He purchased for us
all by his stripes would be manifest in my body and person and throughout the
entire Body of Christ; emptying whole hospitals of their patients around the
world. I thank you. Abide in His Love; Knowing Faith works by Love; your
brother and fellow servant in tribulation; Michael; Amen.
L. And now the leaders of this world, the law enforcement of this world and the people of this
world must decide. Will you like those on the Day of Christ’s Crucifixion shout for the
murderer(s) to be among you and like their fathers slew the prophets (Mt 23:30‐34, Lk 11:46‐52)
Will I find honorable legal representation and advocacy or has the whole profession sold their

souls for mammon? Where are the Warriors and the Mighty Ones that God has sent into the
earth for this final battle of the Truth against so many lies in these last days. Know you sons and
daughters of the Most High God that you have already won, but let us not hang our head in
shame this day or ever, while yet God gives us such opportunities of valor! Yes, will you deny
the truth before your eyes and within your ears and go on apathetically in your disbelief or will
an investigation ensue immediately and the arrests of some of the worst criminals in the history
of our nation?! This is day and now is the opportunity! Keep America Free, the Land of the Free
the Home of the Brave instead of those who wannabe and have in cowardice become slaves!
Choose each of you if you will side with righteousness, law and order or if you will like those
who were before continue murdering God’s messengers; though we are only sent to help you.
Practically, I know higher authorities weighed out that they didn’t want to arrest many of the
cops because they had children and they reasoned why bring hardship to families for the life of
a whore (they were thinking of my ex) and an ex‐convict (me); but now I hope you understand
that God has chosen the foolish and despised and low things of this world (1Cor1:25‐29) and
when you persecute and kill off the messengers all the gifts God would have given you through
them are hidden away. I have thousands of inventions from God some great and world
changing to small everyday comforts, I have knowledge from God of mysteries long unsolved; so
those who ponder can move onto other ones for mysteries will always remain, I have wisdom
and understanding for righteous judgment and sound government, I have knowledge to solve
global crises all over the world in all fields and what I haven’t received yet, I can obtain by His
Grace; shall you consider the children that have rapists for fathers; knowing God will take care
of them as; as a justified reason to pervert justice and judgment in the earth when this level of
evil exists among those who have sworn to uphold the law (not to break it)? Will any reason
satisfy the great hypocrisy in leaving mass murderers and sex offenders go free while you
imprison a poor drug addict for years who did no such evil in his life?! Will you reason away that
you are violating some long broken code to keep the worst criminals among your ranks preying
upon innocent citizens who have paid and entrusted you to serve and protect them from such
whether or not they wear uniforms or hold political office?! No! the injustice in America is NOT
to be bourne any longer!!!!!!!! I say to the people every time law enforcement, judges, and the
like pervert justice by talking bribes and destroying the lives of poor men while leaving free vile
wealthy ones, that it is time we effected arrests of those wicked persons and made it clear we
will no longer tolerate this level of corruption under any circumstances or those destroying
innocent lives thereby will not only be permanently debenched, but EXECUTED! They are not
just responsible for leaving mass murderers loose among us, thereby participating by
conspiracy, but they have actively tortured wrongly imprisoned MANY persons while committing
the abomination in letting the wicked go free! We the people have to let those we have
entrusted to govern us KNOW that when they do this wickedly and become this corrupt, we will
NOT put up with it any longer! Stand in the streets until they’re all arrested! Shut down the
nation until law enforcement does their duty and arrests the corruption in their ranks!!!!!!!! NO
MORE “IMMUNITY” FOR CORRUPT CRIMINAL POLITICIANS ESPECIALLY TRAITORS, MASS
MURDERERS AND WAR CRIMINALS!!!!!!!!!!!! Any bribed or bribing politicians ARREST
immediately they are causing hardship upon millions in their selfish greed!!!!!!!!!!!! If the

people continue to cowardly live in their little snow globe worlds pretending if they just hide
away nothing will happen to them, then when evil comes knocking to haul you away like those
who cowered in the last holocaust of WWII, JUST REMEMBER IT’S BECAUSE YOU DID NOTHING
TO STOP THEM WHEN YOU COULD HAVE!!!!!!!! Just remember, you allowed perversion of
justice to grow unrestrained and wickedness reign in America, because you sat on your
apathetic asses when the trumpet sounded and told you plainly how to win this battle and keep
America FREE!!!!!!!! I hope, instead I will see an outraged citizenry DEMAND the arrests of the
criminals cited herein and this time thorough and HONEST investigations instead of cover‐ups
that will destroy our nation in rampant corruption! Every day that passes causes the evidence
and witnesses to become more difficult to uncover and procure, DEMAND righteous authorities
act NOW!!!!!!!!
M. Now I have shown you by reason, logic, rational thought that God exists and by the same and
scientific proof that not only does God exists but that He is the God of the Holy Bible and I have
demonstrated that He is always involved with the affairs of mankind and if you doubt this you
need to spend more time studying history and going over all that I have conveyed herein. But, I
do not want your faith in God to rest in the knowledge or wisdom only but in His Love and in His
Power; even in the Power of His Resurrection and so I have asked God to impart gifts and
blessings through me to the nations and people of the world and so:
In YAHOSHUAH’S OMNIPOTENT NAME LET ALL THOSE WHO HEAR AND HEED THESE WORDS BE
CHANGED BY THE POWER OF GOD INTO GLORIOUS BEINGS OF LIGHT, OF LOVE AND OF TRUTH,
LET THOSE WHO RECEIVE THE TRUTH OF THE GOSPEL BE BLESSED WITH THE SPIRIT OF
REPENTANCE WHILE THEY PASS THE DAYS OF THEIR INCARNATION THAT THEY MAY MORTIFY
THE DEEDS OF THE FLESH AND BE ALIVE TO GOD AND THE WORKS OF THE HOLY SPIRIT, LET THE
HOLY GHOST BE POURED OUT UPON ALL FLESH AS THE LATTER RAIN IN DUE SEASON AND IN
FULFILLMENT OF PROPHECY THAT THE NATIONS, THE PEOPLE AND THE CHILDREN MAY REJOICE
ALL OVER THE GLOBE, IN THE NAME OF JESUS CHRIST OUR LORD, YAHOSHUAH THE ONE AND
ONLY TRUE MESSIAH, LET HIS LOVE AND COMPASSION NOW GO FORTH IN ALL THE WORLD
HEALING THOSE WITH BIRTH DEFECTS, THOSE WHO LOST THEIR LIMBS IN WAR OR BY WEAPONS
OF WAR, THOSE WHO BEND FROM AILMENTS AND DEFORMATIES, EVEN LET ENTIRE HOSPITALS
BE EMPTIED BECAUSE ALL THE PATIENTS ARE MIRACULOUSLY HEALED TO THE GLORY OF GOD
AND BE NO MORE DOUBTING; ONLY BELIEVE. IN HIS MAJESTY’S HOLY NAME, LET THE FAITH
ONCE DELIVERED UNTO OUR FATHERS BE REVIVED, RESTORED AND ELEVATED TO THE
PERFECTION GOD AND CHRIST CALLS US ALL TO. LET HIS LOVE AND VIRTUES SO FLOOD ALL
WHO CALL UPON HIM THAT THEY CAN NOT CONTAIN THEIR TESTIMONY OF THE SAVING GRACE
OF OUR LORD JESUS CHRIST IN THEIR LIFE AND THOSE VIRTUES TRANSFORM OTHER SOULS STILL
IN DARKNESS WHEREVER THEY GO UNTIL THE WHOLE WORLD IS FULL OF GOD’S GLORY AND ALL
KNOW HIM FROM THE LEAST TO THE GREATEST AND FROM THE GREATEST TO THE LEAST ALSO
IN FULFILLMENT OF PROPHECY. IN YAHOSHUAH’S OMNIPOTENT AND INVINCIBLE NAME, LET
ALL HIS SONS AND DAUGHTERS, ALL HIS CHILDREN AND ALL HIS FRIENDS, BROTHERS AND
SERVANTS RECEIVE SUCH DIVINE BOLDNESS AND COURAGE THAT THEY NEVER FEAR DEATH OR
ANYONE OR ANYTHING OF DARKNESS AND WICKEDNESS EVER AGAIN!!!!!!!! LET THE WORD OF
GOD AND THE TRUTH OF GOD NOW REMOVE THE DARKNESS OF DECEPTION FROM EVERY SOUL

AND BREAK ADDICTIONS AND CHAINS TO SINS AND DARK WAYS EVERYWHERE IN SUCH
ABUNDANCE THAT IT IS SEEN ALL OVER THE WORLD AND EVEN SECULAR BROADCASTS SHOW
THE MIRACLES OF HEALING AND DELIVERANCE AND LET ALL KNOWINGLY THEN CHOOSE
WHETHER THEY BE FOR OR AGAINST THE LORD THEIR GOD THEIR MAKER AND RULER OF
HEAVEN AND EARTH. MAY I HAVE JOY IN SEEING THAT THE GRACE OF GOD, THE LOVE OF GOD,
THE MERCY OF GOD SURPASSES OUR SINS AND REBELLIOUS WAYS OF IGNORANCE FOR MYSELF,
FOR ALL THOSE ALREADY IN THE FAITH AND FOR ALL THOSE WHO WILL COME WHEN THE LIGHT
AND LOVE OF GOD AND THE TRUTH SHINES INTO THEIR LIVES. GOD, FLOOD US WITH YOUR
VIRTUES, NOT ONLY YOUR LOVE AND FAITH, TEMPERANCE, CONCORD, PURITY, HOLINESS,
PATIENCE, HOPE BUT YOUR WISDOM, KNOWLEDGE AND UNDERSTANDING, WE ARE YOUR
CREATION AND WE LOVE AND NEED YOU NOW AND FOREVER. MAY YOU WHO HEAR OR READ
THESE WORDS NOT BE AMONG THOSE WHO CONTINUE TO HARDEN THEIR HEARTS AND REBEL
AGAINST THE TRUTH; MAY YOU NOT BE AMONG THOSE WHO WILL PERISH IN THE FLAMES.
MAY YOU NOT BE AMONG THOSE WHO WILL KNOW THE JUSTICE AND EVEN THE WRATH OF
ALMIGHTY GOD FOR THE GREAT EVIL THEY DO. MAY YOU ESCAPE EVERLASTING DAMNATION
BY CLINGING TO CHRIST NO MATTER WHAT HAPPENS TO YOU ON EARTH AND KNOW THAT
WHEN YOU ARE TOO WEAK TO DO SO, HE WILL HOLD YOU AND KEEP YOU BECAUSE HE KNOWS
THE DEPTHS OF YOUR SOUL AND DESIRE FOR GOODNESS AND RIGHTEOUSNESS. LET
PREJUDICES BE SWEPT ASIDE AS THE SONS AND DAUGHTERS OF GOD RECOGNIZE THEIR
EVERLASTING BROTHERS AND SISTERS FROM ALL RACES, ALL NATIONS, ALL TONGUES AND ALL
TRIBES; TRULY, THE REDEEMED OF THE LORD! LET THOSE WHO HUNGER AND THIRST BE FED
EVEN BY GOD AND THE HOLY ANGELS AND WATERS SPRING UP AROUND THEM AND WITHIN
THEIR SOUL BY DIVINE WILL AND PROVISION TO NOURISH AND QUENCH THE WEARY, THE
POOR, THE OPPRESSED AND THOSE WHO LONG FOR THE COMFORT AND LOVE THAT ONLY THE
MOST HIGH GOD CAN GIVE. ALMIGHTY GOD, LET THE CHILDREN KNOW, YOU ARE A FATHER OF
THE FATHERLESS AND A MOTHER TO THE MOTHERLESS, LET THEM KNOW YOU IN EVERY WAY
AND THE GOODNESS OF YOUR SPIRIT BE EXPERIENCED BY EACH OF THEM. LET THEM KNOW
THERE ARE NO ORPHANS WITH YOU AND THAT EACH OF THEM ARE PRECIOUS AND ADORED IN
YOUR SIGHT! SAVE, HEAL, KEEP, PROTECT, STRENGTHEN, EMPOWER, TEACH THEM O’ GOD,
COMFORT THEM O’ GOD, PROVIDE FOR AND GUIDE THEM O’ GOD, AND BE TO THEM IN EVERY
WAY INSEPARABLE THROUGH THIS THEIR JOURNEY IN THIS WORLD WITH YOU EVERY DAY. IN
YAHOSHUAH’S HOLY AND OMNIPOTENT NAME, SET THE CAPTIVES FREE!!!!!!!!!!!! COME, LORD
JESUS; COME QUICKLY. AMEN. HALLELUJAH!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!AMEN!!!!!!!!

